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Before the Court is (1) Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs' ("Jacobs") Emergency Motion to Strike 
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IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Venetian :Macau Limited's 

Peremptory Challenge of Judge is precluded by SCR 48 I, and thus stricken. 

3 	IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any request to stay proceedings must be presented to 

4 Judge Gonzalez, as she has jurisdiction over this case. 
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LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2015, at A.M. 

THE COURT: Page 15, Steven Jacobs versus Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

MR. BICE: Good morning, Your Honor, Todd Bice and Jordan Smith on 

behalf of Steven Jacobs. 

MR. MCNUTT: Good morning, Your Honor, Dan McNutt and Matt Wolf on 

behalf of Venetian Macau Ltd. 

MR. PEEK: Good morning, Your Honor, Stephen Peek on behalf of Las 

Vegas Sands and the Sands China Ltd, and we're just stepping out to get Mr. 

Morris. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

Okay, other appearances. 

MR. MORRIS: Good morning, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right, you're stating your appearances? 

MR. JONES: Your Honor, Mark Jones on behalf of Sands China Ltd. 

MR. MORRIS: Steve Morris on behalf of Sheldon Adelson. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. BICE: Good morning, Your Honor, Todd Bice on behalf of Mr. Jacobs 

THE COURT: All right, its Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs' emergency motion to 

strike unlawful peremptory challenge of judge. 

MR. BICE: Correct. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. BICE: Your Honor, there's a lot of history on this case that, of course, 

the Court is not familiar with but another judge in the court house is very familiar with 

the lengthy history on this case and that judge has been the subject of ongoing 
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efforts by the Defendants to remove her from that case in light of some sanctions, 

rulings that have been entered against the Defendants for discovery misconduct and 

some other misconduct. I think there have been no less than three writs at the 

Supreme Court where they have asked. At the last Supreme Court argument that 

we had when they raised this issue about removal of the judge the Chief Justice told 

them that they should not use their limited time for oral argument on that exercise 

and to move on. 

What I would submit is what you have now is this peremptory challenge 

filed by VML -- and there's a whole history about who VML really is in front of Judge 

Gonzalez and evidence presented about what VML really isn't that was also 

presented in front of Judge Gonzalez and why VML was added to the case when 

they were added. But of course, the issue for you today is is that VML claims that 

because it is -- it claims that it is a new, quote, party to the action that being added 

as a party revives a peremptory challenge and a Rule 48.1, and it does not. 

The fundamental problem with VML's position, Your Honor, is that it 

misunderstands the rule, the difference between challenges for cause of a judge 

and a challenge -- and a peremptory challenge. Challenge for cause under the 

statute, 1.225 and -- through 235, because one deals with the Supreme Court 

justices and one deals with the district court judges, is it belongs to parties. And in 

fact, the statute says in the Moore decision, upon which they are relying almost 

exclusively, emphasize the word "party" and that's why in that particular -- 

THE COURT: That case involved an affidavit of prejudice too; right? 

MR. BICE: Exactly. Right; a challenge for cause, not a challenge -- a 

peremptory challenge. What Rule 48.1 says there is no right of a party to a 

peremptory challenge, it is to a side. And if that side waives the peremptory 
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challenge or if that side exercises a peremptory challenge, the fact that you add 

other parties to that same side later on doesn't revive either a new peremptory 

challenge or revive the non-exercised peremptory challenge which was waived by 

the side of which they are a party -- of which they are a participant. And that's 

exactly, Your Honor, what the Gallen decision from the Nevada Supreme Court said 

and that is exactly, Your Honor, -- I found interesting and I should have picked up on 

this in our reply brief, but the Tumipseed  they rely upon, if you look at the 

Turnipseed  decision, that was an intervening party, and the Supreme Court goes 

into a lengthy analysis about Rule 48. sub 5 about whether it applied in that case 

because the word -- they focus on the words "in the action." Well, it's very 

interesting, if -- my colleagues over here were right that it revives the right by 

addition of a new party, well the Supreme Court would have needed none of that 

analysis. The opinion goes on and on and on -- analyzing why sub 5 didn't preclude 

the peremptory challenge in that case. But, according to Mr. McNutt, by the sheer 

addition of a new party, in that case it was an intervenor, that somehow revived the 

right. 

Obviously, that's not true. That's not what Gallen provides, nor is that 

what the Turnipseed  decision provides. And more fundamentally, that's what 48.1 

sub 5 expressly precludes. It says in no ambiguous term -- no -- there's no 

ambiguity in the Rule, no peremptory challenge may be exercised against a judge 

that has heard any contested matter or entered any ruling and that is exactly what is 

going on here. They have been trying to forum shop in light of the district court's 

intimate familiarity with the conduct that has gone on in this case and this is just 

another round of forum shopping that the statute precludes -- or that the rule 

precludes, Your Honor. 
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THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. BICE: I thank the Court. 

THE COURT: Mr. McNutt. 

MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, I'd like to make a point of order here. I was the 

person who, on September 1 st , presented the argument with respect to the 

reassignment of this case to another judge in the Supreme Court. I did not -- I was 

not present when Mr. Bice heard what was not said by the Chief Justice which he 

just referred to. The Chief Justice did not say, move on, we do not wish to consider 

or we're not going to consider this reassignment. That's the first request we made. 

What the Chief Justice said was, because their arguments were split between me 

and another gentleman, that you're running out of your assigned time and you 

should save some time for rebuttal. That's what he said. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

MR. BICE: I'll let the transcript speak for itself as to what he really said, Your 

Honor. 

MR. MORRIS: And -- 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. MORRIS: -- it will. I'll be happy to submit it to you. 

THE COURT: Okay, thank you. 

MR. MCNUTT: Good morning, sir, Dan McNutt on behalf of newly added 

party Venetian Macau Ltd. which I may refer to sometimes here as VML. 

Your Honor, we're here under a set of facts that are entirely the 

product, the fault or the result of the strategic decision making of Mr. Jacobs and his 

counsel. VML is coming into this case as a new party. It has not been in this case 

yet. It's coming in four and a half years into this case which, at the outset, sounds 
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like an awfully long time. If the Court looks at the record, the Court will realize that 

not much has transpired in four and a half years other than some jurisdictional 

discovery. 

48.1 -- and Mr. Bice purposely recited this and did it well -- does afford 

each side an opportunity for a peremptory challenge. Where Mr. Bice goes astray 

on behalf of his client is he says that he's asking -- or I'm asking you to, quote, 

revive a right. I do not need revival. That right has survived in this case since its 

inception. It has never been used and it is still here based upon the case law from 

Moore  in 1961 -- 

THE COURT: Moore  was a case involving and affidavit of prejudice; wasn't 

it? 

MR. MCNUTT: It was, Your Honor, and we know from Nevada Direct Pay TV 

in 1986 that the Nevada Supreme Court looks at NRS 1 -- 

THE COURT: What do we know from Gallen versus Eighth Judicial District 

Court which was 1996? 

MR. MCNUTT: I'll tell what we know from Gallen. This is what we know from 

Gallen, we know that after Gallen Moore has been cited in three 48.1 cases. The 

dicta in Gallen has never been cited in any case regarding 48.1. I'll tell you what 

Gallen has been cited for and then we'll go on to the facts of Gallen. 

Gallen has been cited for the proposition that it stands for. The holding 

in Gallen  -- this is an NRCP 41(a)(1) case and that is what has been cited. Gallen's  

been cited two times in Nevada since 1996 in one unpublished federal court case 

and one unpublished state court case for NRCP 41(01). It's been cited and briefed 

four times to the Supreme Court, never for 48.1, never for SCR 48.1, only for 

Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure 41(01). 
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And, Your Honor, if you look at Gallen  that's what the holding of that 

case is. Gallen  is an NRCP 41 case. If you look at the structure of the -- opinion, 

the court goes through what happened -- and it's a little bit of a confusing fact 

pattern but David Allen & Associates is a law firm. Mr. Gallen is a lawyer/employee. 

David Allen sues Defendant King through counterclaims back against David Allen & 

Associates. And then, -- and this is critical, Your Honor, he files a third-party 

complaint against Mr. Gallen individually. Mr. Gallen avails himself of the 

peremptory challenge, move to strike, and -- well, excuse me, not move to strike. 

What Mr. King does in response is dismisses voluntarily, under NRCP 41(a)(1), the 

third-party complaint rendering moot the peremptory challenge. And the Supreme 

Court in their decision on page 3 -- no that -- page 3 of my printout, it's actually on 

page 211, they come to the determination: We have determined that extraordinary 

relief is not warranted. And then this is critical, Your Honor, specifically -- they say -- 

NRCP 41(a)(1) provides that a Plaintiff may unilaterally dismiss an action at any 

time before the Defendant has filed an answer or motion for summary judgment. 

Quote: We conclude that Gallen has been dismissed from the underlying action. 

That is the holding, Your Honor. That is what has been cited in subsequent cases. 

The NRCP 41 -- and again, no published cases whatsoever. 

Now, since 1996, we have three cases all of which discuss NRCP -- 

excuse me, SCR 48.1. We've got Tradewinds  in 2013; we've got the Alaska 

Supreme Court case Mundt  in 1998; and in between we've got Tumipseed  in 2000, 

and all of those cite back critically to Moore  and Smith, Smith coming -- earlier in 

1991, Carr-Bricken  in 1989, back to Moore  in 1961. And, Your Honor, Tradewinds 

clearly says that the statutory predecessor of SCR 48.1 is NRS 1. Smith  refers and 

-- excuse me, Nevada Pay TV  says that we can look at NRS 1 because its, quote, 
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virtually indentical. And I say indentical because that was the -- typo that was in the 

Supreme Court's opinion. So, there's no question that Moore  is the statutory -- 

excuse me, the NRS 1 analysis in Moore is the statutory predecessor to SCR 48, 

and so we can look at the Moore case and its progeny which then analyze SCR 48.1 

up through the present day. 

Your Honor, one case is the Smith case. And in that case in 1991 the 

facts of that case show that we had -- that case had gone the whole way through 

trial. A final judgment had been entered and then a peremptory challenge was 

upheld. And the Supreme Court said in Smith  they said that this court uses a 

standard of review of reasonableness under the facts and circumstances of each 

case. That's the Supreme Court's standard of review for peremptory challenges 

based upon the peculiar facts and circumstances in this case. This case seems old 

because its four and a half years old, but we have not been through dispositive 

motions, motions in limine, a trial, let alone have had a final judgment entered. So 

under the analysis of Smith, this case is technically in its infancy. If the Court looks 

at that standard and then thinks about the flexible approach that the Supreme Court 

has used in interpreting 48.1, the answer here today is that this peremptory 

challenge is valid and that the motion to strike must be dismissed. 

Your Honor, -- and I would like to back up to one point in terms of the 

procedural history where I said at the outset that we are here as a design of the 

Plaintiffs. In 2010, Mr. Peek filed a motion on behalf of LVSC to dismiss for lack to 

add an indispensable party. That motion was not just thoroughly opposed, it was 

vehemently opposed. This is the opposition itself [holds up pleading]. And there's a 

couple of very notable quotes in here: number one, VML is not a necessary party; 

number two, VML is not an indispensable party; number three, even if LVSC and 
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VML are co-obligors on the contract to Mr. Jacobs they are not a necessary party. 

That's what Plaintiffs said in 2011 -- 

THE COURT: They didn't say they weren't on the same side though; -- 

MR. MCNUTT: -- and they -- 

THE COURT: -- right? 

MR. MCNUTT: -- prevailed. No, they didn't say that, Your Honor. They didn't 

have -- 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. MCNUTT: -- to say that. But, let's talk about the same side. Again, the 

revival language, which is in quotes all through the reply brief, is in apropos 

because we are talking about a right that existed for a side. It's undisputed it has 

never been used by anybody sitting on the defense side. It still exists. 

THE COURT: The side has waived it; hasn't it? 

MR. MCNUTT: How has my side -- 

THE COURT: There were things that came on before the Court that were 

heard which then caused the right to peremptorily challenge the judge to be waived; 

right? 

MR. MCNUTT: That's right, Your Honor, and Carr-Bricken,  the Smith case, 

Tradewinds,  and Turnipseed  all deal with, in various forms, issues that were 

contested matters. The best example, Your Honor, is Smith. You want to talk about 

a contested matter? Final judgment was entered and the Supreme Court said that 

under their standard of review that peremptory challenge was to be upheld. 

And, Your Honor, the statutory construct of 48.1 foreshadows this 

flexible approach that the Supreme Court endorses. 48.1 §5 critically uses the word 

"may." A notice of peremptory challenge may not be filed. It does not say "shall not 
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be filed." Why? Because of the Supreme Court cases that interpret 48.1. There 

has to be some flexibility. This is not a statute that should be rigidly constructed that 

the only way you get it is within one certain time window and nobody else will ever 

be able to get it even if Plaintiffs tactically choose to not bring in a party until later 

on. That's the abuse of the other side of the rule. I can choose -- under their 

reading, I can chose not to bring in a party, have some time pass, have a contested 

hearing, got cha, then bring in a new party -- and the Carr-Bricken  case talks about 

once a new party comes into the case. The Smith case, the Turnipseed case, all of 

them deal with when a new party comes into the case they have not waived 

anything, because quite frankly, Your Honor, and quite obviously, you cannot waive 

something -- you cannot have standing to waive something or avail yourself of a 

right in litigation until you become a party. Well, that right existed before my side 

had been served -- excuse me, my -- client had been served -- 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. MCNUTT: -- and I joined that side. That right has survived and VML, a 

new party to this case, is availing itself of that right. There's nothing in the cases 

that they've cited -- Morrow  is unhelpful to them. All of the cases that they cite -- and 

I know that they didn't cite any cases in their motion. They're all cited in their reply 

brief, but none of those cases assist them at all. 

And, Your Honor, it's true, we stand here and they say -- I think their 

one word sentence was "hardly." We say its dicta. "Hardly" they say. And yet, how 

do we determine what is dicta? Well, -- 

THE COURT: Well, we know that it's in -- there are two sections in the Gallen  

case, Roman numeral I and Roman numeral II. Roman numeral ll is: Gallen  had no 

right to exercise a peremptory challenge. We know that, so that sounds like its -- its 



sort of difficult to construe that as being dicta as a heading -- 

MR. MCNUTT: And yet its -- 

THE COURT: -- a separate heading in the case -- 

MR. MCNUTT: -- not in their holding. 

THE COURT: -- that addresses an issue. 

MR. MCNUTT: It's not in the holding of the case, Your Honor. They say: We 

conclude that Gallen has been dismissed from the underlying action therefore 

extraordinarily relief is not warranted. It was moot. 

Now, do I credit the law clerk or the judge that wrote this decision for 

completeness, the fact that it went up on the issue of 48.1? I credit them for 

completeness. Were I grading this? I credit that. Having said that, the point of dicta 

is it is not essential to the holding. And, Your Honor, what's the best objective 

evidence of what Gallen  stands for? What has it been cited for since? It has been 

cited in, again, two unpublished cases, one state and one federal here in Nevada, 

for NRCP 41(a)(1). It has never been cited, even in simple briefing to the Supreme 

Court, for SCR 48.1. 

Your Honor, I would submit to you that that's the best objective 

evidence. You don't have to take my word for it. Look at what the Supreme Court 

has done with this case. And conversely, look at what the Supreme Court has done 

17 years after Gallen. Seventeen years after Gallen, in Tradewinds  in 2013, they 

are endorsing Moore.  Four years after Gallen  they endorse Moore  in Tumipseed. 

Two years after Moore,  in 1998, the Alaska Supreme Court endorsed Moore  and 

Smith in the Mundt  case. 

So, Your Honor, that's the best evidence that you have that Moore  and 

its progeny stand for the proposition, number one, that we say they do; and two, are 
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binding on this Court with respect to this decision that this peremptory challenge has 

survived to the present day. My client, which is a newly added party, is availing 

itself of that right and we ask this Court to strike -- or excuse me, to deny the motion 

to strike. 

THE COURT: Okay, thank you. 

MR. BICE: Your Honor, I doubt that the Supreme Court is too concerned 

over the grade that Counsel would give them on opinion writing. 

But what I would say is this, the Gallen decision -- he says it's not cited 

too often, but I would submit it's probably because nobody is quite as brazen as 

these Defendants in their disregard for the law. Although the Defendants like to tell 

the Court how that case in front of Judge Gonzalez has been in its infancy, we've 

attached some of the documents, lengthy evidentiary rulings, about sanctions and 

misconduct and concealing the evidence which is pervasive in that case. And that's 

why they have been forum shopping for a different judge for at least three prior writ 

proceedings and that's all that is currently going on in this matter now with this new 

party VML, the same party that has been producing documents in this case from its 

inception -- and why it was added when it was added. Judge Gonzalez knows 

exactly why that happened and the timing of it because of admissions that were 

made by one of the board members for Sands China at the jurisdictional hearing. 

So, to pretend that they don't know why VML was added when VML was added is 

just simply trying to take advantage of the fact that the Court doesn't know the facts 

because the Court didn't hold the evidentiary hearing and hear it, which is of course 

exactly what 48.1 sub 5 precludes is trying to switch the judge by way of peremptory 

challenge after the judge learns certain bad facts and has made certain rulings in 

the case that you do not like as that side of the case. 
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So, with respect to Gallen, Gallen  specifically discusses the peremptory 

challenge issue, 'cause remember what was going on. There were multiple parties 

on that side, on the Plaintiff side of the case, and that's why the Supreme Court 

addressed the peremptory challenge because the question, of course, was, well 

who should the case be in front of? Should the case -- regardless of what's -- 

whether Mr. Gallen remained in the case or not, the question survived as to, well, 

who should the case be in front of? Should it be in front of the judge that had it 

before the exercise of the peremptory challenge or after the peremptory challenge? 

So, contrary to the arguments of counsel that somehow the Supreme Court just 

went off on some wild tangent is just simply wrong. They addressed the question of 

where the case properly belonged and they pointed out that the side, in that case 

the Plaintiffs, the side had waived any ability to exercise a peremptory challenge 

under the rule and the addition of a new party doesn't change that fact. 

And I love this argument now about, well, Moore -- Moore  is really the 

controlling case even though Moore involved a challenge for cause under that 

statute which belongs to a party and not a side. This is why the Supreme Court has 

a rule, I suspect, that you're not allowed to be citing these unpublished decisions 

which is what he hangs his hat on is because, as the justices say, those opinions 

get prepared and they don't get vetted thoroughly. So now he's seizing on this -- 

words in the Tradewinds  unpublished decision in violation of the rule which says 

48.1 was the, quote, predecessor to NRS 1.230. Well, that's just flat wrong and we 

all know that. 1.230 has existed for years, Your Honor. That's the -- challenge for 

cause of a Supreme Court justice just like -- and by the way, peremptory challenges 

don't even apply to Supreme Court justices so it's just -- it's an absurd statement. 

They know it but this is what happens when you try and use unpublished decisions 
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to then use and take them out of context. 

And what the Supreme Court really said in Tradewinds  is? You know 

why they were allowed to exercise a peremptory challenge later, Your Honor? 

Because the rule says so. What the -- that case was reassigned by way of 

consolidation. And under 48.1 sub 9 the rule has been amended to say that if the 

case gets reassigned to a new judge by any means other than exercising of a 

peremptory challenge, there's a new right to a peremptory challenge and that's all 

that Tradewinds  involved. The case had been consolidated into another case which 

the Supreme Court said, well, that's reassigning the case. And so therefore, under 

sub 9, the peremptory challenge was proper. That's all that the court is saying there. 

And in Tumipseed, Tumipseed  is -- he cites that as proving his position. 

It completely contradicts his position. Tumipseed  specifically points out that the 

reason that the peremptory challenge was accepted in that case, even though it was 

a new party, is because there had been no ruling on any contested matter in that 

action. 

If Mr. McNutt was right, his reading of the rule that somehow any new 

party gets to -- gets a right of peremptory challenge even though it's been waived 

and even though the rule precludes it, Turnipseed  would have been a one sentence 

decision. It would have been, according to him, it should have simply cited Moore, 

and said: Oh, new party, new right -- which of course the court did not say at all. 

They go on page after page of analyzing why the peremptory challenge was proper 

in that case but only because there had not been a ruling in a pretrial matter. The 

rule expressly forecloses this sort of forum shopping and I ask the Court to grant -- 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. BICE: -- our motion and return the case to where it belongs. 
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THE COURT: All things considered, I'm persuaded by the motion and it's 

granted. Please submit a proposed order. 

MR. BICE: I have a proposed order right now, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. MCNUTT: Your Honor, I would ask that you would stay the proceedings 

allowing us time to take this up to the Supreme Court on a writ. 

THE COURT: Well, I'm granting the motion. That means it goes back to 

Department 11 and you can ask her to entertain that. 

MR. BICE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Are you submitting the order now did you say? 

MR. BICE: Well, I have -- I've given it to them to look at. It's just a simple 

order saying that the motion is granted. 

[Colloquy between counsel] 

THE COURT: All right, I'll be in -- just give it to the clerk once it's been -- 

[Colloquy between counsel] 

MR. BICE: Well, presumably this is a VML issue. 

MR. MCNUTT: Your Honor, I'd like to look at the order and then -- 

THE COURT: Yeah. Fine. 

MR. MCNUTT: -- I'll let Mr. Bice know; how about that? 

MR. BICE: I'll -- I'm going to submit it today, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Okay, very well. 

MR. BICE: All right, thank you. 

THE COURT: Court's in recess. 

MR. PEEK: Your Honor, before you leave the bench — 

[Colloquy between counsel] 
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MR. MCNUTT: Your Honor, let me readdress something. Are you suggesting 

that you're denying the request for stay or that you are simply not considering it? 

THE COURT: I'm not considering it. I'm not going to deny it. It should 

be -- the motion for stay should be made to the -- it goes right back to the other 

department and that's where the motion should be made. 

MR. MCNUTT: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Okay, thank you. 

MR. BICE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

[Proceedings concluded at 9:46 a.m.] 

ATTEST: I do hereby certify that I have truly and correctly transcribed the 
audio/video recording in the above-entitled case to the best of my ability. 

CY HIA GEOF4tILAS 
Court Recorder/Transcriber 
Eighth Judicial District Court Dept. XIII 
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1 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2015, 8:33 A.M. 

2 (Court was called to order) 

3 THE COURT: All right. Can everybody identify 

4 themselves, starting with Mr. Pisanelli and moving across the 

5 room. 

6 MR. PISANELLI: Good mornlng, Your Honor. James 

7 Pisanelli on behalf of Steven Jacobs. 

8 MR. SMITH: Jordan Smith also on behalf of Steven 

9 Jacobs. 

10 MR. RANDALL JONES: Randall Jones on behalf of Sands 

11 China Limited. 

12 MR. PEEK: 'Morning, Your Honor. Stephen Peek on 

13 behalf of Las Vegas Sands and Sands China Limited. 

14 MR. MORRIS: Good morning, Your Honor. Steve Morris 

15 for Sheldon Adelson. 

16 THE COURT: It's your motion. So can I ask the 

17 question first why'd it take so long to file this motion after 

18 we heard from the Supreme Court? 

19 MR. SMITH: Well, we were sort of waiting to see if 

20 we would get a little bit more definitive answer from the 

21 Supreme Court, Your Honor. We were thinking, perhaps 

22 optimistically, that we'd actually have an answer on the 

23 jurisdictional writ by now. So that's sort of what the slight 

24 delay would be. 

25 THE COURT: Okay. 

2 



1 MR. SMITH: Your Honor first addressed this issue in 

2 June when plaintiff moved to file a fourth amended complaint. 

3 At that time Your Honor denied the motion based upon concerns 

4 about the five year rule. Since that time 

5 THE COURT: And the trial date. 

6 MR. SMITH: And the trial date based upon the five 

7 year rule. Since that time, on July 1st, the Supreme Court 

8 indicated that its previous orders in this matter had tolled 

9 the five year rule. That concern has since been alleviated. 

10 There are now nlne months between now and the current trial 

11 date. That's more than sufficient time for VML to get up to 

12 speed. 

13 Again, recall that throughout this process, 

14 especially during discovery, Sands China has taken the 

15 position that these were VML's documents all along. VML was 

16 the data controller. So VML has been participating In the 

17 document discovery In this case, and Sands China can't take a 

18 different position now. 

19 So there's plenty of time, there's no prejudice, and 

20 we ask that the motion be granted. 

21 THE COURT: Mr. Jones. 

22 MR. RANDALL JONES: Apparently he didn't want to use 

23 a whole lot of 10 minutes. I might take a little longer. 

24 I would just -- my first comment would be that their 

25 argument that -- in response to your question, actually, I was 

3 



1 interested to hear what the answer would be. It makes no 

2 

3 

4 

5 

sense to me whatsoever. I don't know if it makes any sense to 

the Court. But my response would be, assuming that you were 

waiting for the Supreme Court to make a decision, then why 

file this before the Supreme Court made a decision? The 

6 argument with the Supreme Court was just weeks ago. It's 

7 highly unlikely, at least In my experience, that you're going 

8 to have any answer with the Supreme Court for some period of 

9 time. 

10 THE COURT: They gave an answer in Wynn-Okada. 

11 I still -- you know, and they mailed it to me a week later, 

12 but--

13 MR. RANDALL JONES: Understood, Your Honor. But it 

14 doesn't explain why you would delay -- assuming you now know 

15 that we have a ruling on the 41(e) motion from the Supreme 

16 Court that says that the trial date is not going to need to be 

17 done in October, you would think after all this time they 

18 would have immediately moved to join VML to this case. Not to 

19 mention we didn't have a scheduling order at that point In 

20 time. We now have one. So we've got this major delay issue 

21 that's going to be a significant problem. 

22 But that's just the beginning of the issues that 

23 they have with this motion. First of all, they say that you 

24 have said previously that I think -- quoting them, they 

25 said, "You ruled that the motion will be granted," end quote. 

4 



1 That lS absolutely not what you said. 

2 THE COURT: I said I was likely to grant it if I 

3 wasn't dealing with the lssues related to the five year rule 

4 and the trial. 

5 MR. RANDALL JONES: Well, the quote that I found 

6 that you said, you would "reconsider if the Supreme Court 

7 recalculates or issues other orders related to the 41(e) 

8 motion on the trial." That's a far cry from saying you're 

9 going to do something that they represented to you in their 

10 papers. 

11 You never ruled on any of our objections that we 

12 raised In the motion previously. They waited, agaln, over two 

13 months since the ruling from the Supreme Court to bring this 

14 motion. And, Your Honor, I would suggest the timing of this 

15 motion is not a coincidence. They just responded to our 

16 discovery, Sands China's discovery, and it is pretty obvious 

17 to me that they got nervous about the viability of their 

18 contract claims when they saw our discovery that they had to 

19 answer, including admissions. And that's the real motivation 

20 here, is that they're nervous that they don't have a claim 

21 against Sands China, Las Vegas Sands, or VML because of the 

22 nature of the claims that they've made in this case, and so 

23 now they're trying to bootstrap a claim that will keep their 

24 contract claims viable. 

25 There are three distinct reasons why this motion 

5 



1 should be denied. The -- first of all, the new allegations 

2 are a complete about face from the position they've taken in 

3 the past, which you're well aware of. When a motion was filed 

4 to dismiss their claims for failing to ]Oln an indispensable 

5 party back in 2011 they argued specifically that VML was not a 

6 party to the alleged employment agreement or the stock option 

7 agreement. Now they come back to that argument and say, well, 

8 we have an excuse as to why we couldn't join VML or wouldn't 

9 agree that VML was an indispensable party at the time, because 

10 we didn't know that -- we were apparently surprised in the 

11 jurisdictional discovery involving Sands China to find out 

12 about this alleged assignment. 

13 There are multiple reasons why that argument is 

14 meritless on its face, including the fact that all of Mr. 

15 Jacobs's paychecks, bonus money, and employee benefits were 

16 paid by VML. So that would sort of lead you to believe that 

17 your contract was with VML if you're getting paid by VML and 

18 you're accepting and cashing those paychecks, your bonus lS 

19 being paid by VML and you're accepting that, and your employee 

20 benefits for you and your family are being paid for by VML. 

21 That would be an indication that you were an employee of that 

22 company. That was all done In 2009 and 2010. Not to mention 

23 the fact that the stock option agreement was with Sands China 

24 Limited. So that would have given them an idea of -- Mr. 

25 Jacobs and his counsel who is employer really was, which they 

6 



1 vehemently denied when we brought the motion to dismiss In 

2 2011. 

3 There's another point here that should be noted. 

4 Mr. Jacobs knew -- and the documentation is clear that Mr. 

5 Jacobs knew, because we have an agreement that he entered into 

6 in 2009 with VML where he had to be an employee of the 

7 Macanese company in order to work there. That was a 

8 requirement to get the so-called blue card. So he had to 

9 know, he had to be an employee of that company, and yet he 

10 claims he wasn't an employee when it comes to the fact of 

11 trying to add that company as an indispensable party or movlng 

12 to dismiss for failure to add an indispensable party In 2011. 

13 The only other point I would make on that issue is 

14 that Mr. Jacobs received his termination letters from Sands 

15 China and VML, which includes -- the VML letter, as you may 

16 recall, from 2010 included the 12 reasons for his termination. 

17 That would be an indication to him in 2010 that his employer 

18 was VML, as opposed to Las Vegas Sands. 

19 And finally, you cannot amend a complaint when the 

20 amendment would be futile. The amendment would be futile, 

21 because there is no jurisdiction over VML, period, end of the 

22 story. They even failed to plead the necessary elements under 

23 Daimler or Viega to make a claim for personal jurisdiction 

24 over VML. 

25 And I would just add that the notion that plaintiff 

7 



1 -- that Mr. Jacobs can sue VML for breach of an employment 

2 agreement with Las Vegas Sands while still maintaining that 

3 Las Vegas Sands was his employer and was responsible for 

4 terminating him lS on its face an absurd proposition. 

5 So, Your Honor, I would simply suggest that there's 

6 no basis at this point in time -- and I mentioned the delay 

7 issue is a real problem for all the parties here. They want 

8 they claim they want to get to trial. We've got the lssues 

9 of if the Court granted this motion presumably VML will want 

10 to take lssue with jurisdiction. 

11 THE COURT: They might file a motion to dismiss on 

12 jurisdiction issues. 

MR. RANDALL JONES: They might. I can't predict it. 

THE COURT: They might. 

13 

14 

15 MR. RANDALL JONES: I don't represent them. But I 

16 would suspect that any competent lawyer would think that would 

17 be an appropriate move. That lssue would have to be dealt 

18 with. And by the way, that's after they get served. The 

19 process of serving VML will take who knows how long. 

20 we'll go through that process. 

So then 

21 Then we have to discovery, assumlng there's not 

22 other motion practice or writ practice involved with VML 

23 before we could even start doing discovery with VML in this 

24 case. They wanted the early trial date, they pressed to have 

25 a shortened trial date schedule; now they're coming in with a 
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1 motion that lS gOlng to simply delay this process indefinitely 

2 at least at this point. 

3 And then the final point I would make, Judge, lS you 

4 can't have a personal services contract under Nevada law -- an 

5 assignment of a personal services contract without consent. 

6 And think about this, Judge. Mr. Jacobs in his papers is 

7 claiming that he didn't know about this assignment, this is 

8 all news to him that came out in the late winter, early spring 

9 of this year before the jurisdictional hearing, that's when he 

10 found out about the alleged assignment. Well, if he didn't 

11 know about it until this year, how could he have ever 

12 consented to it? Without his consent under Nevada law he 

13 absolutely cannot argue that there was an assignment of this 

14 agreement which is the linchpin of the basis of his argument 

15 that there is a transfer of this contract to VML and therefore 

16 VML is potentially liable for this claim. 

17 THE COURT: Thank you. 

18 Anybody else on this side of the room need to say 

19 anything? 

20 MR. PEEK: Other than just to ]Oln In the arguments, 

21 Your Honor. 

22 THE COURT: Okay. 

23 MR. MORRIS: Join, too. 

24 THE COURT: Thank you. 

25 The motion lS granted. I understand I'm gOlng to 
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1 now be faced with jurisdictional motions if there is serVlce. 

2 This may impact your trial date, okay. Good luck. 

3 MR. PISANELLI: Thank you. 

4 THE COURT: Goodbye. 

5 MR. PEEK: Thank you, Your Honor. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED AT 9:06 A.M. 

* * * * * 
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1 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 2015, 8:57 A.M. 

2 (Court was called to order) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

here. 

THE COURT: Good morning. 

MR. PEEK: So are you calling us, Your Honor? 

THE COURT: I was trying to get Mr. Hofland out of 

And I failed. 

MR. RANDALL JONES: Good mornlng, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Lovely to see you all. 

MR. RANDALL JONES: Good to see you, as well. 

MR. BICE: Good morning, Your Honor. 

11 THE COURT: My first item of business lS different 

12 than your first item of business. Yesterday I signed an order 

13 shortening time on a motion to stay my order related to the 

14 deposition of Mr. Turnbull. Does anybody have an objection to 

15 hearing that today, or do you want to come back tomorrow for 

16 your third appearance of the week? 

17 MR. BICE: We actually do want to come back 

18 tomorrow, Your Honor. 

19 

20 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. BICE: We're gOlng to be filing an opposition to 

21 that. We want a record. 

22 THE COURT: It's all right, Mr. Bice. I just make 

23 the offer because it's not always the most convenient place to 

24 come. 

25 MR. BICE: I understand. I appreciate that, Your 
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1 Honor. 

2 MR. PEEK: We enJoy comlng here, though, Your Honor. 

3 THE COURT: Good mornlng. How are you? 

4 Is there anybody on the telephone? Good. 

5 Mr. Bice, this lS your motion. 

6 MR. BICE: Yes. Thank you, Your Honor. This lS our 

7 motion to amend. The Court knows the facts of this case and 

8 the history of it, probably much to its chagrin. But this lS 

9 our motion to amend to add VML as a party to the lawsuit. As 

10 the Court knows, the legal standard lS a liberal one; they are 

11 to be granted unless there lS grounds to deny it. I know that 

12 when we were back here before the Court had expressed some 

13 concerns about adding VML at this point in time considering 

14 the trial date that the Court presently has pending. 

15 THE COURT: Yeah. And there's a case that says if I 

16 add a new party I can't sever them and the five year rule 

17 continues to run as to that party because it's a part of this 

18 case. 

19 

20 

MR. BICE: Okay. 

THE COURT: That's a case that's like 15, 20 years 

21 old I think Mr. Urga's firm was involved in. 

22 MR. BICE: So our position on this, Your Honor, lS 

23 that if the Court's position is it can't sever, first of all, 

24 VML--

25 THE COURT: I think you absolutely can sever. I 

3 



1 just don't think 41(e) lS affected by severance, which I think 

2 lS a huge problem in this case. 

3 MR. BICE: Yeah. All right, Your Honor. 

4 Notwithstanding that fact, VML by the assertions of the 

5 defendants has been a participant in this case since the day 

6 it was filed. That's been the testimony of all of their 

7 witnesses, that's been the position of counsel. As the Court 

8 will recall, they said that VML had to be a party to this 

9 case. That's not true, and we opposed the contention that it 

10 had to be a party to this case, because they were trying to 

11 claim that VML had no ties to Nevada, as the Court will 

12 recall, and now Mr. Leven, Mr. Adelson, and I believe even Mr. 

13 Goldstein all effectively debunked that longstanding story 

14 that had been advanced by the defendants. 

15 Nonetheless, our point here is that VML, according 

16 to Sands China -- Sands China has no employees, Sands China 

17 has no documents. All of the witnesses for Sands China by 

18 their own acknowledgement, except for the two highest-ranking 

19 executives, Sheldon Adelson and Robert Goldstein, are actually 

20 all part of VML. That's their position. That's been their 

21 position since day one. So adding VML at this point cannot 

22 cause any prejudice to VML, because, according to them, VML 

23 should have been the party in this case since day one. That's 

24 their position. And VML's documents -- and we're just 

25 starting merits discovery, as the Court knows. So they've 

4 



1 accused us of bad faith in bringing this motion now. 

2 What I would say to the Court on that is I think 

3 that the evidence contradicts that wholly. When were we 

4 allowed to ask the questions that resulted in the answers for 

5 bringing VML into this lawsuit, Your Honor? We were allowed 

6 to ask them during your jurisdictional hearing for the first 

7 time because the defendants were trying to use that stay to 

8 obstruct everything. And they were using it to obstruct 

9 everything. So the first time we got these acknowledgements 

10 out of Leven and Adelson that they had transferred, assigned, 

11 whatever word one wants to use, the term sheet to VML/Sands 

12 China was during the jurisdictional hearing. So you can't 

13 accuse us of delay here when they're the parties who were 

14 obstructing our ability to get those admissions on the record 

15 and have the evidentiary basis upon which this motion rests. 

16 So there is good cause to add them now, there is no 

17 prejudice that they can cite, and, as a consequence, they will 

18 be able to participate in discovery and we can move this case 

19 forward. And so we ask the Court to do it. 

20 Of course, if the Court says -- it's within your 

21 discretion; we acknowledge that and you say, well, I'm 

22 going to deny it, then we will, of course, file a new lawsuit 

23 against VML. We are within the limitations period still, and 

24 we'll file a new lawsuit against VML. 

25 THE COURT: Thank you. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Gentlemen. 

MR. RANDALL JONES: Good mornlng, Your Honor. 

Randall Jones on behalf of Sands China Limited. 

I'm going to be unusually brief this morning. I 

think our papers outline our position, and I would just make a 

couple of small points -- well, a couple of points. One lS 

that I do think it would be abuse of a discretion and 

fundamentally unfair to my client, Sands China, irrespective 

of VML -- certainly VML lS in a much worse position, but 

there's 

THE COURT: VML indirectly owns the subsidiary, your 

12 client. 

13 MR. RANDALL JONES: I certainly don't disagree that 

14 VML is a wholly owned subsidiary of -- actually, it's a 

15 subsidiary through other entities. But ultimately --

16 THE COURT: Right. But they're all owned by SCL. 

17 MR. RANDALL JONES: Correct. And I would just make 

18 the other point that there are two new claims against Sands 

19 China that has a prejudicial effect against Sands China to try 

20 to change the landscape at this point in time with the trial 

21 date we have set. 

22 And the only other thing I would add, Your Honor, lS 

23 that we disagree with the -- in the reply brief they cite --

24 Mr. Bice cites some testimony of Mr. Leven and Mr. Adelson. 

25 We completely disagree with his interpretation of that 
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1 testimony of Mr. Adelson in particular. Mr. Adelson did not 

2 

3 

ever say that the term sheet was transferred. 

specifically denied that. But since that was 

4 didn't have an opportunity to respond to that. 

In fact, he 

In the reply, 

5 And also, with respect to Mr. Leven, Mr. Leven we 

6 believe should have never been able to should have never 

we 

7 had to answer those questions, because it went to the merits, 

8 I think. And virtually every question that they refer to in 

9 their reply brief I had made an objection -- I think Mr. Peek 

10 made objections, as well -- based upon the stay order. 

11 The only other point I would make lS that to the 

12 extent Mr. Leven did testify about any kind of transfers I 

13 think they've taken that testimony out of context. And also, 

14 if you read other testimony of Mr. Leven that they did not 

15 cite to you, he clarifies what he meant by that. Also, he 

16 indicated in that testimony he didn't understand the 

17 legalities of the question, he was simply giving his comments 

18 with respect to the practical nature of the situation In 

19 certain questions. But that was also contradicted in other 

20 questions. 

21 So we think it would be improper to allow the 

22 amendment at this time as to any party, in particular my case 

23 for Sands China Limited. 

24 

25 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

Mr. Peek. 
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1 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, I will likewise be brief and 

2 ]Oln In the remarks made by Mr. Jones and rely on the papers 

3 that we have filed jointly and add, as Mr. Jones says, that 

4 this request highlights the fact that this testimony came 

5 during the course of an evidentiary hearing on jurisdiction; 

6 however, it did go to merits and has always gone to merits 

7 from the beginning. 

8 So on that basis, Your Honor, I think that there has 

9 been significant deprivation of the due process rights of Las 

10 Vegas Sands. Thank you. 

11 THE COURT: Thank you. 

12 Mr. Morris, anything you'd like to add? 

13 MR. MORRIS: No, Your Honor, I have nothing to add, 

14 other than I support what Mr. Peek and Mr. Jones said. 

15 THE COURT: Thank you. 

16 Mr. Bice. 

17 MR. BICE: Yes, Your Honor. I think those two 

18 points by Mr. Jones and Mr. Peek actually demonstrate our 

19 point, which is their position is that the truth should not 

20 have been known, their witnesses should have not have been 

21 required to tell the truth and those facts came out for the 

22 first time on the stand. And I think that highlights exactly 

23 what they were doing during jurisdictional discovery. Those 

24 facts unquestionably went to the point of jurisdiction as the 

25 Court even cited in its ultimate decision. But they 

8 



1 obstructed that information comlng out and are now saylng that 

2 they should succeed through that obstruction by saying, well, 

3 now, because we've ground this case for four years, actually 

4 almost five years, you shouldn't allow them to add VML at this 

5 point in time. 

6 Again, Your Honor, there is no prejudice to them at 

7 this point in time when they are the ones who have insisted 

8 that they wanted VML in this lawsuit until now. Now that the 

9 facts have come out they switch gears and say, well, please 

10 don't add them, Your Honor. And there is no basis for that. 

11 Mr. Leven's testimony will speak for itself, and 

12 we'll let the jury decide what Mr. Leven said. Because that's 

13 exactly what he testified to, and it's quite crystal clear 

14 what he testified to. And to try and spin it now and say, 

15 well, he just didn't understand the legal significance of what 

16 he was admitting -- that's true of all facts. Witnesses are 

17 supposed to tell the truth, not worry about the legal 

18 ramifications of telling the truth, which is apparently what 

19 the argument is now being advanced. 

20 So the motion -- Your Honor, we ask that the motion 

21 be granted. And Mr. Smith reminded me, Your Honor, there's 

22 actually two aspects to this motion. One lS VML, which we're 

23 all focusing on, and the other one is 

24 THE COURT: And the other is Sands China's breach of 

25 contract. I got it. 
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1 

2 count. 

3 

4 

5 

MR. BICE: -- SCL, just adding them to that other 

THE COURT: I got that part. 

MR. BICE: All right. I thank the Court. 

THE COURT: All right. The motion's granted In 

6 part. With respect to adding Sands China to the breach of 

7 contract cause of action the Court finds there is no prejudice 

8 and grants that request. 

9 As to adding VML as a new party, it appears to the 

10 Court that under United Association of Journeymen versus 

11 Manson it would be inappropriate to that action given the 

12 Rule 41(e) issues. Solely based upon that and my analysis of 

13 42(e) 's deadline at this point, which I understand the 

14 defendants disagree with, I am denying the motion. 

15 If for some reason the Nevada Supreme Court makes a 

16 recalculation or issues an order related to what 41(e) 

17 mentions, I'd be happy to reconsider the motion. 

18 MR. BICE: We understand that, Your Honor. 

19 THE COURT: Anything else? All right. I guess I'll 

20 see you guys tomorrow on the motion to stay. Have a nlce day. 

21 MR. PEEK: See you tomorrow. 

22 THE COURT: Oh. Sorry. My mistake. There's now a 

23 new motion to unseal that lS filed by UNITE HERE. It lS 

24 scheduled for July 21st at 9:00 o'clock. Do you want to reach 

25 out to them and see if they want to have their hearing at the 

10 



1 same time on July 16th at 8:30 that Guardian and Campaign for 

2 Accountability have their motions? 

3 MR. BICE: They actually did reach out, and they 

4 have asked for that. 

5 

6 

THE COURT: Any objection? 

MR. PEEK: Yes, Your Honor, we object to it. We 

7 think that the -- we think the lssues are significantly 

8 different, because they're a union coming in here, as opposed 

9 to the press or other so-called public interest entities, and 

10 we don't think that they -- I think that the issues are 

11 significantly different and it ought to be heard on a 

12 different date. 

13 THE COURT: Okay. I'm gOlng to set it for hearing 

14 on the same day, on July 16th. I have no idea why Master 

15 Calendar set it in Department 29 at 9:00 o'clock. Since it's 

16 filed in this case, it should be heard in this case at 8:30 on 

17 July 16th. 

18 

19 out. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Dulce, will you do a minute order so everybody finds 

THE CLERK: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

Anything else? 

MR. PEEK: Nothing, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Have a nice vacation, Mr. Peek. 

THE PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED AT 9:10 A.M. 

11 



CERTIFICATION 

I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING IS A CORRECT TRANSCRIPT FROM THE 
AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDING OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE ABOVE
ENTITLED MATTER. 

AFFIRMATION 

I AFFIRM THAT THIS TRANSCRIPT DOES NOT CONTAIN THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY OR TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF ANY PERSON OR ENTITY. 

FLORENCE HOYT 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 

FLORENCE M. HOY , TRANSCRIBER 
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STEVEN C. JACOBS, 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No.: 	A-10-627691 
Dept. No.: XI 

V. 
PLAINTIFF STEVEN C. JACOBS' 

LAS VEGAS SANDS CORP., a Nevada 
	

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE A 
corporation; SANDS CHINA LTD., a 

	
FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Cayman Islands corporation; DOES I through ON ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
X; and ROE CORPORATIONS I through X, 

Defendants. 	Hearing Date: 

Hearing Time: 
AND RELATED CLAIMS 

Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs ("Jacobs") moves to amend his complaint in light of the recent 

admissions that the contractual agreement governing the terms and conditions of Jacobs' 

employment was transferred/assigned by Defendant Las Vegas Sands Corp. ("LVSC") to 

Sands China Ltd. ("Sands China") and Venetian Macau Limited ("VML"). Not only does the 

transfer and assumption render both Sands China and VML subject to personal jurisdiction in 

Nevada, it also makes Sands China and VML liable for any breach of the Term Sheet. Thus, the 

proposed amended complaint adds Sands China and VML as Defendants to Jacobs' breach of 

contract causes of action. 
1 - 1 , 2 : 9 RCVD 
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This. N,lotion is made:pursuant to -Nevada Rule of' Civil Procedure .  1.5U and is based upon 

-the- accompanying Memorandum of -Points and_ _Authorities and exhibits thereto„. as -  well as the 

3_ papers : -and plea4itigs on i I.e. in this -Case, and an'y fad-4itio: na.. -argument this .Court chooses to :consider 

_at the time of he-ari ng-, 	• 

DATE-1) -this / -clay 

RISANELI BIC!' 1)I 	 „ 

By: 
iameSJ. Pi.sanelli,Eq., Bar No, 4027 
'rodd L. Bice, 1:-.„sq., Bar No 4534 
Debra L. Spinelli, Esq.., 13z -1r No 9695 
Jordan T. Smith, Esq., Bar No 12097 
400 South 7th Street, Suite 300 
Las Vegas. Nevada 89 01 

Attorneys for .?laintif(Steven C. ..1k.-ic-0,bs- 
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DIsur (IA) RI JUT- 

1.Z.espectfully :submitted. hv 

P1SANEt1-lf3)..c.;,G.11 -.1 

James J, Pisanelh_ Esq.. IBar No. 402: 
Todd Bice, Esq,, Bar NO 4534 
Debra L, Spinelli, Esq, Bar No 9695 
JordanI STI1 th 	Bar No. 1207 
400 South 7th Street. Suite 300 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

11) 	Eli) : 

011ZDER Sil().RTENING TIME 

Before this Court is the Request for an Order Shortening Time accompanied by the 

Declaration ore( unsel Good causc appearinQ, the undersigned counsel will appear at Clark County 
4 

Juticc. Cen.c.r Eighth Judicial Di.:tiict _Court,. 	Nevada, on the- 
. 	 . 

- 1) -epart.ment 	.SQ0:11 - -thQrQialleras -coun..sel may - be heard, 

to -bring this -  PLAINTLFF -STEVEN - C JACQRS 1' MOTION FOR -LEAVE- TO FILE. A 

FOURTH-  A:MENDED COMP-I NWT ON -ORDERSHORTENIN(; TIME On :for hearing, 
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DECLARATION  OF TQ,Dj)j„BI LLP1 	PORT  OF 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME 

l'Or.)D 	B.ICE. Fsq, being first duly sworn, hereby declare as follo‘vs: 

	

4 	 one :  .of the attorneys representing Plaintiff Steven C, Jacobs C Jacobs") in the 

•••.` action styled Steven Cc. „Jacobs v. Las Vegas Sods corm et at, case No. A656710, pending befbre 

	

6 
	

this C:ourt, am cffinpetent to testify as to the facts stated herein, 

	

7 	...S..* • 

	 During the evidentiary -heairiOg cn Sands: ( lina'S - 

8 certain vvitnesses (including Mike Leven and Sheldon Adelson) testified that the Term Sheet was 

9 I subsequently transferred to, and assumed by Sands (711illa andlor V ML. Such assumption renders 

10 Sands China and VM1.. liable under the Term Sheet and subjects thetn to personal jurisdiction in 

N evad a ,. 

On Ntay 5. this Court entered its recision -and Order --  the "Order" makino 

.lindirws of_filet and conelt1SionS ---alaW aS- tb.De -f.ertdant -SandS hjna. Ltd s ("SalidS -Chiba7) --defebse 

perF,onal jurisdiction. The entry of this Decision and Order lifts the stay of merits discovery 

inlposed by the Ne -vada Supreme Court, 

	

1;6 	4, 	On May 27, 20 .15, the Coon entered an Order Setting Civil Jury Trial with a trial 

date o.f October 14 2015, before the expiration of the NRCP 41(e) live year rule, 

5. Given the shortened timeframe caused by the PefendantsJ. constant_ maneuvering, 

there is good cause to hear this Motion on shortened time so that Jacob s can file his Fourth Amended 

Complaint and rnove forward \vith discovery as soon as possible, 

6. I certify aiat this Motion tbr order shortening time is not brouv,ht for any improper' 

purpose or to secure delay. 

declare wider penalties of perjury of the laws of the State of Nevada that the tbregoing is 

.true and correct 
, 

Dated this 	day of June 2015 
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I. 	DISCUSSION 

A. Leave to Amend Is Freely Given. 

Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) permits a party to amend its pleading by agreement 

or with the Court's leave. "Weave to amend should be freely given when justice requires," Weiler 

v. Ross, 80 Nev. 380, 382, 395 P.2d 323, 323 (1964) (emphasis added), and "this mandate is to be 

heeded." Marschall v. City of Carson, 86 Nev. 107, 112,464 P.2d 494, 498 (1970) (quoting Foman 

v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962)). 

The grant or denial of a motion for leave to amend is addressed to the trial court's "sound 

discretion." Kantor v. Kantor, 116 Nev. 886, 891, 8 P.3d 825, 828 (2000); Nev. Bank of Commerce 

v. Edgewater, Inc., 84 Nev. 651, 653, 446 P.2d 990, 991 (1968). However, it is an abuse of that 

discretion and inconsistent with the spirit of the Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure for the Court to 

deny leave without a legitimate reason. See Adamson v. Bowker, 85 Nev. 115, 120,450 P.2d 796, 

800 (1969). "In the absence of any apparent or declared reason — such as undue delay, bad faith or 

dilatory motive on the part of the movant . . . undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of 

allowance of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc. — the leave sought should, as the rules 

require, be 'freely given." Id. at 121, 450 P.2d at 800 (quoting Foman, 371 U.S. at 182). 

B. Jacobs is Entitled to Amend His Complaint to Add Sands China and VML to 
His Breach of Contract Causes of Action. 

As demonstrated by the proposed amended complaint, Jacobs seeks to add Sands China and 

VML to Jacobs' existing breach of contract causes of action based upon the Term Sheet and Share 

Option Grant. Evidence presented at the jurisdictional hearing — through Leven and Adelson — 

provided that LVSC transferred or assigned the contract to both Sands China and VML. Based 

upon this new admission, this amendment has not been unduly delayed or made in bad faith. Nor 

will Defendants suffer any prejudice because merits discovery has been stayed and has recently 

commenced. 

Assignees of a contract are liable for breach of any obligations thereunder. See, Ross v. 

Wells' Estate, 94 Nev. 314, 317, 579 P.2d 782, 784 (1978) ("No one is liable on a contract except 

a party or his assignee, or successor."); see also Wells v. Bank of Nevada, 90 Nev. 192, 197, 522 



1)‘2d 101. 4 1017 (1974) ("Controversies arising under an agreement properly are to be determined 

and settled by parties to the agreement or their assigns, that is by those who have legal rights or 

duties thereunder, '1; ink . 	Cu,' v, Shugd.rt Corp, .231 Cal. App. 3d 737, 745-46 (,,1991.,.) 

(similar). Therefore, Jacohs should be. gran ted leave to file the Fourth Amended Complaint adding 

Sands China and Wv11,, :as parties to the exist-tog breach o.f contract claims.. 

IL CONCLUSION 

Based1 upon the foregoingiacobs respectfully requests that this Court grant him leave to 

tile the proposed Fourth .,Amended Complaint, a redline version of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit A. to show the proposed additions, 
:•••• 

• ' 

DATIA) t his 	da of 
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cERTiFICATE OF SERVICE  

HEREBY CE1:'- '11.1'Y that I. am an. employee of l'iSANELLi BCE VLI.,C, and that on this 

clay 01 June. 201 5 caused to be served via the Court s1,7,4z1ma svstem true and cm -reet copies NNNNN 

of - 1-h,e allow- and fore:t4-Oin2- - PLAINTIFF STEVEN C.3ACOBS M Ofl ON -FOR - LEAVE:TO: 

'RIX A FOURTH AMENDVD - POMPLAINT to the. f0110\ -Ong: 

Esq.- 
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ACOM 
No,,- 4027 

Ii 	pi sanell ihi.c. . corn . 
- 1-isq.,:,..13017 - No:,.. 

Debra L.... :spineili„. 	 -9695 
),i -sanetlibieexoth 

J--i-Jrdan.: T. Smith, Fsq Bar - No1 'J197 
I-S(f4isanetili -ble -c.%cott  

400 Sot-1.th 7th Street, -Third Nor 
.1E...as 'Vegas, Nevada_ $91 !1.1. 
Teleph.one........ (702)- 

iLBl (.702)-21-4-210.1 

AttOrneys.-. -for Plaintiff Steven .:e.„ Jacobs 

.DISTRICT. COURT 

CLAR-K COUNTY„ NEVADA 

11 STEVEN C. JACOBS„ 

1. 2 .  
v i 

1.3 
SAND.S. CA)RP.,- a. Nevada 	z 44--URPF0.1..TRI1I A-MENDED 

-1.4 	....orpOration; SANDS CHINA 
	 ; -COMPLAINT 

Ca man Island.s---corporatiOn.; IF DON 
ARFLSON., an individuat D-OES.:1 through -X-;. 
and ROE -CORP-ORAT:IONSthruh N. 

1 6 
pel'endatIts. 

17 

18 AND REL..NTFD-:CLAIMS 

1 9 

Plaintiff., for his cues Of action against Defendants, alleges and avers as follows: 

PAIZTIES 

Plaintiff Ste v-.1-1.. 	('i-latobs7) Is a: Hod& resident --wto-.zilsO. -  tylailtitains 

'•-••-, 
	Georgi a. •.* 

Defendant. .Las Vegas Sands.: Corp.. ("I:VS(7) is 4. publicly-traded Nev:ada.. 

corporation with its pfintJp41 placc: of business in :Clark County, Nevada. More than 50% of the 

votimi; power .in INSC. is controlled, directly or indireOtly, by its ChairTnan and C130„ :Sheldon G. ' 

27 Adelson. ('Adcison":), 

•`. 

..•„„ r—C 

.t7 . 

• 

/ft 

.v) 

•••••4  
^we 

.1.■••••? 	 • 	7 , 

-•; ..r*  
...•••••7,  ..7••••[ 

rs 
••••••• 	•••• 

, 

",>'. .1= .•• 
A..
, 

•„,„•• 

<7, 

• ""` 

• 

Case 	A-TO-627691 
XI - 
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Ji)e::(ndapt Sands China Ltd. CSands China") .  is a Cayman Islands corporation and 

is 70% owned by INS C, Sands China is publicly traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. While 

Sands China publicly holds itsdf ma as being headquartered in Macau, its true headquarters are in 
al 	 Y. Las Vegas, where all principle decisions are made and direct ion is given by executives acting for 

Sands China. 

4. 	Defendant enetian 	. Ltd.. C 	Rorports to  -be an indirect operatinq 

  

• V-  
• bsi d 	o_f 	-C: 	1:1.13-wever.  on i  L. has been.ue.ated  as little*:010:r:thani 

ICOrparate( 	 With  'fairs )o-arct  not-actin: 	qoverrl in  g,-.1. 

but-n"Eierel-v s4tnii-ig  and 	 by  

	 .:Delend.zint A-4I-Son 	--a. Nevada. -resident .-:who .directs. and operates hi s  ._gaming . 

enterprise from Las -Vegas, _Nevada, 

+.4.{••••.0 	T he tite-- iiames - a-nd -Cap-a -Cities,. --whet her individual,.corporate. partri.ersh10,-. -aSSoeiate 

or otherWise of - Defendants natned . 	Clll as :D(ES I through -  X,. .inclu.siye,. and: i 

ROE CORPORMIONS 1 through X, inclusive, and each of them are unknown to Plaintiff at 

ti me, and he therefore sues said Defendants and each of them b y  such fictitious names, Plaintiff 

‘vill ad vise this Court and seek leave to amelid this Complaint when the names and capacities of 

:each .such Defendants have been  aseeTtainel. .1))•. -aintVI .alle-ge.s. that each said Defendant herein 

desionated as a DOE or ROE is responsible in some manner tor the events and happenin-Lls herein 

.referred to . -aS hereinafter 

; 

	 Each Defendant is the agent .of the other 1 ..)efendants such that each Defendant 

full y  liable and responsible,:fOr all the acts and omissions of all of the other 1)efendants as set. fc)- -rtli 

22 	herein. 

JURISPICTION.AND VENUE. 

24 	 .Cdurt has personal joyisdieti on over, . the-. Defendants and: the el-aims set .tbi'th :  

herein. pursuant -  to NRS.-14.065 .on igrounds _thatstteldurisdictii -oniS ::notinconsistent -NO th the Nevada 

-Constitotton _or tjnit e&States-Cmstitution., 

V.enueisproper in this Coitrt -pursuant to NRS-13.:010 et -  seq.  becauSe the inz:iteHat 

hercip. .oecprred ni (lark 

4 

10 
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n 

COMMON LI TIONS 

INS(:'s 1)y's-10.0-ctiou and Infightiog 

1NSC and its subsidiaries develop and operate large integrated resorts worldwide. 

The company 6..Wnsl -and -apetateS.propertie.s_ in Las Vegas. Nevada,. Macau (a. Special .A.dniinistratiye 

„Region: of Wag .), Singapore,.-and.f.ieth.lehem,..Pennsylv.ania, 

„ The c.tirripany'S- - :Las Vegas - propertie's .consist of • The Palazzo Resort Hotel Casin•o 

Resort Hotel CasinO, and the Sands' Expo and Convention Center. 

	Macau,,. - which is located on the..Sa.uth China - Sea, approNimately 
. of Bona Komi!: wa -c,' Portimut?se coloniv tor 	400 years, and is the lar-14.t...- st and tis1L-Nst oroskino ' 	 • • .re. „ 

gaminz. market in the worid. INSC opened the Sands Macau, the first Las Vegas-style casino in 

Macau, Thereafter, IN SC opened the Venetian Macau and the Four . Seasons Macau on the 

Ccna Strip section of Macau where the company - _.has resumed development of.' -additional 

easin0,4esort properties'. 

-about financial -f.reefall., 

-own auditors _.subsequently siinig a- going icc.111 -cern. :warning to -ithe.;_rpublic.. 	pro.bl•cms - due to 

the- economic. -decline:. "were. exacerbated !, ,v-ben_ 1ie C hi.nese government imposed:. -visa restrictions 

nUmber of . jCii1TH tted is.its by 	natio.041S:to -. :Mdeau, .BeeauScliChinesenationalS - 

-•• make .up n-lik-Te than ",ha_if. - the -patrons: of Macau csnio Chnas policy significantly -reduced._ the: 

number of visitors to hi acau. -  from Irwin:land 	 adVe.rSely iMpaaCd tourism and the - 

gathitig.indust.ty in i.) ,-,ticatL_ I-NSC insiders- viewed :these visa restrictions as a message:1170ln - the- 

.Chipes-e-,Central CprnmOnist go -verninent's. displeasure.. - f.xver. 	--017.actiiiesr._- by L-V SC and its 

Chairman, A.delson. 

jndeed.tHLVISCA_ Board metri bets- and 'soli or --e:! -,(eeutives. internally -expressed coneerni 

over Adels- o.res --- .0ftentiftre -si ertie behavo. hut Wed. -to inform.' '-sharehPild.ers or - take -COreective 

acti on.. Adelson's,behavior had beeprne. So CO.ITOSi ye that some -.government - officials in Macau one 

mar-kets, were no. longer willing_40-..eyen. 	Adelson„ 

:Witt 0 t. Asia 	-N..Se Board- members- and senior executives -- --:where they met to discuss - 

V -SC.'s declining fortunes with eNSii_llibth- iness leadt•-rs and governrnent ohloals a conlinon then 1 'a 	 if 



-was that --,Adelson_ had burned -  many: bthkes ir.i. iacau and specific:: reference was :niade- to an 

oftenHdiseussed collfrontation between..:Macati:`:S.-..then---Chief Executive, Edrau -nid Ho. and Adel - S-on„ 

[indeed, In the fatt-linding ur meeting 	 intbrnied the -..L_V-Se 

that wh le-  Adelson .had done nlitchito improve. Macatt's :_economiefortunes, 

- the-time had :.corne-for him ta.sp.end inote :time - -with his family:and leave- -- :the company's-:operationS 

to others_ Translated into .blunt businessnmes-terins: Adel.s :on needed to retire- 

1445;tdiSO11S behm-ior di :d .•Ot JuSt alienate- outside s. it effo: ;'....five.1y paralyzed. 

man-agemenfsyabilify. to respond to the..finan -Cial 	LlsiSc - faced - increased ..cash. flo-w- needs,. 

Nki-bieb i.. in turn,- threatened to rier a breack.of the: -company s. maximum ley-a -age_ 	ant'in 

its 	 faeilitieS.: 	Due -  to AdelSOW:;.q. -erratic be -OV:i -Or -, 	:then-president. and 

- Chief Operating Officer Wiltiam - Weidner ("Weidner") lost ; eontidepce in Aciel -son's..abilities-, and.- 

- undertook steps - that Adelson would eharacterize.:as an -.attempted- iconpBecause.„kdelsori controls 

more than -fifty - pereent ( -50?4) of - LV.-SC's voting power -  :IA.deSon fOrCed Weidner's:. removal frorn 

the. -eornpzuly ,  so as: to. presel7ve hown :control,.  

was replaced as President. and .c00 by .  Michael Leven ( - 11.,even."), a. 

membet-of LVS -Cs_13oard of - Directors, 

	 BecatiSe -. OrthedYSUflCt1Oi1 and. ... -plaratysiS -.  Adel Son create4, 

capital -  mark.-...ets in. a 'timely .fashion„ .which.._then :forced_ .the- . -eonipany to engage in. _a -number of 

emergency transactions .to r•i s :11rods- in late. -2008 .and -early 2009-.-. 	:Ironically -  for LV:SC--s. 

.Shar-60 -1. -ders:--4 ofthoSo_.0x.c:ept. for - -.A.delSOn, that i 	this unne -ceSsary delay resulted in Adelson!,§ 

personal wealth as:the_17inati :eitig sourcek a quiLk 'irittittx: of 

Adelson_ would cha ge LV S C a: hefty -price, obtaining conyertible--se:nior notes. .preforred .5.41ares„. 

'and- wart-ants,: 	 -a stag-geritig ‘.5ditd.l.alI . :a8. -a- r-c8.0 t-of these hight...--favorab. 

(for him) ti 	C ing terms, Comeniently, Adelson was the principal beneficiary, to the detriment 

of all other shareholders, of the very finwicial calamity that. be helped create, 

1( LVSC Hires Jacobs to Run its Macau Operations 
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14 
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4 I 8.  It is in this poisonous- environtnent that Jacobs enters the INSC., picture.. Even before 

1.;even became INSC's President and COO, he had reached out to Jacobs to discuss potential C001 
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candidates to replace 'Weidner. Leven and Jacobs had known each other ibr many years having 

worked together at U.S. Franchise Systems in the 1990's and in subsequent business ventures 

3 thereafter. When Leven received an oiler from LVSC's Board to become the CoMpaily*S President 

4 1 and C:00. he again reached out to Jacobs to discuss the opportunity ,f nd the conditions under \vhich 

he (Leven) would accept the position. The conditions included but were not limited to Leven's 

compensation package and a commitment from Jacobs to join Leven for a period of 90-120 days to 

ensu-e my [LevenA success." 

9,  -Jacobs travelled to Las Vegas in March 2009 where he met with Leven and..Adelson 

for several days to review the company's Ne -vacla operations, While in Las \eas. the parties agreed 

Ito a ci 11 sultina contract betweenl..VSC mid Jacobs' company, Vagus Group, Inc,. Jacobs then began 

assisting, LVSC in restructuring its Las Vegas operations. 

.4-920, Jacobs. Leven., and Adelson subsequently travelled to Macau to conduct a review of 

LVSG's Operations there. While in .Maeau, I 	JI told Jacobs that he wanted to hire him to run 

.N.faCau operations: Jacobs and Leven returned to Las .Vegas a tier spending appro.ximately 

a week in Macau. Jacobs then spent the bulk of the next. 2-3 .  weeks working on the Las Vegas 

restructuring program -  an&also. - .0. -egotiatin4.:;„ With Leven regarding .LVSCs desire .. to -hire  hini.-:as 

ful17-time ex:ecutive. 

20:21,  10.11 M ..ay 6, 2009, .1,,V 	41movnced that Jacobs would become the interim President 

of Macau Operations. .racobs \vas charged with restructuring the financial and operational aspects 

of the Nfa .eau.assets, This included *  among other things, :loWerinla operating costs„ developiiv, and 

implemeuting new strategies, building new tics Nvith local and national government .officials, and 

eventually spinning off the Macau assets into a new company to be .taken public on the Hong Kong 

Stock Exchange. 

:41,,,22, Not Wj thstandmL. that Jacobs Would be spending the majority of hiS time in Macau 

focusing, on LVSC's operations in ;hat location, he was also required to perform duties in Las Vegas 

including, but not limited to. working, with LVSCs Las Vegas staff on rt.,ducing costs within. the I 

company's Las Vegas operations, consulting on staffine, and delayed opening issues related to the 
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conipany's Marina Bay Sands project in Singapore, and par icipating it meetines of INSes Board 

(ft)irectors, 

-12,"3:3..  On June 24 2009, LVSC awarded Jacobs 75,000 stock Anions in the company to• 

reward him for his past performance as a LVSC team member and to incentivize him to improve 

Ii is future performance as well as that of the company'. INSC and Jacobs executed a 'written 

Nonqualified Stock Option A2reement meinorializing the award. 

	On Or about August i  4. 2009., iacobs received UV Se's "Offer ler.ms and Conditions" 

(the "Term Sheet") for Ihe position of "President and •CEO 1\4acau{.1" The Form Sheet reflected tile 

terms and conditions of employment that had been negotiated by Leven and Jacobs while Jacobs 

was in Vegas 'working under the original 	nuhiii agtcenient with LVSC and during. his 

subsequent trips bark to Las Vegas. With Adelson . s express japprovah Leven signed the ferrn Sheet 

c.tri or about August -;„, 2009, and had his assistant, Pam. urray, email it to Jacobs who was then in 

Macau, Jacobs siv,ned the Term Sheet accepting the ofrer contained therein and  delivered a ropy 

to 1.:VSC, 1:,V SC's Compensation Committee approved J'acobs contract on or about August 6, 

2J109 LVSC thereafter tiled a copy of the ferm Sheet vvith thea United States Securities and 

Commission, disclosing it as Jacobs' •empl yment contract with LVSC, 

asincd 	 . 	 . . .  he 	.1. S.: kindkind conditions ofjacobs' 

enIp  a -VN1 . 1,-  and . 	, 

Jacobs 	tbe. rritap•e 

The bases. for Jacobs' .fullirtirue -  -position -we:re-:apparent. The - :accomplishments for 

the thur quarters over which Jacobs had presided created significant value. From an operational 

perspective, -Tar ObS and his' team removed over S365 in 	of costs •from INSC's Macau 

operations, repaired strained relationships with local and national government officials 	'N,lacau 

who would no longer meet with Adelson due to his obstreperous behavior, and refocused operations 

on core businesses to drive operating margins and profits, thereby achiexing the then-highest 

EBIII)A figures in ti he history of the company's Macau operations. 

7.  .C)ue in large 10;rt to the success ol its:..Mae4u operations -under. Jaeobs' direetion, 

LVSC wa s. able torais(,.', .i-over 54 bilhon dolfirs -_frorn theLaph.a nitarkets„ spin .off it Ma.cAu. 
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operations into - :.a- :new company Sapds :China 	which betamei: 	traded -- on the 

- Hong- onig-  -Stock Exchange in late Noventher200-9and. restart construction On a pre.viO.u-sly stalled .  

:iexpansion -project on the cOtai. S:trip knOl -xn: as "P. a.reets 5 -  and. -..0. Indeed:, for -the :second- quarter 

-ending iltme-.:2010, net revenue from:Nlacaumpe.rations a-c.counted for approximately -65% of -INSCs 

:total tiotirevenue-_:(Le, $I 	 -01 -a. total 

le 1. 0 
	 o put matters in .perspective, when Jacobs began perfornling work for the company 

in Mara 20.09.,, 	shaws: -- were :  trading.:.at t.ist -  over iS L70. per share... and . its market ,  cap 

- :approximately-S-1.-,1. - 	 At the time 	.Jacobl.:';' dep.artute in hily - 2010*  INSC Shates ere 

over S28 per share - and its market. cap e$:eeeded 	billion - 

success was..repeatedly confirmed by .Board Int -,..rnbers:. of INSC as -well. as 

those .of the new spinoff,. -Sands: -  China.- When li,.. -even was asted:: Febtua.ry 2010 to d-ss..6 -sr Jacobs' 

.2009 job performance he advised: 'there_ is.ina questim os to Siv pevbrmaitc -e.fl the Titani c  

-hit 	 (.0.Tived .  :and not only sa 	thepos.s.engers[jhe aved the shil4 

Unremaricablv, .-3.acobs- re - :i.ved a - 11111 _bonus in. 2009 and no more than throo.. months later 

-.May7..2010-,.. heas watded. 'an additional - 2.5 :million .slo.,ek: poi:bus in_ --Sand$ China; The - options 

had an aCceierated. : - ..es. :Ong-  period of less, tNn. :two years -, 

Adel-Son would -make sore that Jacobs was c,-'heated out of -i'vhat.- he was owed.„ a - 

otactito that _AdelSon_ has h.o.ned_ 	ith niany. ek-ecuti.ve - .- and --etilinpanieS that -r.fused_ : t.o- - :d.o 

as A(1C1l,Ofl -dein,anded 

Jacobs' -Confrantations with .Adelson 

.Jacobs' success --WAS. In Spite .01 tliltnetOus.:_.0m4oing d. ebates lie -  had Avith. 

diding. 	 that a Chaniutn il both 	and Sands- _ ('hn and the prnna 

shareholder,. he was: -ultirp ate.l• -in: charge., inei4ding on dav-to7day operations as ‘Nt11 -  asso.ch. -minote 

issues as carpeting, room .desi gn,. and 	 torwel dispensers to b used - he Tnerf s 

njoin. .AS:1,:evnliA,'Otad remind Jacobs both orally and. in writing, Add son was incharge- and the' 

Subst ..c-intiVc 	 t,hings ras consi.rucrti on in Ma( -;aiui, were contr011 -ed.Anotithade'in 	I 

LaF; 



.Per m y•diScussion with s4a.T. A.dielsonI_pls be advis- _-ed that -inp-ut _from. 
-anyone. [in .Nitac_aul. iS -expected . .k:t.0.-d listened to but fin-al ..de -sign. 
decisions .are -made .  by - - .sga. and las . - yegas[ -.1 rilhere- _appears to be 
some confusion and I want.:to  

s
dearte.nater:Onc:c - anc -f

o
o
n
r 
s
AO 

.
tha] 

has: nputed [c] but 8g4-  makes he:fincisi 	- 	
: 

	- 13u1 a :47- eater -- i -inpe4iment-concc.zned the unlawful andlor unethical .busine.ss_practices. 

-put.- in - place„- --by _Adelson. and/or under -.-his NN,'at.ch, a.si-well as _repeated outrageous- demandS. -AdelSon - 

made- to 	illegal and illezitithate --ends., The demands 	hut were 

1) -etrtands that Jacobs. use .iin -prope -t -leverage" :against . 
iseni-Or. -gOvernment iofficial . S. Of :Macau in ic.)...rd -e.r. - rt -0 -obtain 
.Strata-Jitle br the Four -  :Seasons, Apartitnents- in 
.1v1acau;- 

-b.. 	.DeMailds.:ithat Jacobs -  threaten to withhold.- Sands China_ 
business.: from proininem Chinese: -  banks -- unless they 
agiced ti) -  ue influence 	th nei4y-elected.. senior ---  
gth.'ethinent 	 :1\4.0eau.: in :Order -  to -obtain_ 
strata,-Title 1.70.r -the -Fo.ur -  Seasons Apartments- and 
.f-ilvorable. treatment \,\dtb.r.....f.4a.rds .  to labor .quotas- and 
table limits:: 

Demands. that. .see.tet investigations be peribrtned 
-t--( -4-4at ding the businessand -financial dffairs. -(-4 -various:  
high- ankwg ..tnehiberS.ol the Ma -Can .  government -so 
tI'iiit In ue.ga.6-ve - -injbt-mation obtained could he -used 
to exert_ leverage" in -.017.0--U to thwart Li -o.N(ernment 
:regulationOnitiatives- v .iewed as adverse to. IN -SC --is 
interests; 

Demands; that .S-- -ands 	continue to use the Leal 
Maleatt attorney 1,-E:-:.o.ne .1 ARes 0e-s4)1te 

-conc -erns. -- that 	":\.1.Vesil.. -  retention_ posed :serious- ri.Sk.s 
under. - -the..crimi -041..pto\isi-Ous-olthe United States. code: 

- c-ommon ly knowfl.. as the "Foreign- Corrupt :1). -.raci1ices: Act 
("PCPA"); and 

:1).ernands.:that --J -00-ObS refrain fronl 
- -and fli.tet1aI ifl{()t1flUU11 to -:thei-Board of Di reetors- - .of 
Sands Chua so that itcould decide-if -such. inthrmation 
I elating. to Tnaterial financial e ent. corpo-rate 
governance, - a.nd -co -rporate independence. shou10. be . 
diselosed . pursuant to _regulations- of the Hong- Kong 
Swcki'Sx.ehatl -tzt, These issues :included. bute.re not 
linited ito... _Junkets- --an0 	inads, 	.government. 
inVestigations„. Leonel. Al.v.eS. -  and _FCPA eoneerns,- 
.0e-veloprnent - 	c-oncierning. Parcel-S.:3, - 7 and L and 
thc design,„ delays: and ...cost over -runs- 	wit)l - 
th.e.:deyelop.o.lent of Parcels 5 ::and_ 6. 
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Ja(,1„-obs reported :these. • improprietie .!i.. to Leven and 1;.,: -)/S•Cs general coun8e1.-, in 

:accordance -- with 1.,V.SC -isi-compapy •whist lehlower 

	"When. - .JacObs Objected to andfor --tefUsed tn- carry Opt. AdelSon's -  illegal -demands, 

A.delon .repeate.Oly threatened to - terminate Jacobs' -employment,. 'This i s particularly -  .true 

- releTence. 	. -(.1) ilaeot%,>' re.asaI 	j.t3W UI Ad -elsoWs edict to -terminate Sands- :China's- G -erieral 

• ounsel,. Luis 'Melo -  ("Melo''):, and his - Jen:tire -  legal depattnient .aad replace 	Leidnet. 	•cs. 

and. his 'team; (ji) 	C1)if refusal to iflow Jacobs to .present to. the.. Sands China Board informat ion 

•tht-..the company's. --development.of . :Pareets 5. and 6 - -was -:at l€as1 .6 months delayed-and more 

53 00 	USD -over-bud-get :due. to .i\.deisort ,.rnandated desii-grii -and ii:ccootteillems the - . 

-Sari& 	fl' ailagement rearn did- nOt. believe -  wottla. -be SUCCessful in .he focal -.0itatketpk - Ace._ 

. AdeISOn's 	 Jacobs. to disclose to the  13par...0..1..V.4::. findin:14s- relating to the: 

--allegations --contained in -a: _:1?.ett-ters 'article that I-VSC .  -was conducting business with Chinese 

,otgatibkci-crithe_ syndiCate -s.-, khown. -as Triad;•:41 -10 -.(i-v) Adds:00N- relos4116 j  I &iv . -JaCobs tO discuss. 

his - cc-i-iiiceinS. with: the i3Oard 1egJdffl the uc and rehiring. of 1 ......eonel Alves- -.after AlveS ba -.(.7.1. -  

.17cquested ai - :S..:3 -00..miltiOn..payment for gt.ivemment Officials in :China.  

this same. time, Jacobs 'began -devetoping .:suspleionsliebncerning-th& -propriety- 

•of Certain finanCial practics and transactions involving INSC and oayor :INSC subsidiaries,•  

including, but not limited to CO ce.11'a01 tra Isactions related to lierkeing island, the. basketball team, 

.the Adelson Center., zind the Macau ferry contract which all involved papnents that INSC made: 

alleations concerning 	practice of courierint,r undeclared Ironies into the United Stales 

to repay gambling debts of third parti 	idlor to be used to fund .accounts for non-residents OnCe 

they arrived in the country; Oil) INSC's practice referred to as the Affiliate Transaction Advise 

("ATA")„ which allowed third parties and gamblers to MON'e money into the United States by 

depositing monies with an LVSC overseas affiliate  (U 	offiee, creating an account in 

.11.a..3 'Vegas frofli which the depositor or their designee would be issued chips with .which to (gamble, 

and then transferring the Hm..i.nnings' back offshore either to'the original 11. cpositoror to a third party 

27 ' -dc.!Siinee..- not invOl\j'ed in the transaction;: v) using die MA process to move rnmies ibr known 
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and/or•alleged members of Triads ;  and (v) structuring ank-Vor using offshore subsidiaries to funnel 

monies onto the gaming floor. 

-2.4,36.  One such suspicious entity -was WDR, 1IL(17., 	'holly-owned subsidiary set up by 

INS(.1 at the apparent behest of Robert Goldstein. Vilhen Jacobs raised that entity- and certain 

transactions with Sands China's then-existing C.1,0. he sitnilarly considered the transactions 

involving WDR as suspicious and expressed concems over potential money laundering. afrourse. 

Jacobs would be fired before he could further pursue the mauter. When INSC's then-existing CFO, 

Ken :Kay, was asked about WDR a deposition, he professed to have no knowledge of WDR or 

1what purpose it would serve. But, just a few months after Kay was questioned about WDR, Leven 

quietly had the entity dissolved,. 

 Jacob disagreements with „Adelson came to a head in late June 2010 when they 

‘.re •in Singapore to attend the grand opening of LVSCisM .a.ina Bay Sands, Whilc in Singapore, 

Jacobs attended seFeral meetings of Lv s c executives including Adelson, I. CV en, Ken Kay i(I,VS(l's 

Chief Financial ()ffieer), and others. During these meetings, Jacobs disagreed with Adelson's and 

Leven's desire to expand the ball-rooms at Parcels 5 and 6, which would add m incremental cost of 

approximately $30 million to a project already significantly over budget when Sands Chinafs 

existini4 facilities were already underutilized* 	In a separate meeting, Jacobs disagreed with 

Adelson 's desire to aggressively grow the junket business within Macau as the margins Nvere 10w, 

the decision carried credit risks, and based upon recent investi gations by Reuters and others alle gin g  

LAISC's involvement-  with Chinese organized crime groups, known as Triads, connected to the 

junket business. 

. : Following these meetingsJacobs re-raised the issue about the need to advise the 

Sands China 'Board of the delays and cost overruns associated \vith the development of Parcels 5 

and 6 irt I'vlacau so that a determination could be made of whether the information must be disclosed, 

Jacobs also raised the need to disclose LVSC's involvement with Triads and the implications of 

Adelson's desire to grow Sands China's junket business in Macau., as well as Adelson's rehiring of 

Leonel Alves, given Jacobs' and others FCP/k concerns.. ()nee again, Adelson reminded Jacobs 

that 	-Nya.s both the -chairman. .and - 01-e. -  controlling shareholder and that. Jacobs - -should "do as 

10 



•e4.1 

21 

please." This Was Conti sktnt with Adelson's attitudes and Jacobs' belief that Adelson considered 

himself untouchable. Indeed, on a prior occasion sAthen Jacobs had voiced his concern over how 

-Nevada's gaming regulators might view Adelson's actions, Adc..lson scoffed at the suggestion, 

informinu Jacobs that he (Adelson) controlled the regulators :, not the other way around. 

,t 	 • 9.   N.N. nen Jacobs iLlusdc, Adelson  commenced. 	tna (nit a scheme to fire and 

discredit :Jacobs -for -having the _aUdacity -to -b-loW the laistle nd cofflont Adelson ..A-delson --- has - 

-admitted his personal animus and -malice to -ward Jacobs even 1.e.10.• ., firing hi in AdOson had 

privately been .angling for some..exeuse -to terminate,Jacobs„ 

...INSC -and :Sands:,C -binolimpleinent-.Adielson's • Ex -ortisrn -Strategy "- 

about _July _2010, 	direeted 	-from IN-SC in Las-  Vegas-„, -  

-Nevada to. beginithe.pro -cess-.of terminating. „jacobs,_ 	 ).'k.1..vou:idi.be referred to _as the. 

"exorcism- strategy," was - -planned' and irri ed out -  froinl .11,as, -  e-  gas -tncl nt-1 uded 	th&-teati.:(--)..it of 

-fictitiOUS. Sands China letterhead - noonivd.ich a riotioI? 	t&i-ininiltion ‘,0s.  

.017  the .dr--.4 ptesS,_ - rJoas -(..- ...5.\01111 - Nk- ilich to titibliel--;-announe-e -:the.torminatiou„ and (3) thejlandling _of 

-all _legalrelated _matters: for the termination.. 	of these events took. place :in .  Las. Vogas,... 

. -OStensibly by .agents - acting far b0 -th 	SandS -  China,-- 

. .:3--9-41„  Indeed, it was 1VSC 	 AO 	on behalf of 

Sands.- (..hina., who. i.-01ormed. the Sands China_ -Board on or about July 21..„.2010, -abouft:Adel.son :%. 

:deelsi on to -_tenninate- J.acobs, and _directed_ t_ho _Board -i -members to:isign the ccoorate documonts- 

bee-  esSary --to--effeettigte --  deb bs' teMlib at ion.. Theis'e same,  attorneys; 'pr0:0 -Tis -ed- 10.-expl4in the basis -  for 

the termination_ to the - Board -  Inembos- durinQ the fcili -owifig wceks Board meeting (after t.be. 

termination took place). Predictably, as Adelson is all-controlling, he took action first and then 

decreed how the Board thereaftcr reacted., 

40.02,   Promptly thereafter., the team that Adelson had placed in charge of overseeing the 

sham tenninatim Leven, Keil meth Kay, (1.,V SC's 	Irwin Siegel ( ..VSCISands China Board 

member), Gayle Hyman (1,A,  SC's general counsel). Daniel 13r -4,1.,gs (...VSE's VP of investor 

relations), Ron Reese (.iNSC's VP or public.  relations), Brian Nagel (1,VSC's chief of security), 
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2

IttlatriQk 	: (1 .A.I..$7,(7's 	of co:TO:rate : 	. and Rom 	 .VP of .stratt-,4$0 

marketing). 	Vegas.:and went to Nia.Qau infurtherance••of the :•schenie., 

	On th'e 	 23.,.201 D-Jacobs attendedia meetim.wit .h Leven :..and.Siegol, 

•beCn . repro:5ent:Q..0 iiim :.(alt he:it falsely) as pe.rtainina to the :upcoming S.ands.China: Bo.ard 

4dyised:  .J:aQobs that. he was: being terminated: 

effectiveimmediately, 'When jacobs...asked:Whetheir the .:termination. was. purportedl y  "for iuse 

not,.•.Leven responded that he. wa.4i: . ."1.10, SWP." 12-1.1i that thc. i:SeVerOC:e: p.r.01.ii,54)Thi  01 the.TelTh Shte1 

WOUId 	 r 	I .  .,evco1Ihe,11 handed I-AQ0s Ow: Wter :  d.ratled by  -INS Cs attorneys. „and si gned: . 

by .Metson :advising. hitn of.the 

iCog.rj.iZatit that :1-i& had no: Iegitirriate.:•basiSto ..termiriate.. ..rdeObS :for .eatis.e., Adelson

aWhorizea and 0.-xpected1,..e.,von : to . rnee.t•NOth.lacOb's a4d..iiliplernent-the t.ermination..istrate gy„ As is 

now :a: Wel 1 do:Qttmented .  Ade...lson tactie.,..ho... had...no regard k)r the . contractu•al te.rmsof Jaro .N5!:. 

.employment agreement.. Instead., .A.delsores tried and true: tactile. is to dernand..a discountofrof what 

Ills Qontract..nally • os".ed 	a lesser • ainount,. it. Jaeobk. 	 .0..itter, will. not 

acquiesce in Adelson's stron g  .arm taQtics...A0elson retprts. to "sILIC Me, then.' And :, that is essentially 

.11..mv-th$ Adelson ganle-plan• played out With . Jacobs... 

• 	 -1;4.45,  . 1Whert.. 	eh :could riot ..pers•ttade .4:aobs 	" 	iiritari;l :/" resign., ..i.'acObS. was ..eSCHorted • 

:off. tbe. prop e.rty  :by  t\vo..naernbc.r$ of .  sQ‘,.eurit.y . 	publi 	of 'many company .0•Dplo yecs,. rcsort. 

guests,..ind casino. patrons.. ...Jacobs \vas. nc.A. permitted to.. return:to 	.o:ffice40. collect his .belo ngings„ 

but :WS inStead. :.eScorted to  the bor4cr.. to leave M.ae:an., 

• ile.c.tause 	 persuade 	t-iesipi, the iloxi.pla y  frotri 

the.. Adol.son pl4ybook went into effect labricatinLT::pprp orta .Qause fo.r  the tiiiinuon 0nce 

a.speet of the . p tan was aho urncd out in 	Vegas:by executives professin g. to•Hact ..for 

both li:VSC.and Sands-C:hina. Indeed.,:thi.s time .they prepared a 1àse..1etter in•Las •Ve gas and .put it 

on Venetian .:Mac.:au, I td lettedlead 	 -..01ve manulLIctw cd tir cau 	reasonS .for  

Jaeobs' torminatioiL Transparoitly.„ opc  011 the  pqr~por1p0. Teasom5. is .ap..:: a4ernpt to tna:5k..oriQ of 

Ado.k ti"s pe Ilia 1 ti'4-1) sp.,resS ions Tho. ettor at.):surd..1: y  claimed that:Jacobs exceoded hi s.aptbority  

28 .and.  failed to: ko.0,.0 	 B.,0,11r.c,is Of ..1).litetOr.s.:iliformed of important business .deeisions. 
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1 NO ,zurprisingly. not only are the after-the , fact excuses a fabrication, they would not constitute 

"cause' for Jacobs' termination even if they were true. which they are not, 

24 

	All -but .c.onc•ding that fact, Adelson -  :would,. -later claim to :have developed:- 

ix..., fabricated) some 	" for --cause .reasons - 14r jacobs' terrninatioh,. 

.Confirming. what Jaeobs had !complairic:.d about ,regarding ,Ade.1SoWs: _:improper 

:demands: and concea.lm.ent of in.formation...:Irom :the Board, Adelson_ subsequently -  arranged - the - 

-termination- - of -Sands China' 5-i thenrCieneral COUriseJ ., Luis -1\4016, and .niade -Stire_fhat LOonel - .A.Ives 

Nyo$ retained:,to perforat services lbr •ands. C hini despite._knowledge. of .,,,?Orves acting with.,-disregardl 

forthelThited -States -Foreign Corrupt. Practicos Act,. -Also vr ,1:th Jacobs' -departure, and with --conipletel 

disregard for:internal eoneeta -s_re -g -lirdingfopk .et a Tfl iai.ions wj Ui Triadi4, 	i.cirai -otneed that 

Sands- -  China -would be implementina new .  junket .strategy whereby:Jt. wonW partner withexistim-1. 

and established Junkets to- grow its 	bus........ ..in or -about --the "...same time -fratne-. IN -SC and 

Sand s . China,qo publicly dscoscd .,i.m4-trioj delay in -  the - -construction; of Parcels 5. and 6 and a - 

cost increase. o.f 1 . 00. mu ion to. the .  project, further confirming. The,- _.appropriateness "pi_ Jacobs' 
. 	. 	. 	. 

imistence,.- .upon.idiselo-sure despite _./\-delson's:.iinsistenee:iothc-mise ... 

47,4 9 	Jacobs was not terminated for CatISC fl. 	terminated for blowing-  the whistle on 

improprieties and placing the interests of shareholders above the of Adelson.. Indeed, in just one 

ean-did coinmunication Leven -sent to executives-_ (inetuding -A-delson) -  Just days - before. -.Ja -cobs' 

termination, .Leven &limed that the 0.rablem with i. Jacobs was that "he believes he .reports to th e  

board, not the chair [Adelson -I," 

FIRST C-A.USE-OF .ACT -ION 

(Bre:44.2h of C.Q .intraet — LVSC, .S§nds Cbina VAIL) 

Mai:miff restates all preccding and. subsequent .allegations as though fully set forth; 

herein, 

4 

6 

7 

:3 

9 

•10 

11 

12 

1' 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

49. jacc)h:s arid 1,V.-SC Pare parties to -va. -rions - contracts, int -I:tiding he. Tertri Sheet and- 

Nonquatified ..Stock.Option Aueern -ent Oen-tilled herein.. 

	The Term Sheet pro-yides.,..,in- part,. that Jacobs would haveia:,.. 3.7.yeari employment -  term,. 

thatvou1d cam -  an -annual salary- -  of $1.3 	 50%--  bonus upon attainmentHof certain. 

25 

2 



and the other fifty percent was to vest cm January L
. 2012, The grant is memorialized by a written 

agreement between 3acN -,)bs and Sands .China. 

68-A, 	Pursuant to the Form Sheet agree nent. between Jacobs and 	whii-,11  ,,:vas later 

transferred and assume . by  Sands Chma nd VMLJnco bs stoek.  options. are subject to an 

accelerated vest in the event. he is teminated "Not for Cause." The 'lerrn Sheet further provides. 

jacobs kvith a one-ycar right to exercise the options post-termination. 

59,62, Jacobs has p.erformed all 1.1is contractual obligations except "N.vhere excused, 

9 

10 

11 

24 

■.■ 

.f153, On Septen her 24, 2010, Jacobs. made proper demand upon LV SC and Sands China 

to honor his right to f,;-Aercise the . remaining 25 111 1 I ion sEock options be had been awarded in Sands 

China. L'y SC and Sands China rejected Jacobs demand and, thus, timber breached the I erm Sheet 

and the Sands China share. grant agreement by characterizing Jacobs tenpination as beina 

"cause vivhen, in reality, the purported bases for Jacobs' termination.. as identified in the belatedly- 

manufactured August 5. 2010 letter, are pretextual and in no way constitute "cause:' 

	INSC—and, Sands China and "NIL  have \vrongfully Characterized Jacobs.' 

termmation as .011e for 'eause" in an efibrt to deprive hitri of contnictual benefits to wihich he is. 

.othemise entitled, As a direct and proximate result ., 'Jacobs has. suffe.red damages in. an amount tc. 

be proven at trial but in excess of S10.,000. 

OF ACTION 

(Breach pf the fnlpfied Covenant of Good FaitIl and Foil- Dealing — 

•SC., .Satuis China  & 

	P ainti if incorporates all preceding and Subsequent allegations as though fully set 

forth herein, 

6:366,  A ll contract s in Nevada contain an imp! ied covenant of good .faith arid fair dealing. 

44.-6 	he conduct o .1 INSC described herein including, but not limited to, the improper 

and illegal deniands made upon Jacobs by Adelson:, Adelson s continual undermining ot . .Jaobs' 

aruthority as the PresidcM and CEO of LVSC's Macau operations (and subsequently Sands China), 

and the wron,qful •Characterization of Jacobs' termination as being for "'cause,' is unfaithful to the 

, 

- 

, 	

13 
. 	̂ 
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• 
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- -purpose of the a!4reements-bet-ween hIcob.s.. and -LVS wotc. 	China 

arid -wo noti -vidthin-the -rebonable e,`,. -Peetations --Or - J.acObs. 

6.8. 	.direct and. proximate result of LYSC:'.S.,  -Sands - .China!s.and 

4 conduct, Jacobs has suffered Idm1WS in an amount to be proven at tnal but in excess of S10,000, 

RIURTH CAUS.E OF ACTI.ON 

6 
	

(Tortious 1)ischarge inViolation of Public Policy I,NS() 

64,69,____Plaintiff incorporates all precedina and subsequent .allegations as thou.01 fully set 

8 forth herein. 

9 	6770, w l,,VSC retaliated against ,laeobc. by terminating his employment beeatise he 

10 
	

Objected to an refused to participate in the illegal conduct requested by _Adelson, and 

1 I 
	attenyted to engage in conduct that Was requ i red 	lav: and favored by public policy. In so 

12 doing. iNSC tortiously discharged Jacobs in violation of public policy. 

13 
	 a direct and proximate result of 1,,VSC's tortious.diseharqe, Jacobs has sufTh'red 

14 damages in an amount to be proven at that but in exees.sofSI 0,000. 

15 
	

691.72.  I NSC's conduct, which was carried out:and/or ratified by managerial level :agents 

16 and employees, was done' 	malice, fraud and oppression, thereby entitling Jacobs to an award 

17 of inmiti ye (lama 4es, 

. 18 
	

FIFTIIHCAUSE OF ACTION - 

19 
	

sis.04$ efiins): 

20 
	

i a in tiffincorpo ates all preeedirig.-aria subsequent allegations  -as though fully set. 

fort h. herein.. 

	in an atttnipt ito (j-ov -cit their tracks - and distract .froni their improper 

_Adelson. 1,VSC and Sands China have Nvaged a public relations campaign to smear and spread lies 

about Jacobs. One such Mstance, is a press release made by Adelson, LVSC :ind Sands China after 

an adverse court rulinp on March 15, 201 1 laving been unable to obtain a procedural victory in 

(ourt, the Defendants undertook to smems Jacobs in the media, issuing a statement to Alexander 

)7 Berzon, a reporter for the Wall Street .lournal. which_ provided: 

•8 



8 

9 

10 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

21 

24 

26 

Iffhile I have largdy staved silent On the mailer to atis ponU 
5 , 	 , the reercim of ms 	 muct be addresvea.'Ji aid 

"Il'al? hare a suintantial fist of reasons Ivhv Steve Jacobs was 
fired /iv cause and interestinzlv he haS not refitted a situ* „. 
one :qf them: hIstead„ he has atiomoted to eAplain his 
terminalion laing outright lies and fithriciumns whir h 
to have their evio-inc 	,414iiidon " <., 

•72.75, ,lhe Defendants media earnp*n s. tating that: (1) Jacobs was justifiably fired "for 

cause" and (2) Jacobs had resorted to "outright lies and fabrications" were false and constitute 

defamation per se. 

All of the offending statements made by Adelson concerning Jacobs and identified 

in Paragraph 71, supra, were ( I ) false and defamatory; ( ) published to a third person or party fbr 

the express intent of republication to a worldwide audience; (3) maliciously published kno wing 

their falsity andlor in reckless disregard of the truth thereof; (4) intended to and did in fact harm 

Jacobs reputation and good narne in his trade t, business, profession, and customary corporate office; 

and (5) Nvere of sucll a nature ihi ihc law pre.suincs significant economic damages., 

-74:77,  Adelson's malicious deihnlation of Jacobs was nude in both his personal as es:vell as 

his representative capacities as Chairman of the Board of 1,,VS .C. and as ChairMan of the Board of 

its affiliate, Sands China; both of ‘Aihich ratified and .endorsed either explicitly or implidtly 

,Adelson's malicious invective, 

741,..;78..  The comments and statements noted in Paragraph I. supra, .were made Avithout 

I ustification or legal excuse, and were otherwise not privileged because they .  did not function as a 

necessary or useful step in the litigation process and did not othemise serve its purpos.es, 

76,...79.  As •a direct and pro.ximate result of ,Adelson, I.NSC„ and Sands China's. defarnation, 

Jacobs has suffered damages in an amount to bc 'proven at trial but :in •XCeSS Of $10 1 000, Moreover, 

Jacobs:is entitled to the itnposition.of punitive datriages agat.nst , ,Ndeison„I,VSC, and Sands China, 

said imposition not being subject to any statutory limitations under NRS 42,005, 

51.,X11:1 CAUSE OF ACTION 

(rortious 1)iseharge in Violation of Public Policy - Adelson) 

Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent allegations as though Cully set 

5 

6 

28 forth herein. 



78:81.  Corporate officers, directors. andlor agents are personally liable fOr tortious conduct 

Avilich they wide..00ke, includitm. 	 of public polii:e8% 

.  Adets•on retaliated ..ag4inst .Jacobs: 	 erripkymerit . because Jacobs 

(i) oblei*d to:•;1.11.i.d. .:rd .̀4Sed 	pOticipate. in the Mega! .cona.:00. .detna.040. by .A(. 1e1son, and 

5 
	

.(ii)...attempted lo eng :age.in . co:r.l.d.O.ct• favorcd.: .  by. pubhepolicy., 

ini:Violation of public 

• t•AdelsO:n .terthinated: •ip .Obs•I •OttiployMent With .tkihttintetit....to hanu J .accib$..f.o.r..refOsing 

: to comply with Adelson..'s ill gal and unethical.. demands. 

ML  \dckn terminated Jacobs' employment ..for his own •personat benefit,...:.and. not for 

flie benefit OfSands Chini., LVSC ortlici.t .. : .sharehol :dets 	Adelson Owes.a 	tik-.Jar,'. dilly of: 

1 l 
	

loyalty, 

in so doinP .  
• • 	 ••■•'..( 

Adelson Aortiousi .v . 1 

• :X; 

> 

• S. • 

P7,11 , ••■•,,t 

ji• 

• Z':•'": 

• 

Ni• 

12 	 .and.proNitrtate result .0 .1..Adelson's...tortlious discharge.,..Jacobs: has.:wiliered 

damages in an amount tO .•be provoiattrial but 	 $.10.„000„ 

14 
	 WAS: .  done with IihuhLL 1  fraud and oppresi .sion,. 'thereby entitling.. 

15 Jacobs to an award of popitive...darnages„. 

16 
	 •SEN"f•ENTEI.C.A :U.SE OF ACTION 

17 
	

OW jag and Allettiog Tottiuto.i .  Insc4argeln \!okitWIfl of hiblie 	Saftdi4 

18 
	 Iticorpoi-ates..&l 1.-.),v0c..e0ing :and .  stibs.equent allegations...as though. 

19 thrth herein 

20 
	

C . and 'Sands China are separate .  .c..%4. entities„ each:. capable of making : . 

21 agreen.wnts„ 

IN:SC .wrongtitily tie.rtninatod. jac rob.. .employl:nent- becaui,.5.c:•.. 	(1)..• Qbjteted.:. to and 

refused to participate in the illeal conduct requested by Adelson arid ) attempted to .en'aage 

condOet that as .r.oquir.d.. 	laix. ..and favb.srd by :public olic 	In.so dnw ,. LVSCHtortiously 

disaarged Jacobs in violatmn Of public policy. 

8-749 .0,    Sands China. thro-ugh its agents, substantially assisted 1;VSCS tOrtiOUS discharge of 

jacobs by, among other thin gs. niaking agrcements with 	car.rying out oe.rt acts to eirectuate 

24 

26 
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the temination and ratifying the termination for the benefit of Adelson and I,VSC, and not for the 

benefit of $ands China's shareholders, to ‘vhom they mved a fiduciary .cluty ,' of loyalty, 

	

3 	,As a. direct and proximate result of Sands .  China's conduct, ••acob.s has suffered 

4 damages in an .amOunt to be proven g trial but in excess Of $10,000, 

	

5 
	

89z92,  Sands China's conduct .  was undertaken with malice, fraud and oppression, thereby 

6 entitling • aeobs to an award •of punitive damages, 

LIGIITH CAUSE OF ACTION 

	

8 
	

Conspiracy Tortious pi,schorgeiii Violation of Public Polil!,:y-.I.,VSC and Sands China) 

	

9 
	

94,93,    Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent allegatiOns as though fully set 

	

10 
	•forth herein... 

	

11 	IN SC arid Sands China are separ4e. legal enfities, each capable of making 

12 agreements, 

	

13 
	919.5,  INSC and Sands China ,agreed, acted in conccet rni.d conspired to effectuate Jacobs' 

14 tortious dischanze. 

	

15 	INSc: and &Inds China intended to harm Jacobs for refusing to 4'ollow the illegal 

16 and improper demands of:their common-chairman, Adelson. 

	

17 
	

94,97. As a direct and proximate result of INSC's and Sands China's chdl ,coo.spirary 

18 Jacobs has suffered daynaes in. an amount to be proven at trial but in excess of $10,000., 

	

19 
	-95;98, J;VSC and Sands China's conduct WaS done .with malice, fraud and oppression, 

20 thereby .entitling Jacobs to an award of punitive damages, 

21 
	 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WI-IEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants, 4114 each of them, as 

follows: 

	

24 
	

For CoMpensatory damageS lii excesS of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00), in an 

amount to be proven at trial; 

	

26 
	

2. 	For plait i VC dam ages in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars $.10,000..00 .), in an =IOWA 

	

27 
	

bo proven at trial; 

28 
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3. :FOrpteriud .ginent and po,st-iudgMent: intereSt., .a. -SialloNved by law; 

4, 	For attorney fees and costs of suit inetu'red herein, a.s.411ovved by law, in an amount 

A 
to beidetermined; and 

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

PISANI'..1,1.1 BICE': 

By: 	 
James J. Pisandli,E,:sq... Bar No. 4027 
Todd L. Bice, :Esq., Bar No. 4534 
Debra L. Spinelli, Esq., Bar No 9695 
Jordan T. Smith, Esq, Bar No 12097 
400 South 7th StreeL Suite 300 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

AttorOl*s 

 

for Plaintiff Steven C --.1.-atobS.': 
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CERTIFICATE SF:RA.1(T 

I HEREBY .CERTIFY that am. an -employee of PIS-ANELLI 'BICE Pl_lc,„ and that on this 

Ua 
	- -V k. 	 ' 771 ■C-:.C.1 3 	 eaUsed tO 

4 
	

-true and correct copies of the above and -lb re goblg-1-11:1RIAF„- --.) -URTII .AMENDE 0 C(IPLAINT  

5 
	prope.tly addressed.to..-theif.61lowing: 

6 
J . Stephen Peek, Esq 

7 	Robert J. Cassity ., IFsq, 
.1.1.0n .„AND & HAR'r 

8 .9555 I-Iillwood Drive, Second Floor 
Las Vcv aS, NV 89134 

9 s pc ck rbkinduci  

10,  
Michael L r„.-ackey, ST..., Esq. 

1 	MAYER :BRCYWNI.,:12 
1999 K Street, 

1 2 Washinoton, DC 20006 
1.n)ackev(iimaverbrown,corn  

13 
IZ:andall. Jones, Esq. 

14 Mark M., .fones, Esq.. 
K.:WI?, JONES & aNILITIA.RD 

15 3800. HoWatd 1,-Iughes .Patkway, 17th If-'1oor 
Las Vegas, NV .  891. 69 

16 jrjAi*.c.._mplones, corn 

.17 
Steve Morris, Egg. 

18 Rosa..S 	-Rainey. Esq. 
:MORRIS I A\\ CiROUP  

19 900 Bank of Arnexica Plaza 
3C.)0 Sooth Fourth Street 

20 Las. Vega$, NV 89101 
s.-7,n(ii.morr15,ilawLIToup  com  
rsr,Vrflorr/slaWzrour5(.om 

22 - 

An employee  -of-  PIS.ANELLI..:131-CF,,-_PL,LC 
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• • 
1 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 2011, 9:01 A.M. 

2 (Court was called to order) 

3 THE COURT: Could I have the Jacobs versus Las Vegas 

4 Sands Corp. case come up for a minute. No, up to your tables. 

5 I have to do something, because I thought you were going to be 

6 here a couple weeks ago. I know it'll be a minute, because 

7 Mr. Campbell's in the back corner. 

8 

9 

10 

MS. GLASER: Good Morning, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Good morning. How are you? 

MR. CAMPBELL: Good morning, Your Honor. 

11 MR. PEEK: Good morning, Your Honor. 

12 THE COURT: In my past life, when I was lawyer at a 

13 point in time when Don Prunty and Shelly Berkeley were still 

14 with the Las Vegas Sands, I represented them primarily in 

15 personal injury matters. I make that disclosure to you 

16 because it's important for the record for me to make the 

17 disclosure. I also at one point in time, before they opened a 

18 shopping mall, whenever that was, because it was a long time 

19 ago, participated in training a security staff on how to 

20 properly document personal injuries in case we had to litigate 

21 those. That was the -- my best recollection of the extent of 

22 my involvement. But I make that disclosure to you so you can 

23 have a moment to think about it, decide if you want to consult 

24 with your clients outside my presence before we get to your 

25 matter, which is near the end of the calendar. 

2 
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MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 

MR. PEEK: Thank you, Your Honor. 

3 (Proceedings recessed at 9:02 a.m., until 10:25 a.m.) 

4 THE COURT: Okay. Jacobs. 

5 And if everyone could please identify yourself for 

6 the record again for the clerk. 

7 MS. GLASER: Good morning, Your Honor. Patricia 

8 Glaser for Sands China. 

9 MR. PEEK: Good morning, Your Honor. Stephen Peek 

10 on behalf of Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

11 MR. CAMPBELL: Good morning, Your Honor. Donald 

12 Jude Campbell, Campbell & Williams, on behalf of Mr. Jacobs, 

13 the plaintiff in the action. 

14 MR. WILLIAMS: Colby Williams on behalf of the 

15 plaintiff, Your Honor. That's Steve Jacobs, the plaintiff. 

16 

17 

18 

19 first? 

20 

THE COURT: Good morning. 

MR. JACOBS: Good morning. 

THE COURT: Which motion would you like to take 

MR. PEEK: It matters not to us, Your Honor. 

21 Whatever is the pleasure of the Court. 

22 THE COURT: Mr. Peek, your motion is shorter. 

23 MR. PEEK: Thank you, Your Honor. 

24 THE COURT: Not by much. 

25 MR. PEEK: Well, my papers certainly. I see the 

3 
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1 opposition's a little bit lengthier. 

2 Although mine is shorter, Your Honor, it is a little 

3 bit more fact specific, because the analysis that you have to 

4 make under Rule 19(a) and Rule 19(b) is more fact specific for 

5 the purposes of the motion to dismiss for failure to join an 

6 indispensable party under Rule 19(a) and Rule 19(b). 

7 As you know, this is a case brought by a Georgia 

8 resident against Las Vegas Sands Corp. and Sands China 

9 Limited, a Macau entity. This case started with Mr. Jacobs in 

10 the spring of 2009, when Mr. Jacobs first was retained through 

11 his company, vagus, to be a consultant to Las Vegas Sands 

12 Corp. I emphasize it was Vagus who had the consulting 

13 agreement with Las vegas Sands Corp., Your Honor. It then, of 

14 course, changed in the spring of -- later in the spring of 

15 2009. So in May of 2009 an agreement for services between 

16 Jacobs and Venetian Macau Limited, which is our Exhibit B, was 

17 entered into on behalf of venetian Macau Limited on the one 

18 side and Jacobs on the other. We've set forth and Your Honor 

19 can see what the terms and conditions were of that agreement 

20 for services, but, importantly, it is an agreement for 

21 services between venetian Macau Limited and Mr. Jacobs. 

22 That then moved and transitioned in the latter part 

23 of May and the first part of June 2009 into a letter of 

24 appointment by Venetian Macau Limited. That's Exhibit C to 

25 our motion. And in that letter of appointment Mr. Jacobs was 

4 
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1 appointed as president of Venetian Macau Limited. He was to 

2 be paid a salary of $1.3 million per year, he was to serve for 

3 two years, could be terminated without cause. There are other 

4 terms and conditions. And Mr. Jacobs proceeded to begin work 

5 on behalf Venetian Macau Limited under the terms and 

6 conditions of that agreement of a letter of appointment for 

7 executive. 

8 Now, certainly, as Mr. Campbell's papers point out, 

9 it was something that was needed for purposes of Mr. Jacobs to 

10 get a blue card. But though it was for purposes of getting a 

11 blue card, it was also for purposes of his employment as the 

12 president and chief executive officer of Venetian Macau 

13 Limited. 

14 So he started work in June 2009 on behalf of the 

15 Venetian Macau Limited as president and chief executive 

16 officer of Venetian Macau Limited in the Macau Special 

17 Administrative Region of China, Macau SAR. You've seen that. 

18 We also know, Your Honor, that beginning in that same period 

19 of time he began working as Venetian Macau's president/CEO, 

20 and moved and began to operate out of Hong Kong and Macau. 

21 Certainly there was, as we know a -- a he calls a 

22 side letter, which is Exhibit 10 to their motion, which was 

23 preceded by an Exhibit 11 email. And the Exhibit 11 email I 

24 think is important because it's characterized one way in his 

25 email and another way by his counsel. In the email, written 

5 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

• • 
contemporaneously on July 1st, Mr. Jacobs, writing from an 

email address, Your Honor -- and you see that on Exhibit 11, 

what his email address is, it's steve.iacobs@venetian.com.mo, 

which is Macau. He's writing from the Macau -- Venetian Macau 

email address as president and CEO. 

So he writes in the second paragraph, "Attached you 

will find a two-page side letter that Luis has suggested we 

sign locally. It was not, as Mr. Jacobs attempts to 

characterize it in his opposition, something that he thought 

was necessary because he wanted to have a not Nevada or united 

States corporation held liable. It was something that Luis 

12 suggested, it was not something that Mr. Jacobs suggested, as 

13 they write and as he says in his affidavit, because it's 

14 contradicted by his own email. 

15 But what do we have in that so-called side letter 

16 that I think is important for all of us to understand and 

17 characterize? We know from that so-called side letter that he 

18 acknowledges that venetian Macau Limited understands that Mr. 

19 Jacobs is having discussions with the Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

20 for purposes of his employment contractual terms and 

21 conditions. Now, he's talking to the parent company because 

22 he's talking to a parent company who's going to hire a 

23 president and CEO for a subsidiary, indirect subsidiary of it, 

24 so there's nobody there other than -- when you're talking 

25 about hiring a president, the vice president doesn't hire him, 

6 
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1 the CFO doesn't hire him, somebody has to hire him, somebody 

2 has to be in a position to hire him. And that's the parent. 

3 So that's why he's in discussions with Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

4 But what is even more important to them? And this 

5 is, I thought, an interesting portion of not only the 

6 contract, but also the way that counsel characterized it. And 

7 I'm reading now, Your Honor, from Exhibit 10. "First of all, 

8 if you and the Company __ II company is defined as VML "-- do 

9 not reach agreement on your employment terms and conditions 

10 and a valid employment contract (including the supplemental 

11 employment terms) is executed on or before October 31st, the 

12 interim agreements will expire." Those are the interim 

13 agreements of the consulting and the June 16th agreement. 

14 But here's the paragraph that I thought interesting, 

15 Your Honor, that a misquote in their brief. Again, it says, 

16 "The Company and you," and again, "company" here is 

17 capitalized and stands for VML, "hereby agree that your 

18 employment relationship with the Company," again capitalized 

19 C, meaning VML, "will be ruled exclusively by the terms and 

20 conditions forming part of an employment agreement being 

21 currently negotiated and to be agreed upon and executed in due 

22 time, which agreement shall replace and supersede in its 

23 entirety the interim agreements." This is in July of 2009. 

24 Now, they want to characterize this side letter as 

25 something that says in their minds that there's no enforceable 

7 
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1 agreement and that they're discussing their contractual 

2 relationship with Las Vegas Sands Corp. so therefore, under 

3 that syllogism that they argue, the contract must be with Las 

4 Vegas Sands Corp. But that's not what the letter says, and 

5 that's not what Mr. Jacobs signed. He signed that the 

6 company, VML, and he agree that his employment relationship 

7 well be with the company, VML. 

8 Now, you'll note in their opposition that they make 

9 a little small C. They try to make it in their opposition 

10 appear to the Court as though "company" means somebody other 

11 than VML. But it means VML. There certainly were, no 

12 question, in that period of time negotiations between Jacobs 

13 and the parent corporation as to what he would be paid, what 

14 all the terms and conditions of his contract of employment 

15 with VML would be. 

16 So what do we have, then? We have, of course, 

17 a terms sheet. That terms sheet came out of a series of 

18 emails and negotiations, and it starts -- and we'll look at 

19 Exhibit 12, Your Honor, because it's that -- it's that terms 

20 sheet upon which they focus to say it's Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

21 who is the employer and not VML. And they say to you and you 

22 know that the Court has to interpret that contract as to 

23 determine who the obligors are under that contract. 

24 So let's start with at least Exhibit 12, which is 

25 the email. We note first of all that that address -- that 

8 
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1 email address is like the other one. It's sent from the Macau 

2 Limited email address. Mr. Jacobs is already over there doing 

3 the work for VML as the president and CEO under the letter of 

4 appointment of June 16th, 2009. He talks there about the fact 

5 that he has been paid the 75 shares of stock options for LVSC 

6 for work performed by Vagus as a consultant to LVSC, so he 

7 acknowledges that. He got those options for the work that he 

8 had done. He acknowledges that in his email, Exhibit 12. He 

9 also says that it's a -- now a no go or a go, no go situation 

10 for him. 

11 Why is it a go, no go situation for him? Because he 

12 talks about having to move his family to Hong Kong, and for 

13 his child to be enrolled in a school in Hong Kong he needs to 

14 be able to make a decision, because he's already lost the 

15 opportunity with at least three schools in Hong Kong to enroll 

16 his child. So he needs to be able to get a decision now from 

17 Mr. Levin as to whether or not I'm going to have a contract. 

18 So that's his go, no go. 

19 He also says, my wife needs to be able to get over 

20 there quickly enough in order for her to get a green card to 

21 stay there in Hong Kong. He's going to move to Hong Kong to 

22 perform work on behalf of VML as its president and CEO. You 

23 don't go to Hong Kong to do work for Las Vegas Sands Corp., 

24 which is what he attempts to have you believe. 

25 He also says that, I need to be able to have this 
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1 determined right away because I have to be able to ship my 

2 furniture and my belongings over to Hong Kong in order to have 

3 them there so that I can start my work. Start his work for 

4 what? President and CEO of VML. 

5 So we do get the terms sheet that he prepares, and 

6 he sends it to Mr. Levin, and that terms sheet, as you know, 

7 is Exhibit 13 to their motion. And what does he say about 

8 that terms sheet? He says in his Footnote 16 that that 

9 Exhibit 13 which is attached is a true and correct copy of the 

10 terms sheet. He says it's the true and correct copy, and yet 

11 -- so whose signature do we see on there? Do we see Mr. 

12 Jacobs's signature on that? No, we don't. And that's an 

13 interesting part of this case both from the complaint 

14 standpoint as well as from the motion practice. He keeps 

15 saying, this is my agreement, this is what I signed; but he 

16 doesn't present you with a signed copy of the terms sheet. 

17 

18 

THE COURT: But Mr. Levin signed it. 

MR. PEEK: I agree Mr. Levin signed it, Your Honor, 

19 and I'm not arguing that. But I think it's interesting that 

20 he continues to argue that, this is my contract but I didn't 

21 sign it. So is only VML to be bound by that and not Mr. 

22 Jacobs to be bound by it? Is there something else that Mr. 

23 Jacobs has? 

24 But what do we see in that terms sheet which is 

25 Exhibit 

10 
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1 THE COURT: 13. 

2 MR. PEEK: -- 13? We see the following. A 

3 $1.3 million salary, same as what the letter of appointment 

4 is of June 16th. It's a 50 percent bonus. And what's the 

5 50 percent bonus based on? It's the -- 25 percent of it will 

6 be based upon him achieving a certain level of EBIT DAR 

7 performance as submitted and approved by the board for Macau. 

8 So it's based upon the performance of VML, Venetian Macau 

9 Limited and the casino in Macau. That's what his bonus is 

10 based on, not something he's doing for Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

11 And then there's another one where 25 percent of that 

12 50 percent bonus is based upon individual objectives to be 

13 mutually agreed upon on an annual basis. We don't have any 

14 follow up to that, Your Honor. 

15 Then what do we have? We have an equity portion. 

16 And what does it say in the equity portion, again, that is 

17 critical as to who the contracting parties are and who's going 

18 to perform? Because at this time there is no Sands China 

19 Limited, and it's clearly reflected that there'S no Sands 

20 China Limited, because it says that the contract will be him 

21 as president and CEO Macau, a listed company (ListCo), not 

22 president and CEO Las Vegas Sands Corp., not executive vice 

23 president, nothing, really, for Sands Corp. He's going to be 

24 a position as president and CEO Macau, a listed company. 

25 So let's talk now about the options. The options 

11 
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1 are -- the Court knows they're 500,000 shares of Las vegas 

2 Sands Corp. But what does it then go on and say to be 

3 consistent with who the employer is and what his role will be, 

4 is that those options will be converted into ListCo, which we 

5 know was Sands China Limited. We know it from his papers, we 

6 know it from our papers. So that doesn't make him again an 

7 employee of Las Vegas Sands Corp. It's just that's all that 

8 there was that was available at that time in negotiating with 

9 him to work on behalf of the subsidiary. A parent was 

10 granting him options, knowing that there was going to be a 

11 publicly traded company at some time. If it worked out, those 

12 would be converted into that company for whom you're going to 

13 be performing services, who was going to be your employer. 

14 "Convert it at IPO into sufficient number of ListCo options." 

15 So again that's evidence of the fact that his employment 

16 relationship was not with Las Vegas Sands Corp., but was in 

17 fact with VML and/or Sands China Limited. 

18 So there are no joint obligors or no co-obligors 

19 under this terms sheet. The obligors were the -- the obligor, 

20 not plural, was VML and/or ListCo, not Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

21 We know, because we presented evidence from June 2009 all the 

22 way up until the termination in July 2010, he was paid from 

23 VML. We also know that he received stock options from Sands 

24 China Limited. We now that he moved to Hong Kong, he took his 

25 family, he enrolled his child in school, he negotiated for, as 

12 
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1 we know from the terms sheet, repatriation, an exit package, a 

2 one-time fee to cover moving expenses, a housing allowance of 

3 12,000 a month, a repatriation, meaning when I come back -- my 

4 business affair for employee independence. We know that all 

5 of his vacation, holidays, and employment benefits were paid 

6 from VML. Certainly he did report to either the president and 

7 CEO Macau -- excuse me, president and CEO of LVS, COO of LVS 

8 or CEO/chairman LVS, because at that time venetian Macau 

9 Limited didn't have its own CEO or its own chairman to whom he 

10 could report. So you're going to report up to the parent. 

11 We also know, Your Honor, from papers that have been 

12 filed subsequently, that Mr. Adelson became the chairman of 

13 Sands China Limited, the parent company of VML. So it's 

14 logical that he was going to be reporting to the chairman of 

15 the board of the entity that became Sands China Limited and 

16 became ListCo here. 

17 So what do we know later? Again, Your Honor, trying 

18 to interpret this contract and interpret the circumstances 

19 here factually as to whether or not VML should be a necessary 

20 party and whether in the absence of having jurisdiction over 

21 them in equity and good conscience this case should be kept 

22 or dismissed. So we have certainly Plaintiff's Exhibit 15, 

23 the comp committee. No other comp committee was available 

24 to approve other than the Las Vegas. We have Plaintiff's 

25 Exhibit 16, an email from Gail Hyman to Jacobs. "Once you've 

13 
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1 signed the employment agreement you will become an executive 

2 officer of LVSC," not an executive -- not -- excuse me, not an 

3 employment agreement with LVSC, but an employment agreement 

4 for your position as president and CEO of Macau, you will 

5 become an executive. 

THE COURT: Of LVS. 6 

7 MR. PEEK: Of LVS. That doesn't make him an 

8 employee of LVS, Your Honor. But for purposes of SEC 

9 reporting you become an executive officer of that. 

10 You have Exhibit 17, which is a similar email from 

11 Ms. Hyman to Mr. Jacobs. It's Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 in which 

12 Ms. Hyman reports to Mr. Jacobs that Mr. Adelson and Mr. Levin 

13 have decided to make the CEOs of the company's significant 

14 subsidiaries executive officers of LVSC for SEC reporting 

15 purposes. It doesn't say, because you're an employee of LVSC, 

16 it says, because you are a CEO of the company's significant 

17 subsidiaries, in this case VML. And she asks him to sign the 

18 attach form. 

19 And then if we look at Exhibit 18 attached to 

20 plaintiff's opposition -- and I thank, actually, plaintiff 

21 for attaching all these, because they're very helpful. In 

22 Exhibit 18, which Mr. Jacobs signed and submitted on 

23 September 14th, 2009, what does he say he is under his 

24 signature -- or above his signature? He says -- in the block 

25 numbered 4 it says, "Relationship of reporting person to 

14 
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1 issuer, President and CEO Venetian Macau Limited." President 

2 and CEO of Venetian Macau Limited. He doesn't say, I'm 

3 executive VP of Las Vegas Sands Corp., he doesn't say, I'm 

4 some kind of an employee of Las Vegas Sands Corp. He says, my 

5 position and relationship to the issuer is not as an employee 

6 of it, but it's as a president and CEO of this indirect 

7 subsidiary, Venetian Macau Limited. That's what he said he 

8 was. He doesn't say, I'm an employee of LVSC. So clearly, 

9 Your Honor, he is the employee [sic]. 

10 And now what do we have that they also are kind 

11 enough to attach? They have something called an Exhibit 19, 

12 which is our 8-K in which we are reporting to the world that 

13 we are engaged in any IPO of Sands China Limited and that 

14 there is this Web-proof information pack available to people 

15 to review, the WPIP, which is a new term for me, Your Honor, 

16 that I learned tOday. And in that Exhibit 19 attached to that 

17 8-K plaintiff was kind enough to attach that Web-proof 

18 information pack in which on page 201 or the last page of the 

19 exhibit, Your Honor, it describes who the directors and senior 

20 management of Sands China Limited, this now to be traded -- or 

21 this now initial public offering entity to be traded on the 

22 Hong Kong Stock Exchange --

23 THE COURT: Well, it's created in the Cayman 

24 Islands. 

25 MR. PEEK: Pardon? 
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1 

2 

THE COURT: But it's created in the Cayman Islands. 

MR. PEEK: Yes. But it's going to be traded on the 

3 Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Your Honor. 

4 

5 

THE COURT: I got that. 

MR. PEEK: What does it say Mr. Jacobs is? He is 

6 the chief executive officer, president Macau, and executive 

7 director. That's who Sands China describes as its directors 

8 and senior management. 

9 And then they make much of this sentence, which 

10 begins with who the executive directors are. The first one 

11 is, "Steven Craig Jacobs, age 46, is our chief executive 

12 officer," okay, "our" meaning SCL, "is the president Macau and 

13 executive director," again, that's what he does, he's 

14 president, executive director, CEO of Macau. "Mr. Jacobs has 

15 been president Macau of LVS, " again, that's what he's been, 

16 VML, "from May 2009, " and here's a sentence that they think 

17 really important - - or phrase, "has worked with LVS since 

18 March 2009." It's interesting that it says "worked with, 11 

19 "worked for," because, yes, he had a contract with -- as 

20 Vagus, V-A-G-U-S, Your Honor, as a consultant which was 

is 

not 

21 entered into in March of 2009. So, yes, he's worked with LVS 

22 under that consulting agreement with Vagus, his entity. 

23 We know, of course, that there were termination 

24 letters, first from Sands China Limited, which is their 

25 Exhibit 22, signed by Mr. Adelson, whom we know from Exhibit 
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1 -- from this exhibit we just reviewed, Exhibit 19, 8-K, that 

2 Mr. Adelson was the chairman of the board of SCL. So that's 

3 one termination letter on the letterhead of Sands China 

4 Limited, not on behalf of LVSC. We know that Exhibit G to 

5 their -- to our motion, Your Honor, is the termination letter 

6 from VML, venetian Macau Limited. 

7 So when you look at, Your Honor, all of those facts, 

8 all of those circumstances, you take them all together, you 

9 can only come to one inescapable conclusion, is my belief, 

10 Your Honor -- certainly you may disagree with me, but I don't 

11 think you will -- that he was an employee of VML, not an 

12 employee of Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

13 So where do we go from there? Then we look at the 

14 analysis under Rule 19 for the Court to determine based on 

15 these facts, based on what I had been presented --

16 THE COURT: So can I ask you the question that 

17 controls sort of this. 

18 

19 

MR. PEEK: Certainly. 

THE COURT: Is VML subject to service of process and 

20 whose joinder will not deprive the Court of jurisdiction over 

21 the subject matter of the action? 

22 MR. PEEK: I would say, Your Honor, that more than 

23 likely not. They are not. I would be -- it would be silly 

24 for me to argue otherwise, Your Honor. They are an entity 

25 doing business in Macau. 
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1 THE COURT: In the Republic -- Special 

2 Administrative Republic --

3 MR. PEEK: Special Administrative Region of Macau. 

4 And he has -- contractually he agreed, Your Honor, in the 

5 letter of appointment to Venetian excuse me, to Macau's 

6 jurisdiction, Macau venue, and to be doing everything in 

7 Macau. But just because this Court may be deprived of 

8 jurisdiction, you have to make that first determination of 

9 whether or not they are a necessary party under 19 (a) . 

10 First of all, Your Honor, you have to look at, 

11 know, is it a necessary party. I say it's an easy one, 

12 because there is a contract with VML. It will impede the 

you 

13 ability of the parties to protect their interests, because VML 

14 won't be there. It won't be there to protect its interests 

15 under the contracts and the contract upon which it terminated 

16 Mr. Jacobs. It's the only one who has the right and the 

17 authority to terminate Mr. Jacobs. It is not Las Vegas Sands 

18 Corp. who has that right, it is venetian Macau Limited. They 

19 have to be there in order for him to make that case of a 

20 contractual relationship that he had with venetian Macau and 

21 for them to say, I terminated him because he failed to fulfill 

22 his obligations. That's who terminated him, Your Honor, not 

23 Las Vegas Sands Corp., not Sands China Limited. It was --

24 well, excuse me. Sands China Limited also terminated him 

25 under the July as president and CEO of that entity, but the 
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1 contractual relationship and the obligation for his payments 

2 were termed by VML. 

3 You can't say VML doesn't have to be here, although 

4 they argue that they're co-obligors. They are not co-

S obligors, Your Honor. There's no contractual obligation that 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Las Vegas Sands Corp. made with Mr. Jacobs to pay his salary, 

to pay his benefits. They cite to the Janie case as being 

controlling. If you look at the Janie case, the reason the 

Janie case created co-obligors is because they specifically 

agreed that Underwood and its subsidiaries would be liable. 

11 We don't have that here, Your Honor. You can't keep him --

12 you have to decide that he is a necessary party, Your Honor, 

13 because his contract is then with VML. 

14 So what do you look at next? You look at the four 

15 factors under 19(b), whether under equity and good conscience 

16 -- equity and good conscience applies not only to Mr. Jacobs, 

17 but it also applies to VML and also applies to LVSC. So it's 

18 not just something you look about, oh, poor Mr. Jacobs, the 

19 Georgia resident who's coming to Nevada to sue a Nevada 

20 corporation, you look at what the impact and the effect is 

21 upon those who are not parties, VML, and those who are a 

22 party, Las Vegas Sands Corp., under current framing of their 

23 pleadings. You have to look at both. You don't just look at 

24 Jacobs and say, oh, my gosh, what can you do about poor Mr. 

25 Jacobs, the Georgia resident. 
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1 And one factor, judgment might be prejudicial. It 

2 will be prejudicial to the absent party, VML, who won't be 

3 here to defend its actions in terminating Mr. Jacobs under its 

4 contract with Mr. Jacobs. 

5 THE COURT: Mr. Peek, can you tell me what court in 

6 whatever jurisdiction in the world would have jurisdiction 

7 over all of the parties in this case --

8 MR. PEEK: Venetian Macau --

9 THE COURT: -- including VML. 

10 

11 

MR. PEEK: Macau would, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Macau's not going to have jurisdiction 

12 over all the parties in this case. 

13 MR. PEEK: They're going to have jurisdiction over 

14 Mr. Jacobs, they're going to have jurisdiction over Sands 

15 China Limited, they're going to have jurisdiction over VML. 

16 THE COURT: And LVSI? 

17 MR. PEEK: LVSI, Your Honor, in the way it does 

18 business there through it subconcessions I think is going to 

19 be -- have jurisdiction over LVSI. 

20 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 

21 MR. PEEK: I'm certainly not a Macau lawyer, Your 

22 Honor--

23 

24 

THE COURT: I know. 

MR. PEEK: so I don't want to be able to say that 

25 to you. But I believe that, given the fact that it is the 
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1 entity which certainly as the parent and as the one who sought 

2 and achieved subconcessions through indirect subsidiaries, it 

3 may likely be subject to service of process in Macau. Okay. 

4 THE COURT: Okay. Thanks. 

5 MR. PEEK: Okay. So in equity and good conscience 

6 let's look at that, okay. So here we don't have the 

7 jurisdiction over Venetian Macau Limited, so you're saying 

8 you're suggesting that, okay, it's okay to proceed against 

9 LVSC because perhaps in Macau Mr. Jacobs may not have 

10 jurisdiction over LVSC. But let's look at the equity and good 

11 conscience. Who's the contract with? The contract's with 

12 VML, not Las Vegas Sands. 

13 So even if you don't have jurisdiction over Las 

14 Vegas Sands Corp. in Macau, how is he to be harmed? Because 

15 he has the obligor, the obligor is there. The one who signed 

16 that contract and paid his wages and paid his benefits and 

17 gave him stock options, they're there in Macau. So you don't 

18 even need to have Las Vegas Sands Corp. So when you ask me 

19 that question, it's really not a question, though I can answer 

20 the way I did, that is necessary to your decision, because in 

21 equity and good conscience does he have complete relief? Does 

22 he have an adequate remedy if this case is dismissed against 

23 him? Yes, he does. That's what you have to look at, is does 

24 he have an adequate remedy, does he have a remedy at all. He 

25 does. Macau, Sands China Limited, VML. 
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1 Your Honor, I could go through the other four 

2 factors, but I think I've gone through them. But, you know, 

3 one, I don't think you can fashion relief here to avoid or 

4 lessen prejudice to VML, to avoid or lessen the prejudice to 

5 Las Vegas Sands Corp. of having the possibility of multiple or 

6 duplicate or inconsistent judgments rendered against it or 

7 against VML. That party who termed him is not here. That 

8 part who wrote those letters is not here. 

9 

10 

THE COURT: Well, but Sands China Limited is. 

MR. PEEK: Certainly, Your Honor. And you'll 

11 address that with Ms. Glaser. You'll have to address that 

12 question with Ms. Glaser as to whether or not it is the entity 

13 who paid his salary, an entity who certainly gave him options 

14 and the entity who paid his benefits and whether or not it was 

15 the one directing him. But that's a different -- different 

16 issue, Your Honor. But as far as Las vegas Sands Corp. is 

17 concerned, it must have that entity which entered into the 

18 contract and gave its obligations or agreed to its obligations 

19 to Mr. Jacobs here when he moved to Hong Kong, took his family 

20 with him, and set up shop in Hong Kong as the president and 

21 CEO of Macau. Thank you. 

22 THE COURT: Thank you. 

23 Mr. Campbell, Mr. Williams. 

24 MR. CAMPBELL: If I could have the Court's 

25 indulgence for about 30 seconds. 
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1 THE COURT: Sure. 

2 (Pause in the proceedings) 

3 THE COURT: And, counsel, as always, if you need to 

4 get up to be able to move to see a board, please feel free to 

5 get up. 

6 I truly appreciate, Mr. Peek, you and Mr. Campbell 

7 being so civil and complimentary to each other today. 

8 MR. CAMPBELL: Oh, absolutely, Your Honor. 

9 MR. PEEK: Thank you, Your Honor. 

10 MR. CAMPBELL: Mr. Peek and I go back a long while. 

11 Your Honor, I'd like to try to take you through some 

12 of the documents themselves to point out what we believe are 

13 the critical factors and elements of each of these documents 

14 and why it eviscerates the argument that has just been made by 

15 Las Vegas Sands. 

16 I'd like to start first of all with the consulting 

17 agreement. Throughout both the original moving papers and the 

18 rebuttal Las Vegas Sands has repeatedly said that these are 

19 two employment agreements, time and time again. Irrespective 

20 of what we demonstrated in our opposition, they nevertheless 

21 cling to that dogma. And that is absolutely not true. But 

22 there are a few important features of each of these documents 

23 that we believe are going to have a bearing on the decision 

24 that the Court makes here today. And let's talk about the 

25 first one. 
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1 As you can see, Your Honor, from the consulting 

2 agreement and that consulting agreement is our Exhibit 

3 Number -- that's our Exhibit Number 8, Your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: 8 . 

5 MR. CAMPBELL: This consulting agreement was with 

6 Mr. Jacobs's company, Vagus Consulting. And, contrary to what 

7 has been said over and over in both the moving papers of Las 

8 Vegas Sands, as well as their reply, this was not an 

9 employment agreement. This was a consulting agreement. And 

10 in fact it specifically excluded him as being an employee of 

11 VML. That's not my argument, that's not my hyperbole, that is 

12 what the agreement says. He was an independent contractor, he 

13 was not an employee. So this really is a canard, except for 

14 one very important feature. And this is going to become 

15 important as we go along in this argument. And the feature of 

16 this is this was a consulting agreement that was indeed with 

17 VML, and it was signed, Your Honor, if you'll look at it, by 

18 Antonio Ferraria. Mr. Ferraria -- and, by the way, you never 

19 got an affidavit from him. Mr. Ferraria was the executive 

20 director for VML. I'd like you to keep that in mind as we go 

21 along, the executive director signed and bound VML to this 

22 consulting agreement. 

23 Now let's move to the side agreement, which is 

24 Exhibit 10, the side letter. This side letter completely 

25 eviscerates the employment agreement. If you would take a 
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1 look at the so-called employment agreement -- just put that up 

2 here for a second, if you would --

3 THE COURT: And you're on Exhibit 10 now? 

4 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes, Your Honor. If you'll take a 

5 look at this, this, too, is on Venetian Macau Limited. Now, 

6 the contract that -- the purported contract that employed him 

7 that they spent a good deal of time talking about was with 

8 VML. That's what they talked about, that employment contract. 

9 Now, this says -- and, by the way, that's the employment 

10 contract that they say controls, that's the employment 

11 contract that they say dominates with respect to what the 

12 application of the law, and likewise compels this to be 

13 brought in that forum. That is the employment agreement 

14 they're talking about. And that employment agreement, too, 

15 was signed by VML through, once again, Antonio Ferraria, its 

16 executive director. 

17 Now, this side agreement, which was never, ever 

18 brought up by either Las Vegas Sands nor by Sands China at any 

19 point in their moving papers -- and the Court should ask 

20 itself why. We suggest for this reason, because this side 

21 agreement says as follows, that the relationship is going to 

22 be, quote, "ruled exclusively by the terms and conditions 

23 forming a part of an employment agreement currently being 

24 negotiated, agreed upon, and executed in due time, which 

25 agreement," that is, what is going to follow, that agreement 
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1 that will follow, "shall replace and supersede." Those are 

2 not words of equivocation. They are direct and dogmatic. 

3 They will replace and supersede in its entirety the interim 

4 agreements that were signed by VML and by Mr. Ferraria on 

5 behalf of VML. So once that's done, these no longer exist. 

6 They're meaningless. 

7 Let's go to the exchanged email. Those terms are 

8 hammered out, and they're hammered out with Mr. Levin. And 

9 Mr. Levin ultimately agrees to those terms with respect to 

10 what has been agreed upon in an email in which he on behalf of 

11 the Las Vegas Sands, not on behalf of VML or any other entity, 

12 but on behalf of Las vegas Sands, agrees to it and says, this 

13 will protect you. 

14 It then goes to the terms sheet, Your Honor. This 

15 terms sheet, all right, is the ultimate agreement which we 

16 contend replaces in its entirety any other agreements that may 

17 have existed with VML. 

18 THE COURT: And that's Exhibit 13? 

19 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes, Your Honor. And, Your Honor, 

20 that is the agreement that Mr. Peek so forcefully argued was 

21 somehow ineffectual or likely ineffectual because it was not 

22 signed and agreed upon by both of the parties because it only 

23 bears the signature of Mr. Levin. But I'll get to that in a 

24 moment. 

25 This terms sheet, which was agreed and signed on 
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1 August the 3rd of '09, Your Honor, makes no mention whatsoever 

2 of VML. You will see, likewise, that the signature on it is 

3 not of any officer or director of VML. You don't see Antonio 

4 Ferraria's signature on it on behalf of VML. For good reason, 

5 Your Honor. Because this is not with Venetian Macau Limited, 

6 this is not like the consulting agreement with VML or the --

7 or any of the other agreements. That's why Ferraria is not 

8 signing it. This is with Las Vegas Sands. And in fact and 

9 indeed you will see that it is identifying Las Vegas Sands 

10 senior executives as those individuals that he will report to. 

11 It does not say that he is going to be reporting to VML's 

12 executive director, Mr. Ferraria, but rather to the president 

13 and chief operating officer of Las Vegas Sands and to the Las 

14 Vegas Sands chief executive officer, and he's also chairman of 

15 the board of Las Vegas Sands, Mr. Sheldon Adelson. 

16 So we have no mention whatsoever of VML, we have no 

17 signatory of VML's executive director, Mr. Antonio Ferraria, 

18 it differs dramatically in other ways, showing that in fact 

19 there were other terms and conditions included in this that 

20 we're replacing and not supplementing, but superseding. For 

21 example, you will look in vain, Your Honor, for any such forum 

22 clause that Mr. Peek so adamantly contended required this to 

23 be brought to the courts of Macau. 

24 Your Honor, there is also a significant increase in 

25 the term of the employment contract. The term is at least one 
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1 full year longer. Rather than two, it's now three. It also 

2 provides one of the most significant and important financial 

3 considerations, and that is the remuneration that is going to 

4 be received by my client, Mr. Jacobs, of half a million 

5 dollars of stock in Las Vegas Sands. That had increased it 

6 substantially by the earlier 75,000 shares that he had 

7 previously received. In addition, Your Honor, you will look 

8 at that stock agreement. That stock agreement specifically 

9 says that that agreement with him by Las Vegas Sands is 

10 controlled exclusively by, not the law of Macau, but rather, 

11 Your Honor, by the law of the state of Nevada. 

12 Next, this terms sheet, who was it actually 

13 negotiated with? Again, it was negotiated with Mr. Levin and 

14 to some degree Mr. Adelson, both of whom have no role in any 

15 sort of executive, board, or officer fashion with VML. Zero. 

16 That's who he negotiated this with, Your Honor. 

17 Who approved his compensation of -- as detailed in 

18 all of this? It wasn't anybody but Las Vegas Sands 

19 compensation committee approved it. And that makes perfect 

20 sense, because they are the party to the agreement. It's 

21 their chief operating officer who's signing off, and it's 

22 their chief executive officer who's also agreed to all of 

23 this. It only makes sense that the compensation committee of 

24 the board of Las vegas Sands has agreed to this. 

25 What happens upon this agreement being signed and 
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1 executed? What happens is that Mr. Jacobs is thereafer 

2 forever designated as an executive of Las Vegas Sands. And 

3 this is not window dressing. This is exceedingly important. 

4 It's exceedingly important because if he is such an executive 

5 of Las Vegas Sands, Las Vegas Sands must do certain things 

6 with respect to him. The Securities and Exchange Commission 

7 demands that certain protocols be followed, and those 

8 protocols are substantive in nature. Once signed, he is 

9 identified by Ms. Hyman, who says that he is now an executive 

10 officer. That's something that flows immediately thereafter. 

11 He is now an executive officer of Las Vegas Sands. She 

12 identifies him as such, and says, you now have attendant 

13 responsibilities. 

14 SEC Form 3, that is Exhibit 18, Your Honor, 

15 identifies Jacobs as an officer of Las vegas Sands 

16 Corporation. Form 8-K identifies Jacobs as president of Macau 

17 for Las Vegas Sands Corporation. And indeed Levin -- Mr. 

18 Levin and Mr. Adelson in particular are known to exercise a 

19 high degree of control. In public filings it has been stated, 

20 you'll look at Exhibit 3, that, "Las Vegas Sands exercises 

21 control of its business policies and affairs, including the 

22 selection of executives including Sands China Limited's senior 

23 management." They have full and complete control. Moreover, 

24 they are exercising that control -- and I'll save it for the 

25 time that you have allotted to us in response to Sands China 
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1 and Ms. Glaser's argument that will come, but you will see 

2 where that control is exercised from. 

3 So if I could, I'd just like to -- if I could have 

4 that one, please. Let's see if we can just summarize who Mr. 

5 Jacobs was dealing with. Specifically, chief executive 

6 officer, Mr. Adelson, and its chief operating officer of Las 

7 vegas Sands. He is dealing directly with him. Mr. Ferraria 

8 is nowhere around. Nowhere. There's no mention of venetian 

9 Macau Limited at all. He negotiates with, not Venetian Macau 

10 Limited, but with Las Vegas Sands Corp. Who is he reporting 

11 to? He is reporting directly to Las vegas Sands Corp., Levin 

12 and Adelson. Who is this approved by? Las Vegas Sands 

13 Corp. 's compensation committee. Upon this agreement, which 

14 supersedes the other agreements and becomes the final 

15 agreement, he becomes an officer of Las Vegas Sands Corp. He 

16 then receives stock options in Las Vegas Sands Corp. He gets 

17 the approval from the GC of Las Vegas Sands Corp., and is 

18 advised that he is now responsible for filing important forms 

19 with the United States of America, specifically the Securities 

20 and Exchange Commission, and, more specific yet, Form 3 and 

21 Form 8-K, which identify him as Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

22 executive officer. 

23 All right. Now, Mr. Peek at -- give me a second, 

24 Your Honor, if I could -- at 10:22 today in his argument said 

25 as follows: is there something else that Mr. Jacobs has that 
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1 suggests that he is in fact an employee of Las Vegas Sands, 

2 after he started talking about the consulting agreement and 

3 then he talked about the actual agreement that was superseded 

4 by this particular agreement. And my answer to that is, you 

5 bet. 

6 Your Honor, this is -- okay. What you're seeing 

7 here is Exhibit 21. This is a Las Vegas Sands Corporation 

8 Second Quarter 2010 Earnings Call. And this took place 

9 July 28th, 2010. And remember, he was terminated on the 23rd. 

10 This is five days later. This is right on the heels of his 

11 termination, within the week. And he's asked by a J.P. Morgan 

12 analyst the following question -- that is, Mr. Levin, the 

13 chief operating officer of Las Vegas Sands says, Mr. Greff 

14 from J.P. Morgan asks the following question, "Query --" 

15 THE COURT: And you're on page 6 of the document? 

16 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes, Your Honor. Page 6 of that 

17 20-page document. 

18 Mr. Greff asks the following question. "Maybe I'll 

19 follow up offline with you guys just on the topic of Steve 

20 Jacobs's departure. I'm presuming he has a noncompete. Can 

21 you confirm that? And how long does that noncompete last?" 

22 Mr. Levin says, "I don't believe he has a noncompete. 

23 Actually, he does not have an actual employment contract." 

24 Let's stop right there. He doesn't say he has an 

25 employment contract and it's with VML. He doesn't say 
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1 anything about anything with VML. They're saying that he has 

2 an employment contract with VML. Well, that's not what Mr. 

3 Levin is telling the public in this quarterly report on the 

4 earnings. He's saying something else. He's saying what 

5 actually controls and what actually exists. He does not have 

6 an actual employment contract. He's right. He knows, because 

7 he negotiated the darn thing. He's the one that said, listen, 

8 Steve, if we get the lawyers involved we're never getting this 

9 thing done, okay, this is good enough for me, it should be 

10 good enough for you, all right, we're in action and we're 

11 moving. 

12 "He does not have an actual employment contract. He 

13 had a signed terms sheet." Absolutely correctly. That's 

14 exactly what it was termed. It was a signed terms sheet. 

15 He's not saying, I only signed it, he's not saying that, 

16 lookit, you know, it may not apply. He's saying he did have a 

17 signed terms sheet and he did sign it, Your Honor. 

18 You have to understand the circumstances, and I 

19 think that Mr. Jacobs outlined it in his affidavit. What 

20 happens to him is he's literally removed without any notice 

21 whatsoever from the casino floor, taken and brought to the 

22 border, and kicked out and he's told he's fired. That's what 

23 happens to him. So he didn't have a lot of time to go back in 

24 and try to get all of his documents, because they didn't allow 

25 him that common courtesy. They just had him escorted right 
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1 out of the casino right away and brought to the border and 

2 said, so long, pal. 

3 What else did Mr. Levin say? "We never got to 

4 contract with him." He's right. Just as he said, I don't 

5 want to go to contract with this thing with all the lawyers 

6 involved with it. "And I don't believe he has a noncompete in 

7 that terms sheet." Absolutely true. Absolutely true. So we 

8 have from Mr. Levin, the chief operating officer of Las Vegas 

9 Sands Corp. saying, this is what controls, this is who it's 

10 with, and he doesn't mention anything else about any other 

11 agreements, that this is in some way affected by some other 

12 agreement. If there was an actual contract with VML, as Mr. 

13 Peek alleges there was, then he would be talking about it. 

14 But this is just five days later. And Mr. Levin knows what we 

15 know and what we believe the Court now knows, that this is 

16 what controls, not what is now being relied upon in hindsight 

17 by Las Vegas Sands as saying, oh, something else controls. 

18 But there's something else. This continuing mantra 

19 that, you know, this really does not control, that there 

20 really is something else is totally and completely eviscerated 

21 by something else. Could I have the next. 

22 (Pause in the proceedings) 

23 MR. CAMPBELL: Okay. Your Honor, you'll see 

24 down here something else here. See this SEC filing as to 

25 Form 10-Q. Even in the reply they kept harping on the fact 
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1 that no, no, no, no, no, no, this was never -- this was never 

2 the document that controlled the relationship. And we dug and 

3 we dug and we dug, and what we found is this. And we have 

4 copies of this. I'm sure they're probably aware of it, since 

5 they filed it. This is a 10-Q. This is filed, again, in 

6 Washington, D.C., with the Securities and Exchange Commission 

7 by Las Vegas Sands Corp., all right. And what does the 10-Q 

8 say? What the 10-Q says is that, there was an employment 

9 offer and terms and conditions that were agreed upon by the 

10 company, Las Vegas Sands, on August 3rd, 2009. They're 

11 absolutely correct. I agree wholeheartedly with Las vegas 

12 Sands. There it is. If they didn't agree with it, if there 

13 was something else, then they wouldn't be filing this. This 

14 is the employment offer and terms and conditions agreed upon 

15 August 3rd, 2009, and they say, not just agreed upon by our 

16 chief operating officer, Mr. Levin, but they say by Steve 

17 Jacobs and the company. 

18 And, by the way, there is a signed copy of it 

19 somewhere. They'll be producing that at some point, I'm sure. 

20 This is by Las Vegas Sands Corp., signed by Mr. 

21 Sheldon Adelson, the chief executive officer and chairman of 

22 the board. And what does it say about the offer and terms? 

23 It says two important things, that he's reporting to the 

24 president and chief operating officer of Las Vegas Sands and 

25 that his options are with Las Vegas Sands and they were 
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1 granted on the day of hire. The day of hire is with Las Vegas 

2 Sands, Your Honor. That's what they're talking about there. 

3 So I think we can now put aside that notion that there's not 

4 anything else out there that says that. 

5 One more thing that Mr. Jacobs, who came to court 

6 this morning, flew in for this hearing because, of course, it 

7 has a great impact on him, and he just received something. 

8 I'll proffer this to the Court, and I'm sure that they mayor 

9 may not know. I don't know. But he gets a W-2. And he's got 

10 it in his pocket. And that W-2 is from Las Vegas Sands. And 

11 do you know how it identifies him? As an employee of Las 

12 Vegas Sands. 

13 NOW, it's certainly clear that under all of the 

14 important criteria --

15 THE COURT: Mr. Peek, do you want to see the W-2? 

16 I'll be happy to have a copy 

17 MR. PEEK: I don't think it adds anything, Your 

18 Honor. I'd - -

19 THE COURT: I'd be happy to have a copy made of it, 

20 if you want. 

21 MR. PEEK: I - - I don't think it adds anything. I 

22 don't think it even should be part of this argument. But if 

23 the Court's going to consider it, it's just representations of 

24 Mr. Campbell and statements of counsel, as opposed to 

25 evidence. 
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1 THE COURT: That's why I'm making the offer. 

2 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, Las Vegas Sands, it is 

3 clear, controlled Mr. Jacobs's employment in every material 

4 matter. And control is, according to just about every single 

5 case that has grappled with this issue, the singular and most 

6 important particular element. I mean, clearly he is reporting 

7 to the chief executive officer, the COO. Mr. Jacobs, you will 

8 note, filed a very detailed affidavit with the Court, and in 

9 that affidavit --

10 THE COURT: And that's Exhibit 1 in the book you've 

11 given 

12 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes, Your Honor, with respect to Las 

13 Vegas Sands I believe it is Exhibit 1. And you will see in 

14 there that he detailed what that control was, and it was 

15 virtually all encompassing and affected virtually every aspect 

16 of his job. 

17 There's something else that I think is very, very 

18 important. Certainly while VML may have been designated as 

19 the entity that was paying his monthly or weekly or biweekly 

20 salary or whatever it may have been, that obligation is 

21 absolutely dwarfed by the real compensation at issue in the 

22 case. And that's about I think a gross value of about $10 

23 million worth of stock, all right. Absolutely dwarfed by 

24 that. And that, of course, is with Las Vegas Sands. 

25 So at best, at best -- and we don't even think you 
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1 can even say it, but at best what we're dealing with insofar 

2 as VML is that they would be a joint obligor. There is 

3 abundant caselaw on that. I know the Court's read it. Unless 

4 you really want me to go in and tell you something you already 

5 know, I'm not going to really argue that. But the suggestion 

6 that somehow Mr. Jacobs should just get on a plane and go on 

7 over to Macau and grapple with all of this over in Macau when 

8 in fact all of this is based out of Las Vegas, Nevada, 

9 borders, most respectfully, on the ludicrous. This is where 

10 Las Vegas Sands has its home. They shouldn't be objecting to 

11 being tried in the courts of where it has its home and where 

12 it has exercised all of this control and where it has executed 

13 and agreed to the seminal documents in this particular case. 

14 So, Your Honor, I don't know if you have any 

15 questions of me at this time. If not, I'll sit down and 

16 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Campbell. 

17 MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 

18 

19 

THE COURT: Mr. Peek. 

MR. PEEK: Mr. Campbell tells you that the phrase in 

20 Exhibit 10, which is the -- what he characterizes as the side 

21 letter, I characterize it as a supplement to the work permit. 

22 He says that the phrase at the end which refers to a "replace 

23 and supersede in its entirety the interim agreement," he 

24 focuses on that. But what is the antecedent of which 

25 agreement? Because you have to focus on what the antecedent 
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1 is in order to know whether or not there has been a 

2 replacement and a supersecession. Starts out, "The Company 

3 and you here by agree that your employment relationship," with 

4 VML, I'm using VML because it really is the Company, "will be 

5 ruled exclusively by the terms and conditions forming part of 

6 an employment agreement being currently negotiated and to be 

7 agreed upon and executed in due time, which agreement shall 

8 replace and supersede in its entirety the interim agreement." 

9 So there's still -- when he says which agreement that's going 

10 to be able to supersede it, there has to be one between the 

11 employee and VML. So by his own reference to that section 

12 within the body he is admitting to you and to his client and 

13 to me that that terms sheet is a contract with VML, because 

14 the only thing that can replace and supersede the interim 

15 agreements is a contract between VML and Jacobs. So I agree 

16 with his argument. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

contract, 

saying. 

THE 

Mr. 

MR. 

THE 

MR. 

COURT: 

Peek? 

PEEK: 

COURT: 

PEEK: 

So you don't think the terms sheet's a 

No, Your Honor, that's not what I'm 

Okay. 

What I'm saying, Your Honor - - let me 

23 focus again. By what Mr. Campbell is telling you is that that 

24 terms sheet is a contract with Las vegas Sands Corp. and it 

25 therefore supersedes. What I'm saying to the Court is if that 
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1 does -- if it is, as he suggests, a followup to this side 

2 letter and therefore a replacement, it can only be a 

3 replacement to the June 16th agreement if it is between VML 

4 and Jacobs, Your Honor. Because it says that the only thing 

5 that will replace and supersede the interim agreement is an 

6 agreement between Jacobs and VML. 

7 Maybe I'm confusing the Court. You have that look 

8 of perhaps puzzlement. 

9 THE COURT: No. I have the documents in front of 

10 me, and I'm looking at them. 

11 MR. PEEK: Okay. I apologize, Your Honor. But it 

12 does say 

13 THE COURT: I'm not puzzled. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

MR. PEEK: Yeah. Because it does say "which 

agreement." "Which agreement" means the agreement between the 

Company and VML. So, as I said -- so that's my argument 

there. 

THE COURT: So that's why Mr. Levin says on 

19 August 4th, after he signs the terms sheet, hey, this is okay, 

20 I forwarded it to the comp committee, they already knows the 

21 details, and if we get the lawyers involved we'll never get 

22 this done? 

23 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, I don't disagree that the 

24 terms sheet under this argument that he makes is an agreement. 

25 I'm not trying to say it's not an agreement. What I'm saying 
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4 

5 
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8 

• • 
to the Court is it's an agreement if -- whatever kind of 

agreement it is, it's an agreement with an entity in Macau. 

It's not an agreement with Las Vegas Sands Corp. That is the 

focus of their argument, is that the terms sheet is an 

agreement with an entity, Las Vegas Sands Corp., for him to 

perform services for Las Vegas Sands Corp. It's not. It's an 

agreement, Your Honor, for him to be president and CEO of a 

Macau entity, ListCo. It's an agreement whereby he will be 

9 paid by that company in Macau under the terms sheet. It's an 

10 agreement where he will receive stock options to be converted 

11 into that Macau entity. It's an agreement where he gets 

12 housing and allowances for moving expenses and he gets 

13 repatriation, all of which focuses on the fact that he is an 

14 employee of a Macau entity to perform services in Macau. 

15 Now, the fact that there may be individuals like Mr. 

16 Adelson and Mr. Levin who have control over the -- their 

17 indirect subsidiary Venetian Macau Limited, Sands China 

18 Limited later, after it became an IPO -- after it became an 

19 entity and then went through its IPO, may somehow -- it 

20 doesn't create a contract. That's why I keep getting puzzled. 

21 He's focusing on Levin's in control, Adelson's in control, 

22 ergo contract with LVSC. No. They are the 90 percent owner 

23 of a indirect subsidiary, VML. It's logical that that parent 

24 would have some type of say in the operations of its 

25 90 percent controlled subsidiary. But that doesn't -- and you 
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1 cannot ignore the existence of that subsidiary by saying, 

2 well, they have control over it. 

3 Mr. Adelson was the chief executive officer. You 

4 notice he also said that the management under that terms sheet 

5 was Levin and Adelson. Again, Mr. Campbell wants to make the 

6 -- rewrite things, because it doesn't say "and," it says "or." 

7 Now, it may be a little bit of a nit, but it's just like the 

8 nit when he doesn't say Company capitalized under the side 

9 letter. 

10 I don't ignore, Your Honor, the fact that there is a 

11 terms sheet, that there is a contract, that we refer to it as 

12 a contract with Mr. Jacobs in all of our stuff. But when we 

13 refer to it in our 10-Q, which he gave to you, that there is a 

14 terms sheet with an indirect subsidiary which we have to 

15 report to the SEC of what Sands China, our 70 percent 

16 subsidiary, is doing and what its 90 percent subsidiary is 

17 doing with Mr. Levin, we report that. All we did was recount 

18 within the body of the 10-Q the terms and conditions of the 

19 terms sheet. I'm not trying to walk away from that, Your 

20 Honor, and say it doesn't exist. But it's not a contract with 

21 Las Vegas Sands Corp. It is a contract between Jacobs and 

22 ListCo. ListCo became Sands China Limited, which became the 

23 parent of VML, Your Honor. 

24 So am I looking not at a contract case now, but at 

25 something other than that which he argues of control? Because 
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1 a control doesn't create a contract. The instrument itself 

2 creates the contract. The terms sheet itself creates a 

3 contract, not the parties who negotiated it. It's what those 

4 terms and conditions contained within the body of the contract 

5 are that control who the employer is. Just because it was 

6 negotiated by Mr. Levin doesn't make it a contract with LVSC, 

7 it makes it a contract with ListCo, Sands China Limited. He 

8 says that, well, there's the IPO disclosures that -- in 

9 Exhibit 3 that LVSC is in control of its subsidiary. 

10 Absolutely. It would be remiss to not report to those who are 

11 going to buy stock in Sands China Limited that Sands China 

12 Limited at the conclusion of the initial public offering is 

13 going to be owned by LVSC up to 70 percent. The last I looked 

14 under corporate governance, 70 percent gives one control. So 

15 they're telling the public, and that's what the Exhibit 3 IPO 

16 does, is tell the public that, we're going to be owned by LVSC 

17 up to 70 percent and that will create control so you should 

18 know that as potential investors, that this entity will own 

19 70 percent and it will be in control. Majority rules. 

20 Corporate governance, not a very difficult concept, but one 

21 that is necessary to report to those who are going to buy the 

22 stock. So again, it doesn't say there's a contract, it just 

23 says, going to be in control. 

24 He focuses on the earnings call, Exhibit 21, and I 

25 certainly don't disagree with what Mr. Levin says. But what 
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1 he doesn't tell you when it's -- when Mr. Levin is being asked 

2 the question about the noncompete and about the employment 

3 contract, it's in the context of the earlier disclosure on 

4 page 3 of the earnings call, Exhibit 21, where Mr. Levin is 

5 reporting to those on the phone, as he should be, "Thanks, 

6 Sheldon. I'll just add a couple of thoughts. First let me 

7 cover our leadership change in Macau. The board of Sands 

8 China made the decision that a leadership change was in the 

9 best interests of the company, its employees, and 

10 shareholders. I will be serving as acting chief executive 

11 officer for Sands China while the committee of the board of 

12 directors of Sands China conducts the new search for the chief 

13 -- new chief executive officer." He's telling everybody about 

14 what just occurred. 

15 So when Mr. Campbell argues to that when he is asked 

16 the question he doesn't say, employment contract with VML, or, 

17 employment contract with SCL, well, no, he doesn't need to, 

18 because he's already said it. He's already said it five 

19 minutes earlier when he reports to those on the earnings call 

20 that Mr. Jacobs has been replaced as the president of Sands 

21 China and that that decision was made by the board of Sands 

22 China and that he's now going to be the new executive - - chief 

23 executive officer. 

24 He argues to you, Your Honor, that, well, the grant 

25 of the 500,000 shares of Las Vegas Sands Corp. stock in the 
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1 terms sheet is controlling and therefore makes Sands -- Las 

2 Vegas Sands Corp. the employer and therefore a co-obligor. 

3 But what do we do? If we look and focus on what that terms 

4 sheet says, it talks about a conversion into this ListCo, this 

5 company that is going to be formed and organized under 

6 whatever law that is. As we know, it became an IPO. But it's 

7 going to be converted. Again, why is it going to be 

8 converted? Because Mr. Jacobs is going to be the employee, 

9 going to move to Hong Kong, going to take his family to Hong 

10 Kong, and going to run the casino in Macau owned by the 

11 indirect subsidiary, Venetian Macau Limited, that party who 

12 should be here and present and part of this proceeding because 

13 it's the one who termed him. And without them, complete 

14 relief cannot be afforded to us, and it would impair and 

15 impede, and in equity and good conscience it wouldn't be fair 

16 to Las Vegas Sands Corp. and VML to come here, not be present 

17 to defend its actions in terminating him which gave rise to 

18 the fact that as long as you're not an employee of VML or some 

19 entity, Sands China Limited or VML, that ListCo, you don't get 

20 your stock options. Somebody needs to come here and defend 

21 them, and it shouldn't just be Las Vegas Sands, who doesn't 

22 have a contract with Mr. Levin [sic]. Thank you. 

23 

24 

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Peek. 

Despite the extensive briefing and arguments that 

25 have been presented here today, the Court is only hearing a 
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1 joinder motion at this time, not a summary judgment motion. 

2 While it would certainly be easier for all of us if VML was a 

3 party to this litigation, the motion is denied because of the 

4 Court's concerns regarding jurisdiction over VML. 

5 Would you like to go to the Sands China motion now? 

6 MS. GLASER: Would Your Honor care to take a break, 

7 or would you like us just to 

8 THE COURT: Anybody need a break? 

9 They don't need a break. 

10 MS. GLASER: In every respect you're tougher than in 

11 Los Angeles, Your Honor. Thank you. Your Honor 

12 THE COURT: I always tell them if they need a break 

13 they have to tell me. 

14 MS. GLASER: 

And they're pretty good about it. 

Not a problem. All right. Your Honor, 

15 Patricia Glaser for Sands China. 

16 Your Honor, this is not about the lack of honor of 

17 Mr. Jacobs in carrying out his responsibilities or the honor 

18 of Mr. Levin and Mr. Adelson, who terminated this gentleman 

19 for good cause. It's not on the merits. This is just about 

20 whether Your Honor should be here to discuss and rule on Sands 

21 China being a party to this action, key points. And I know, 

22 Your Honor, we've filed extensive papers, and I apologize in 

23 advance for that. Very thick. 

24 THE COURT: No, it's fine. Gives me stuff to read. 

25 MS. GLASER: Plaintiff's burden of proof is on this 
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1 motion, not the other one, but on this motion, and that's the 

2 -- I'm going to mispronounce this, F-I-R-O-U-Z-A-B-A-D-I, the 

3 Firouzabadi case. It's a '94 Nevada Supreme Court case. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Their burden, not ours. I want to point out key issues that 

they do not grapple with, in our view, in a satisfactory -

remotely satisfactory fashion. 

Plaintiff is not now or has ever been a Nevada 

8 resident. The Sands -- and you will appreciate this, Your 

9 Honor. The second cause of action is the only one alleged 

10 against Sands China. In that second cause of action there's a 

11 reference to a stock option agreement. That stock option 

12 agreement, as we have demonstrated to the Court, says 

13 specifically Hong Kong law is to apply. It's page 33 of 

14 Exhibit G of the Salt declaration. 

15 What does that mean, and why is that so significant? 

16 Well, first of all, it's not Nevada law. And what's the 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

difference in this case, what are some of the key differences 

between Hong Kong law that is by contract supposed to apply? 

And Mr. Jacobs signed that contract. There's no question 

about that. This isn't a missing contract. This is a signed 

contract. You get no jury under Hong Kong law, there is a 

recovery to the winner of that dispute of attorneys' fees and 

costs, and, third, if there is a termination for cause or not 

cause, as long as the stock hasn't vested, he doesn't get 

anything. If we got up in the morning and decided we didn't 
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1 like the way he parted his hair and the stock had not vested, 

2 which it had not when he was terminated, Your Honor, he gets 

3 nothing. That's why you don't hear any discussion about that 

4 agreement, because that agreement gives him nothing. Which is 

5 another reason why Sands China should not be a part of this 

6 lawsuit. 

7 Something else that's not discussed at any length in 

8 the opposing papers, Hong Kong Stock Exchange rules. It's 

9 Exhibit B to the second Salt declaration. That's in the reply 

10 papers, Your Honor. In order for Sands China to be registered 

lIon that stock exchange they are required to carryon the 

12 business independent of and at arm's length with its parent, 

13 Las Vegas Sands Corp. There is no dispute that Las vegas 

14 Sands Corp. is indeed the parent, 70 percent, slightly more 

15 than 70 percent owner. 

16 And, Your Honor, the section I'm referring to in the 

17 Hong Kong Stock Exchange rules is 8.10(1) (a) (iii), and also we 

18 gave the Court 27(a). Both of those sections specifically 

19 provide that this is not a proper place for the rules of the 

20 Exchange for Sands China to be a defendant. 

21 Now, Sands China businesses operate completely 

22 separately from Las vegas Sands. They have independent 

23 financial auditing, they have independent bank accounts, they 

24 have independent tax registration, they have independent 

25 Treasury Department, and Sands China, appropriately, is not 
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1 registered to do business in Nevada. It doesn't do business 

2 or direct any business of any sort, any activities towards 

3 Nevada or its residents. 

4 Now, Your Honor, there's sort of a bunch of legalese 

5 that is being thrown at you on these jurisdictional issues. 

6 One is talking about transient jurisdiction. And the Burnham 

7 case -- we've provided Your Honor plenty of authority 

8 doesn't apply to corporations, it applies to individuals. 

9 There's then the second argument, is specific 

10 jurisdiction. And there you need a cause of action that 

11 arises from Mr. Jacobs's contacts here, and he doesn't even 

12 argue specific jurisdiction in his opposition brief. 

13 Where we do have an argument is general 

14 jurisdiction. And on general jurisdiction there has to be 

15 minimum contacts under anybody's theory, and they have to be 

16 substantive, substantial, and continuous. And while that 

17 sounds like a bunch of legalese and gobbledegook, there's 

18 one of the cases that we cite, the Gator versus L.L. Bean 

19 case, it's a 2003 Ninth Circuit case, talks about how that's a 

20 high standard requiring extensive contacts between the 

21 defendant and the forum. 

22 Now, it's not enough -- and we point this out to 

23 Your Honor, it is not enough to have a parent/sub 

24 relationship. Parent/sub relationships involve consistent 

25 involvement here, nothing more or less than consistent with 
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1 the entities' investment status. That's not enough. And how 

2 do we know that? Because the Ninth Circuit has told us that, 

3 among other circuits and other states. That's the AT&T 

4 Lambert case, Your Honor. It's a 1996 Ninth Circuit case. 

5 And the response that we hear back is, well, you've got to 

6 look at this Perkins case. Perkins case is totally 

7 inapplicable. It's a 1952 case where that's a guy who has 

8 some mining interests in the Philippines and the war has 

9 broken out, so he's required to come back to Ohio and conduct 

10 all his business, except for the actual mining operations 

11 themselves, everything takes place in Ohio. That case is 

12 distinguishable completely on its facts as it relates to this 

13 case. That's not what happened here. 

14 If you look at the FDIC versus British American 

15 Insurance case, that is, again -- keep harping on the Ninth 

16 Circuit, but it is a Ninth Circuit case, and they have a 

17 seven-factor seven factors. They talk about the extent of 

18 Sands China's purposeful contacts; the burden on Sands China 

19 of having to defend an action in Nevada; the extent to which 

20 jurisdiction conflicts with domiciliary country, which 

21 demonstrated to you and told you about; Nevada's interest in 

22 adjudicating the dispute; which forum's the most efficient for 

23 resolving the dispute; Mr. Jacobs's interest in choosing 

24 Nevada as a forum; and the existence of alternative forums to 

25 adjudicate Mr. Jacobs's claims. If Mr. Jacobs has a beef with 
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1 Sands China, it belongs in either Hong Kong or Macau, Your 

2 Honor, because that's the only agreement with Sands China, and 

3 that's a stock option agreement that says Hong Kong law, not 

4 Nevada, not California, not anyplace in the United States law 

5 is to apply. 

6 Now, interestingly, there's a Cubbage case, 

7 C-U-B-B-A-G-E, which is a Ninth Circuit, again, 1984 case. 

8 And there the presence of a choice of law provision was 

9 specifically found to weigh strongly in favor of denying the 

10 exercise of jurisdiction when the chosen law conflicts or is 

11 substantially different from that in the forum state. That's 

12 the chosen law. Mr. Jacobs chose Hong Kong law. He can't get 

13 around that. 

14 I saw a lot of these boards. Can I pull one of them 

15 out, Your Honor? 

16 THE COURT: You certainly may. You just cannot 

17 deface Mr. Campbell's boards. 

18 MS. GLASER: I will not deface Mr. Campbell's -- I 

19 wouldn't dream of that. 

20 I wanted to point out to Your Honor here's a big 

21 fancy board that was provided to Your Honor. It says, 

22 "Jacobs's Employment With LVSC." If you look at the board 

23 provided by Mr. Campbell, I looked, and I didn't see Sands 

24 China one place on this board. Because it doesn't belong 

25 there. The beef, the second cause of action with Sands China 
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1 is pursuant, Your Honor, specifically to a stock option 

2 agreement that says Hong Kong law is to apply. It was signed 

3 over there, it was negotiated over there, and we don't belong 

4 here. 

5 Your Honor, if you have any questions at all, I'll 

6 be glad to answer them, either now or at the time of my reply. 

7 THE COURT: Thank you. 

8 MS. GLASER: Thank you. 

9 THE COURT: Mr. Campbell. 

10 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, the reason why you don't 

11 see anything on Sands China on this particular board, because 

12 this particular board was reserved for my argument with 

13 respect to Las Vegas Sands. So let me address those 

14 particular points. And while they are not on a board, I know 

15 that the Court has carefully read our responsive pleadings 

16 now, and I think you'll recognize many of these same points. 

17 So let's go first of all to the fact that we have a 

18 very extensive affidavit, that is, a separate affidavit that 

19 has been presented to Her Honor in this portion of the case in 

20 opposition to the motion of Las vegas -- or Sands China. That 

21 affidavit by Mr. Jacobs, which has been signed under oath, has 

22 received absOlutely no responsive affidavit of any kind. 

23 None. Zero. They certainly had the opportunity to do that. 

24 They certainly had the opportunity to present something. If 

25 it was untrue in any way, shape, or form, they could have said 
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1 that. All they had to do was get one from Mr. Levin or get 

2 one from Mr. Adelson. They could clearly have done that, and 

3 they did not do that. And why? well, Your Honor, you have to 

4 accept that they didn't do that because they couldn't do that. 

5 They're available. There's no reason why they couldn't have. 

6 And while Ms. Glaser is absolutely correct that the 

7 burden is on us, let's reflect upon what that burden is. That 

8 burden is not the heavy burden that was on Mr. Peek with 

9 respect to his motion. Rather, it is only to establish by a 

10 prima facie case. That's it. It's not even preponderance of 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

the evidence. It's a prima facie case. And we've done it. 

We've submitted you the only evidence that you have, and it's 

all under oath. It's all under oath, Your Honor. And this is 

what he says. 

"Mr. Adelson __ II point one, "Mr. Adelson and Mr. 

Levin routinely conducted business on behalf of Sands China 

Limited out of Las Vegas office." He even goes into some of 

the particular events that demonstrate that, number one, a 

board meeting, a board meeting. "A board meeting was noticed 

from Macau, was noticed on both Macau and Las Vegas time." 

The chairman of that board -- the chairman of the board wasn't 

22 in Macau, he was here. Mr. Adelson was here and conducted 

23 that board meeting from Las Vegas, Nevada, along with three 

24 other members. They had four members of the board that were 

25 here conducting the meeting. 
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Mr. Jacobs has said time and time again he flew over 

here to meet with them with respect to Sands China site 

design. Indeed, the development over Sites 5 and 6 took place 

-- took place on a consistent and ongoing basis for 5 and 6 

here in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

They recruited and interviewed executives for Sands 

China Limited here in Las Vegas, Nevada. Indeed, I think Mr. 

Tracy, who's been recently appointed for Sands China, came out 

of here along with his co-executive, and I forget that 

gentleman's name right now. 

In any event, Adelson issued the directives with 

respect to those that are present in our complaint as to the 

13 threats, improper leverage, et cetera, from Las Vegas, Nevada. 

14 Mr. Adelson and Mr. Levin's involvement was 

15 extensive in marketing strategies. Similarly, Mr. Levin and 

16 Mr. Adelson's involvement in the negotiation of possible joint 

17 ventures took place here, including with Harrah's, Mr. Lubman, 

18 if you recall that. Again, one more point. 

19 Ms. Glaser's talked about arm's-length transactions. 

20 She's absolutely correct, Your Honor. Sands China Limited 

21 does engage in arm's-length transactions. And they have 

22 engaged in those arm's-length transactions, presumably in good 

23 faith, in accordance with their fiduciary duty. Now, who have 

24 they dealt with? They have dealt with Las Vegas Sands here in 

25 Las Vegas, Nevada. They don't have to deal with Las Vegas 
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1 Sands. Indeed, it's Sands China's commitment that a will 

2 exercise their fiduciary duty to get the best deal. So 

3 presumably in those arm's-length transactions that they talked 

4 about they presumably resolved that issue, and they've said to 

5 themselves, this is the best deal we can get among the third 

6 parties out there and we're going to go ahead and we're going 

7 to contract with Las Vegas Sands because they provide that, 

8 and we've done that in good faith and at arm's-length. 

9 Let's talk a little bit about that. Reciprocal 

10 administrative services are provided. They share the use of 

11 jets. They have engaged in reciprocal design, development, 

12 and construction. They have an agreement to use International 

13 Marketing Services to recruit VIP players for all of the 

14 casinos, both Sands China Limited, as well as Las Vegas Sands 

15 Asian players, as well. They have the Bally Tech deal, a Las 

16 Vegas deal. Jacobs routinely travelled to Las Vegas, Nevada, 

17 for meetings with Adelson and Levin with regard to Cirque du 

18 Soleil here in Las Vegas, Nevada, as well as Base 

19 Entertainment. And if all of that wasn't enough, you have 

20 this. 

21 

22 board. 

23 

24 Glaser. 

25 

THE COURT: See, Ms. Glaser, you do have your own 

MR. CAMPBELL: I saved the best for last, Ms. 

You have this, Your Honor. You have a $68 million 
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1 fund associated with affiliate transfer advices. Now, I know 

2 that since the time that we've responded they changed the name 

3 of these, but let's choose to call it what they choose to call 

4 it and what truly it is. These reflected from Sands China 

5 players $68 million in credit deposits and credits for 

6 gambling activities, not just for Sands China Las Vegas play 

7 -- or Sands China play, but for Las Vegas play, as well. Now, 

8 they now say, well, they weren't actually you know, we 

9 didn't actually courier them, what we did is we had entries, 

10 we had journal entries. 

11 Let's stop. What they did say was that, we have 

12 these journal entries because we wanted to save our customers 

13 that were playing in both venues the time and trouble of going 

14 to a bank and going ahead and having these transferred by the 

15 bank by a wire transfer service, we went ahead and handled it 

16 for them. I get it. I understand why they did it. But this 

17 is not some guy sitting with that little green shade, okay, 

18 making a little entry in a book someplace. What this is is 

19 this is a combined, integrated, electronic transfer advice, 

20 which basically makes all this money equally available to both 

21 venues. And it's not de minimis. This is $68 million. You 

22 know what this type of enterprise is. You have engaged in it 

23 every single year that you've probably been earning money. 

24 You walk into a bank, and this is what a bank does for you. 

25 Sands is acting as a bank for its customers, both in Macau and 
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1 in Las vegas, Nevada, to the tune of $68 million. 

2 Now, I was on the other side of this argument to a 

3 much lesser degree when about 15 years ago I was arguing to 

4 the court, please don't let them sue Donald Trump personally 

5 here, please don't, don't, don't. 

6 THE COURT: You didn't win that one, did you, Mr. 

7 Campbell? 

8 MR. CAMPBELL: I didn't win that argument. For the 

9 same reason why I hope Ms. Glaser doesn't win this one. And 

10 that is that the Supreme Court said, Mr. Campbell, did Mr. 

11 Trump engage in a financial transaction here; and I had to 

12 candidly admit yes, he did, he engaged in a sole, very limited 

13 transaction in which he actually didn't do it, what he really 

14 did was he guaranteed it. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

THE COURT: I'm not worried about that transaction. 

MR. CAMPBELL: He guaranteed it. So--

THE COURT: Doesn't matter to me. 

MR. CAMPBELL: I mean, that's -- it mattered to me 

19 at the time. Believe me, it mattered to Mr. Trump. 

20 Irrespective of that, this is real money we're 

21 talking about here. $68 million is real money in anybody's 

22 ledger. And one final point on this. This wasn't just one 

23 transfer. These transfers took place over a period of three 

24 years. By any definition I believe that constitutes 

25 consistent ongoing behavior of a significant nature here in 
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1 Las Vegas, Nevada. 

2 

3 

THE COURT: I'd call it pervasive. 

MR. CAMPBELL: I call it pervasive. 

4 Then I'm not even going to argue the last point. 

5 The last point was even if you didn't believe all that, we 

6 still get to take discovery. I'll sit down, Your Honor. 

7 

8 

9 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. GLASER: May I be heard briefly? 

THE COURT: You may. Aren't you glad you've got 

10 your own board now? 

11 MS. GLASER: I am. And it's sort of funny, but it's 

12 sort of not, because this man, Mr. Jacobs, lied to the Court 

13 and said money was couriered into this country. He lied to 

14 the Court, and he's not telling the truth in a lot of other 

15 respects, as well. This is not Sands China money, this is not 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Las Vegas Sands money. 

THE COURT: 

MS. GLASER: 

THE COURT: 

MS. GLASER: 

It's 

It's 

Yes. 

But 

players' money. 

players' money, correct. 

I understand that. 

it's not couriered. It is 

21 transferred for the convenience periodically, and it's 

22 every month it's reported honestly and forthrightly and has 

23 nothing to other than facilitating somebody who wants to 

24 gamble in Las Vegas and somebody who might want to gamble in 

25 China. And let me say, Your Honor, that is something that is 
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1 done between subsidiaries and parents all the time. There's 

2 nothing nefarious about it. There's nothing that -- and we 

3 admit it. So -- and there's nothing improper about it. And, 

4 most importantly, it doesn't provide a basis for jurisdiction. 

5 Your Honor, said jokingly that it was -- or perhaps 

6 not jokingly -- that it was pervasive. We don't run away from 

7 this. But this doesn't establish jurisdiction, and the 

8 caselaw doesn't say it does, period. 

9 THE COURT: But it's a good business practice, 

10 right, for your marketing for both properties? 

11 MS. GLASER: It is a good business practice. Not 

12 marketing. Actually not. It doesn't have much to do with 

13 marketing, honestly. 

14 

15 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. GLASER: But it is -- and it is a good, 

16 honorable business practice, but it's certainly not couriering 

17 cash--

18 THE COURT: Making your customers' lives easier. 

19 MS. GLASER: - - as was suggested by - -

20 THE COURT: Well, you're making your customers' 

21 lives easier; right? 

22 MS. GLASER: It does. 

23 THE COURT: Isn't that the goal? 

24 MS. GLASER: It is the goal. 

25 Now, there is another wills, Your Honor. There's a 
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1 lie about how there are board meetings. And Mr. Campbell, 

2 surprisingly, repeated it here. There has never been a board 

3 of directors meeting in Las Vegas ever, in the state of Nevada 

4 ever in connection with Sands China. Mr. Campbell knows it 

5 and -- perhaps I can't blame him, but certainly his client 

6 knows it. That's just not telling the truth to the Court. 

7 THE COURT: So how many people would be here in Las 

8 Vegas during a board meeting for Sands China? 

9 MS. GLASER: Depends. 

10 THE COURT: But they'd be participating in a board 

11 meeting from there? 

12 MS. GLASER: Telephonically. 

13 THE COURT: Yes. 

14 MS. GLASER: Because 

15 THE COURT: Or even by Web cam. 

16 MS. GLASER: I'm sorry? 

17 THE COURT: Or even by video conferencing. 

18 MS. GLASER: They haven't done that yet, to my 

19 knowledge. 

20 THE COURT: You're saying telephone conference. 

21 Okay. 

22 MS. GLASER: For example, Mr. Adelson is -- happens 

23 to be the chairman of the board of Sands China. Nobody 

24 disputes that. I stipulate to that. Mr. Levin is now not 

25 at the time Mr. Jacobs was employed -- the acting, the acting 
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1 CEO of Sands China. There are three independent directors who 

2 have no prior affiliation with any Sands entity who are in the 

3 Far East and only in the Far East, and they don't come here 

4 ever. And they have three votes. The board is made up I 

5 believe of eight people. There's no question, and we don't 

6 dispute this, that Sands Las Vegas controls Sands China. But, 

7 Your Honor, not one case was provided to Your Honor where 

8 interaction between a 70 percent or 51 percent or 40 percent 

9 subsidiary/parent -- there isn't one case that you have been 

10 provided that says normal interaction facilitating, for 

11 example, customers from one to the other, none of that, there 

12 isn't one case that stands for the proposition therefore you 

13 have jurisdiction in this court over Sands China. 

14 The irony, I guess, of a lot of this, a lot of the 

15 facts that were presented to Your Honor, the irony is, 

16 frankly, Your Honor, that all of the things that have been 

17 alleged, except for frankly their blatant lies, and I Mr. 

18 Campbell I think just made a mistake. He said there was no 

19 declaration on our side. Well, Ann Salt is not nothing, and 

20 she is a significant player in Sands China. She's a counsel 

21 over there, and she provided two, not one, not zero, two 

22 declarations. 

23 THE COURT: Well, one's attached to the reply, and 

24 one's attached to the motion. 

25 MS. GLASER: I'm sorry? 
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1 THE COURT: There are two affidavits or declarations 

2 that are in different places; right? 

7 One was in the original paper, one was 

8 

9 I saw them. 

10 Okay. The only comment I'm making is 

11 Your Honor that nothing refuted Mr. 

12 Jacobs, and there was plenty to refute Mr. Jacobs's -- what we 

13 believe to be many of the misrepresentations, complete 

14 untruths, and some of them don't matter. And that's the point 

15 I want to focus on. 

16 Put aside the untruths. We dealt with all of the 

17 untruths. Everything that wasn't refuted doesn't matter to 

18 the jurisdictional issue of whether Sands China should be 

19 before Your Honor in this court. The only -- and I sound like 

20 a broken record, and I apologize to Your Honor. The only 

21 document the only cause of action is the second cause of 

22 action, and the only document that is before Your Honor giving 

23 Mr. Jacobs options involving Sands China is a document that is 

24 required for Your Honor to apply Hong Kong law, which is -- as 

25 we have said to you before, is substantially different than 
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1 the law in this state. Thank you very much, Your Honor. 

2 THE COURT: Thank you. 

3 Here there are pervasive contacts with the state of 

4 Nevada by activities done in Nevada by board members of Sands 

5 China. Therefore, while Hong Kong law may indeed apply to 

6 certain issues that are discussed during the progress of this 

7 case, that does not control the jurisdictional issues here. 

8 At some point in time I assume that we well have 

9 experts in Hong Kong law provide information so that an 

10 appropriate decision can be made on the stock option 

11 agreement. So the motion's denied, and your request to join 

12 in Mr. Peek's motion was denied when I denied his. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MS. GLASER: Understood. 

THE COURT: Anything else? 

MS. GLASER: Yes, Your Honor, I have one other -

MR. CAMPBELL: Just one housekeeping matter, Your 

17 Honor. Could we -- could we form 

18 THE COURT: Well, I've got a couple things for you 

19 if you want to --

20 MR. CAMPBELL: Yes, Your Honor. Your Honor, may we 

21 form -- may we file -- I'm drying up -- Form 10-Q with the 

22 Court--

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT: No. 

MR. CAMPBELL: as our Exhibit 24? 

THE COURT: Not today. You can file a supplemental 
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1 briefly electronically. 

2 MR. CAMPBELL: Okay. That's fine. 

3 THE COURT: And I would also ask you to --

4 MR. CAMPBELL: Because we referred to it, that's 

5 all. 

6 THE COURT: -- print out your boards and file those 

7 with your supplement so they are part of our record 

8 MR. CAMPBELL: Oh. I'd be happy to. 

9 THE COURT: in case somebody decides to go to 

10 Carson City. 

11 MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, there's one -- a second 

12 matter, and I was just going to ask -- maybe the Court's going 

13 to already do that. And generally --

14 THE COURT: Are you on our April Fool's Day meeting? 

15 MR. CAMPBELL: I'm going to try. 

16 MS. GLASER: Your Honor, I had -- I wanted to 

17 address that. 

18 THE COURT: Well, it's on my list to check off 

19 before you leave. 

20 Mr. Campbell. 

21 MR. CAMPBELL: With respect to generally they're 

22 required to answer the complaint within 10 days after the time 

23 that the order was entered. If they would like more time -- I 

24 know that Ms. Glaser is from Los Angeles. She's probably 

25 going to be currying back and forth. If she needs more time, 
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1 we're happy to give it to her. 

2 MS. GLASER: That doesn't mean I'm dumber or slower, 

3 Your Honor, just because I'm from Los Angeles. 

4 MR. CAMPBELL: No, Your Honor. I did not mean to 

5 suggest that. I think Ms. Glaser is a little too sensitive. 

6 I was simply trying to extend her a professional courtesy. 

7 THE COURT: All right. Wait. No. I'm going to 

8 start this case off like we didn't start off the Palms case. 

9 MR. CAMPBELL: I think that's probably something 

10 unusual for her to experience coming from Los Angeles. 

11 THE COURT: Okay. Remember in the Palms case how I 

12 said we were going to behave ourselves? 

13 MR. PEEK: I haven't said a word, Your Honor. 

14 THE COURT: I waited two months to say that. I'm 

15 just going to say it today. We're going to behave 

16 appropriately and nicely and respectfully to each other at all 

17 times. 

18 Okay. So if you need an extension, Mr. Campbell 

19 just told you he'd be happy to give you an extension, just let 

20 him know. 

21 MR. PEEK: Your Honor --

22 THE COURT: Do you have anything else before I go to 

23 the other side, Mr. Campbell? 

24 MR. CAMPBELL: No, Your Honor. 

25 THE COURT: Mr. Peek. 
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1 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, just with respect to that 

2 April 1st date, April Fool's Day, as the Court referred to 

3 it--

4 THE COURT: That's what day it is. 

5 MR. PEEK: Yeah. Given the fact that these were 

6 denied, I think there's a whole lot more that we need to do to 

7 try to get ready for that Business Court conference. 

8 THE COURT: Well, then let me tell Ms. Glaser 

9 

10 

MR. PEEK: And I would really 

THE COURT: what we do with those so she can then 

11 tell me, since she's not been here for those before --

12 

13 

MR. PEEK: Right. 

THE COURT: -- how long she thinks. 

14 Ms. Glaser, it's not a fun thing in Business Court, 

15 but in Business Court one of the things I try and do is I find 

16 ways to expedite getting the parties to a decision point, 

17 where they have enough information to make good decisions 

18 about resolving their case where they actually have control. 

19 Frequently at those conferences I ask questions of the clients 

20 who are present. In your case it may be general counselor 

21 somebody from the company who come and provide answers as to 

22 document storage techniques, email availability, financial 

23 information, so that I can try and get an early exchange of 

24 information so that I can get you to a settlement conference 

25 that will actually be productive where the business people 
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1 have a chance to make decisions instead of spending a lot of 

2 money on lawyers and a lot of time in the courthouse, which 

3 does not help them run their businesses. So those conferences 

4 are not a -- very short -- they're usually a half hour or so 

5 conference, and we try and do substantive things at that 

6 conference. But I do require people from the company with 

7 information in their head to be here. Sometimes people bring 

8 more than one person. It's up to you guys. But, you know, 

9 sometimes it's a scheduling issue. So that's why before you 

10 left today and since you've not been here for one of those, 

11 although other people from your firm have, that I wanted to 

12 make sure you understood that you actually have to bring a 

13 real person from the company. 

14 MS. GLASER: May I address that? 

THE COURT: Yes. 15 

16 MS. GLASER: Two things. One, I am going to be out 

17 of the country from March 29 to April 8, so I would very much 

18 appreciate it 

19 THE COURT: So we're going to reschedule the 

20 April 1st date. 

21 MS. GLASER: That would be great. If we could do it 

22 the third week of April, that would be great, Your Honor, if 

23 that's satisfactory with Your Honor. 

24 THE COURT: Is everybody free on April 15th? That's 

25 the third Friday. 
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1 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, as the Court knows -- I don't 

2 know what Clark County schools are like, but I know for my 

3 children 

4 THE COURT: Our County schools are out April 15 

5 through April 22. 

6 MR. PEEK: Yeah. See, my children are out 11th 

7 through the 15th. And that's -- this is --

8 THE COURT: So do you guys want to go to the 22nd? 

9 MR. PEEK: This is, thankfully, Your Honor, my year 

10 to have my children for spring break. 

11 THE COURT: So is everybody 

12 

13 

14 

15 

MR. PEEK: So the next week would 

THE COURT: -- free on the 22nd of April? 

MS. GLASER: That's fine with us, Your Honor. 

MR. CAMPBELL: Court's indulgence for about 

16 15 seconds. 

17 THE COURT: I'm waiting. I'm waiting. somebody 

18 turn on your calendar. 

19 MR. CAMPBELL: He's doing it, Your Honor. 

20 MR. WILLIAMS: I had to turn my [inaudible] on, Your 

21 Honor. 

22 

23 on his -

24 

25 

MR. PEEK: John has to give him permission to turn 

THE COURT: John gave him permission. 

MR. WILLIAMS: 22nd, Your Honor? 
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THE COURT: Yes. 

MR. WILLIAMS: We're fine. 

THE COURT: Okay. I'll see you the 22nd at 

4 9:00 a.m. You--

5 

6 

MS. GLASER: Your Honor, may I ask a question? 

THE COURT: Yes. But hold on a second. 

7 You do not have to bring people with settlement 

8 authority. When you read the order it will say, if you want 

9 to discuss settlement you can. You don't have to. It would 

10 be one of my things that I do at the end of the conference to 

11 set you for a settlement conference, as well as give you a 

12 discovery schedule and a trial date. 

13 Now you had a question. 

14 MS. GLASER: Just one. Your Honor -- and I'm 

15 it possible for, for example, Ms. Salt, who is the most 

16 knowledgeable person about documents, et cetera, at Sands 

is 

17 China -- she's in Hong Kong and Macau. May she participate by 

18 telephone? 

19 THE COURT: No. But she can participate probably by 

20 video conference. 

21 

22 

23 

MS. GLASER: No problem at all. 

THE COURT: Mr. Campbell, any problem with that? 

MR. CAMPBELL: Your Honor, I would have no problem 

24 with that at all. 

25 THE COURT: I just don't do telephone. It's really 
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1 hard to do the communication by telephone. By video 

2 conference it's much easier. It's not that hard to do. Mr. 

3 Peek's done it with people in Australia before. 

4 MR. PEEK: And, Your Honor, because you know the 

5 time difference is -- can we try to find -- I don't remember 

6 exactly what the time differences are, but I know it might be 

7 the middle of the night for MS. Salt if we start at 9:00 

8 o'clock in the morning. 

9 THE COURT: Well, no. On the board meeting agenda 

10 it was a 9:00 a.m./6:00 p.m. thing. Right? 9:00 a.m. in 

11 Vegas is 6:00 p.m. there. 

12 MS. GLASER: I think that is right. 

13 THE COURT: I've got some people nodding at me that 

14 I guessed right from looking at the agenda. 

15 MS. GLASER: It's the other way. It's actually --

16 when it's 6:00 p.m. -- because we've done conference calls. 

17 When we did 6:00 p.m. here, it's 9:00 a.m. the next morning. 

18 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: 9:00 a.m. is midnight. 

19 THE COURT: Well, I made Mr. Peek's guy do it at 

20 3:00 in the morning. 

21 MR. PEEK: She actually -- I remember that, Your 

22 Honor. 

23 THE COURT: I told him he could not wear his 

24 pajamas, he had to put a suit on. And he came. 

25 MS. GLASER: Your Honor, is it possible for us to 
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1 meet and confer with 

2 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, like at 4:00 o'clock in the 

3 afternoon? 

4 THE COURT: The problem I have is my trial schedule, 

5 Mr. Peek. As you know, that is difficult. 

6 

7 

8 

MR. PEEK: 3:00 o'clock? 

MS. GLASER: We'll do it as late as Your Honor -

THE COURT: Why don't you guys see if you can come 

9 up with a time. I would prefer to do it around 1:00 o'clock 

10 so I can have my trial come back a little later, if that's 

11 possible. 

12 

13 

MS. GLASER: I understand. 

THE COURT: If that would work, the later I go in 

14 the afternoon, the more disruptive it is to my trial. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 Kong. 

23 

MS. GLASER: Understood. 

THE COURT: Okay. Anything else on your case today? 

MR. PEEK: Just a moment, Your Honor. 

(Pause in the proceedings) 

THE COURT: 11:00 at night, Mr. Jones? 

MR. JONES: No. 8:00 a.m. here. 

MS. GLASER: He's saying 11:00 at night in Hong 

THE COURT: I don't do 8:00 very well, Mr. Jones. 

24 You know that. 

25 MR. JONES: Apologies, Your Honor. 
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1 MS. GLASER: I think we'll --

2 THE COURT: I do it sometimes, but not well. 

3 (Pause in the proceedings) 

4 MS. GLASER: Your Honor, 9:00 o'clock in the morning 

5 is midnight there, and we'll do it. 

6 THE COURT: All right. 

7 MR. PEEK: I'm good, Your Honor. 9:00 o'clock. 

8 THE COURT: Okay. Ms. Glaser, Mr. Peek and Mr. 

9 Jones can probably tell you who to talk to here about 

10 arranging the video conference so they have the right firewall 

11 issues under control. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MS. GLASER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Have a nice day. 

MR. PEEK: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED AT 12:15 A.M. 

* * * * * 
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Petitioner Venetian Macau Ltd. ("VML"), a Macanese 

corporation doing business exclusively in the Chinese Special 

Administrative Region ("SAR") of Macau, respectfully requests that the 

Court submit for decision the pending writ petition, which Jacobs elected 

not to answer despite seeking additional time to do so, and then to grant it.  

Alternatively, and for the reasons discussed below, VML asks that if Jacobs 

is permitted to avoid complying with the Court's order to answer VML's 

petition by dismissing against VML, the dismissal should be "with 

prejudice."   

Context for This Motion 

On November 3, 2015, VML filed a writ petition challenging 

Judge Mark Denton's order striking VML's peremptory challenge of Judge 

Elizabeth Gonzalez, as well as an emergency motion to stay the district 

court action pending consideration of the petition.  On November 4, 2015, 

this Court issued an order granting a stay of the proceedings as to VML, 

and directed real party in interest, Steven C. Jacobs ("Jacobs"), to answer 

the petition within 30 days. 

Jacobs did not answer when ordered.  He sought and obtained 

a two week extenion to answer under NRAP 26(b)(1), extending his time to 

answer to  December 18, 2015.  On that extended date, Jacobs did not file 

his answer.  Instead, he filed a "Notice of Mootness," claiming that because 

he had just filed a voluntary dismissal, without prejudice, of VML in the 

district court, in contravention of this Court's stay order, "VML's Writ 

Petition is moot."   

Jacobs's "Notice of Mootness" exhibits the same "heads I win-

tails you lose" gamesmanship that has characterized his litigation tactics in 

this Court over the past two years of writ proceedings, and it should be 
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condemned.  As the Court may recall, VML was added as a defendant on 

September 18, 2015, when the challenged judge granted Jacobs's belated 

motion for leave to file a fifth amended complaint.  Ex. 4, Sept. 18, 2015 Hrg. 

Tr. at 9 - 10.  VML's addition to this lawsuit came over four years after 

Jacobs persuaded the challenged judge that VML – the entity that provided 

his paychecks and employee benefits while he worked in Macau -- was 

neither an indispensable nor a necessary party to this litigation and should 

not be a party.  Ex. 1, Mar. 15, 2011 Hrg. Tr. at 23 - 36.  Because it is to his 

procedural advantage to do so, Jacobs now would dismiss VML as a party 

that he added, but do so "without prejudice," a bye that would allow him to 

return later and sue his former foreign employer when it suits his strategic 

purposes.   

  Jacobs should not be given this indulgence.  In 2011, he 

successfully maintained that VML – his employer – was not a necessary 

party in his wrongful termination suit – this lawsuit.  Over four years later, 

he added VML, based on facts known to him and the district court that 

have not changed in the past four-and-a-half years.1  Now, as 2015 becomes 

2016, he again reverses course to avoid this Court's consideration of a 

statutory peremptory challenge issue that it deemed worthy of writ 

consideration last month.   

VML requests the Court to resolve the petition on its merits.  A 

decision on the merits of the pending petition will benefit all litigants who 

are faced with such tactics.  For Jacobs, though, a decision on the merits 

risks losing a district court judge that has consistently ruled in his favor.  

                                                           
1  The district court, over objection, accommodated this questionable 

tactic of adding VML four years after the fact, but in so doing remarked 
that the timetable for getting prepared for trial would likely require 
extending.  
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Jacobs's gamesmanship has caused VML significant expense.  If he is to be 

permitted to voluntarily and tactically dismiss VML as a party, the Court 

should order that dismissal must be with prejudice.   

     CARBAJAL & MCNUTT 

    /s/ Dan McNutt   
Daniel R. McNutt, Bar No. 7815 
Matthew C. Wolf, Bar No. 10801 
625 South Eighth Street 
Las Vegas, NV  89101 

Attorneys for Petitioners 

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

This Motion asks the Court to consider whether a voluntary 

dismissal of VML filed in the district court has any effect while all 

proceedings against this entity are stayed by Order of the Court pending 

disposition of this writ on its merits.  VML also asks the Court to consider 

whether Jacobs, who has been ordered to answer the writ petition and 

obtained an extension of time from the Court to do so, may unilaterally 

decline to answer and declare that the writ is moot.  VML suggests the 

answer to each question should be “no.”  A voluntary dismissal of this writ 

petition and VML--without prejudice--would be unjust.2  In the alternative, 

VML asks that if Jacobs is going to dismiss his case against VML after 

nearly five years of toying with it, the dismissal should be ordered with 

                                                           
2  Jacobs issued a check reimbursing VML for the district court filing fee 
and the filing fee to file its writ petition before this Court as provided in 
Nev. R. Civ. P. 41.  However, this rule is not just in a case like this, where 
Jacobs' capricious pleading prevented VML from early participation in the 
case, and has now caused VML to spend thousands of dollars on attorney's 
fees and costs to defend its right to a peremptory challenge both here and 
before the district court. 
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prejudice.  VML (who was rejected as a necessary party) and the remaining 

defendants deserve assurance that the conclusion of this case brings closure 

to the underlying dispute.   

This relief is necessary because unless the dismissal is with 

prejudice, VML will be in the same position if, or more likely when, Jacobs 

decides to drag it back into this litigation.  Jacobs's early, now recanted 

insistence that VML had no role in this litigation has already precluded 

VML from early participation in this case, and if Jacobs has now concluded 

he has no claims against VML, he should be forced to live with that 

decision so that VML can have closure on this matter.  More importantly, 

relief is also necessary because the Court has already determined the 

questions raised by the writ petition are ones worthy of consideration.  A 

decision on the merits of the pending writ will clarify for all Nevada 

litigants whether a later added party is entitled to the same rights as an 

original party or whether, as Jacobs would cast VML, a later-added party is 

a second class citizen whose procedural rights are subject to being caught 

up in litigation gamemanship and trampled with impunity by the 

gamemaster.  

II.  RELEVANT FACTS 

After Jacobs filed this action in Las Vegas for his alleged 

wrongful termination in Macau, defendant Las Vegas Sands Corp. 

("LVSC") moved to dismiss this case for his failure to join an indispensable 

party, his employer, VML.  Jacobs aggressively fought and defeated the 

motion directed to his employer by persuading the challenged judge that 

VML was neither a necessary nor an indispensable party.  Ex. 1.   

Years later, on June 2, 2015, after he obtained an accelerated trial 

setting from the challenged judge—not to mention virtually complete, one-
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sided merits discovery under the guise of jurisdictional discovery--Jacobs 

moved to add VML as a party.  Ex. 2, Mot. for Leave to File Fourth Am. 

Compl.  The district court denied his motion because trial on the merits 

was close at hand and discovery even among the existing parties had not 

yet taken place.  The judge determined there was insufficient time to add 

VML and hold the expedited trial in October 2015.  Ex. 3, June 18, 2015 Hrg. 

Tr. re Mot. to Amend.   

After the expedited trial date was vacated on July 1, 2015, as a 

consequence of an order of this Court in a previous writ proceeding, Jacobs 

did not immediately renew his motion to add VML, as even the district 

court expected.  Rather, he waited more than two months while he 

obtained additional discovery advantages before moving to file his Fifth 

Amended Complaint on September 15, 2015, adding VML. VML was 

purportedly served in Las Vegas on October 16, 2015, and the company 

immediately filed a peremptory challenge of Judge Gonzalez, as SCR 48.1 

permits, and promptly thereafter moved to quash service of process and to 

dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.  The case was reassigned to Judge 

Mark Denton.  Jacobs then filed an "emergency" motion to strike VML's 

peremptory challenge and Judge Denton granted it, based on a single 

sentence of dicta in this Court's decision in Gallen v. Eighth Judicial District 

Court, 112 Nev. 209, 911 P.2d 858 (1996), which neither this  Court nor any 

other court has since cited or followed.  Ex. 5, Oct. 26, 2015 Hrg Tr.; Ex. 6, 

Oct. 27, 2015 Order.   

VML then challenged the order granting the motion to strike by 

a writ petition filed with this Court on November 3, 2015.  The following 

day, on November 4, 2015, this Court ordered Jacobs to answer the writ 
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petition within thirty days and stayed the underlying litigation as to VML.  

That stay order remains in place.   

On the day his answer was due, Jacobs sought and obtained a 

two week extension under NRAP 26.  See Dec. 4, 2015 Order.  But rather 

than file his answer as he was ordered to do, Jacobs filed an NRCP 41(a) 

voluntary dismissal in the district court, and then declared to this Court 

that the writ petition is "moot."  In executing this gamesmanship, Jacobs 

overlooked completely the Court's November 4, 2015 stay order.  Neither 

the district court nor Jacobs can, without VML's consent, alter the 

proceedings in regard to VML while this writ petition is pending and the 

stay order is in place.  Because Jacobs elected to ignore the order and 

defaulted in filing an answer to the writ petition, it should be treated as 

unopposed and granted.   

III.   ARGUMENT 

A. The District Court is Divested of Jurisdiction over VML by 
the Stay Order.     

The Court's November 4, 2015 stay order says "the proceedings 

below against petitioner only are stayed pending further of this court." 

(emphasis in original).  Order at 1.  It is undisputed that a district court 

may not act in a case that this Court has stayed unless and until the stay is 

lifted.  See, Mack-Manley v. Manley, 122 Nev. 849, 855, 138 P.3d 525, 529 

(2006), quoting Rust v. Clark Cty. School District, 103 Nev. 686, 688, 747 P.2d 

1380, 1382 (1987) (confirming that "a timely notice of appeal divests the 

district court of jurisdiction to act and vests jurisdiction in this court").  No 

order lifting the Court's November 4 stay has been issued.  Thus, the 

district court lacks jurisdiction to entertain any matter concerning VML, 

including Jacobs's purported voluntary dismissal.   
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The same November 4 order also provided that the "real party 

in interest, on behalf of respondents, shall have 30 days from the date of 

this order within which to file an answer, including authorities."  Order at 

2.  The language of the order is not discretionary or unclear:  a "notice of 

mootness" is not "an answer, including authorities."  Jacobs had no right to 

unilaterally disregard the Court's order and not file the answer as 

orderedwithout first seeking appropriate relief from the Court.  See, e.g., 

NRAP 42 (providing that the Clerk may dismiss an appeal or other 

proceeding if the parties file a signed dismissal specifying how costs are to 

be paid and pay any fees that are due.") (emphasis added).  VML was not 

consulted nor did it agree to dismissal of this writ petition so Jacobs can 

later add VML again or assert claims against it VML in another lawsuit in 

the district court.     

            In opposing VML's emergency motion to stay in this writ 

proceeding, Jacobs set out his unavailing arguments against the writ 

petition being considered by the Court.  Apparently, he had nothing 

further to say to assist the Court, because he disregarded the November 4 

Order.  As discussed further below, Jacobs's failure to file an answer as 

ordered should be construed as an admission that VML's writ petition is 

meritorious and should be granted.      

B. Jacobs's Election to Default Should be Treated as a Non-
Opposition to VML's Writ Petition.  

The Court ordered an answer to VML's petition because it 

determined that after reviewing the issues and documents in VML's writ, 

and Jacobs's opposition to a stay, "an answer to the petition will assist the 

court in resolving this matter."  Order at 1 -2.  If Jacobs were the petitioner, 

he would have had the right to abandon the proceeding he commenced, see 

Breeden v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Ct., 131 Nev. Adv. Op. 12, 343 P.3d 1242  
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(2015), but he is not.  Jacobs is the party who must answer, as ordered.  

Rather than answer, he took the gambit of declaring the petition moot and 

treated the Court's order directing an answer as meaningless.  The Court 

should conclude from this defiant non-response that Jacobs has no answer 

to VML's petition on the merits.   

An extraordinary writ is an extraordinary remedy that is 

available when an aggrieved party has no other plain, speedy, and 

adequate legal remedy. NRS 34.170; NRS 34.330; Smith v. Eighth Judicial 

Dist. Ct., 107 Nev. 674, 677, 679, 818 P.2d 849, 851, 853 (1991).  The Court 

has previously held that "[e]xtraordinary writ petitions are the appropriate 

means to challenge district court decisions concerning peremptory 

challenges."  Morrow v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court of Nev., 129 Nev. Adv. Op. 

10, 294 P.3d 411, 413 (Nev. 2013) (citing State Engineer v. Truckee-Carson 

Irrig., 116 Nev. 1024, 1029, 13 P.3d 395, 398 (2000)).  Jacobs should not be 

permitted to interdict the decision-making authority of this Court in a writ 

proceeding by declining to answer as he was directed to do.   

VML respectfully asks that its writ petition be submitted for 

decision and granted.  
 

C. Policy Considerations Favor Submitting the Writ for 
Decision. 

Nevada Supreme Court Rule 48.1 provides each party or side, 

as a matter of right, one change of judge by peremptory challenge. The rule 

imposes deadlines on existing parties for exercising peremptory challenges 

and reasonably tie those deadlines to events for which the existing parties 

will receive notice. See Morrow, 129 Nev. Adv. Op. 10, 294 P.3d at 413 (time 

to file peremptory challenge ran from notice to that party, which could pre-

date first appearance).  "Peremptory challenges are mechanisms designed 
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to insure a fair tribunal by allowing a party to disqualify a judge thought to 

be unfair or biased."  Smith, 107 Nev. at 677, 818 P.2d at 852.   

As set forth in the writ petition, a party added to a case after it 

is underway has the same reasons for concern about fairness and bias of 

judicial officers as parties who are present at the inception of the case may 

have.  There is no good reason in law to permit Jacobs to deny VML its SCR 

48.1 right – which is designed to address these concerns – by endorsing 

Jacobs's capricious procedural and pleading choices to define the rights of 

the late-added defendant, VML.   

Judicial policy considerations are of particular import since 

Jacobs for over 4 years spurned VML as a party before changing paths to 

insist VML belonged in the case from the outset.  VML's pending writ 

petition has been deemed worthy of consideration by the Court, and there 

is value in having the novel and important SCR 48.1 issue it presents 

decided.   

Whether or not late-added parties are entitled to the same 

rights to a peremptory challenge is an issue that is ripe for decision now 

and should be decided, for the benefit of VML and all other Nevada 

litigants who face tactics such as those deployed by Jacobs here.  

D. If Dismissal by Jacobs is Permitted to Render this Writ 
Petition Moot, The Dismissal Should Be with Prejudice. 

Plaintiff added VML as a party four years and five months after 

having persuaded the Court, over the defendants' objections, that VML is 

not a necessary or an indispensable party and should not be a defendant 

"for the simple reason that it is not a party to any of the contracts at issue."  

See Ex 1.    Rule 41 permits a plaintiff to voluntarily dismiss a defendant 

upon repayment of the defendant's filing fees.  "Unless otherwise stated . . . 

the dismissal is without prejudice, except that a notice of dismissal operates 
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as an adjudication on the merits when filed by a plaintiff who has once 

dismissed in any court . . .  an action based on or including the same claim."  

NRCP 41(a)(1).  Jacobs does not squarely fall within the ambit of this rule, 

insofar as the proceedings five years ago over joining VML as a party are 

concerned.  Nonetheless, policy considerations favor construing Jacobs's 

earlier rejection of VML as his exercise of his prerogative to dismissal 

without prejudice.  It would be unjust to permit him to reject VML, then 

add VML, then again reject VML, only to add it later when it suits his 

fancy.  The dismissal should be with prejudice.   

If the Court is inclined to give effect to Jacobs's voluntary 

dismissal, it should at minimum require that the dismissal be with 

prejudice.  Jacobs's gamesmanship has resulted in the unreasonable waste 

of precious judicial resources, as well as substantial but unnecessary 

attorneys' fees and costs arguing over the inclusion of VML as a party and 

then defending its right to a peremptory challenge.  Unless he provides 

VML some finality from the claims in this case, the writ petition should be 

decided to avoid the unnecessary time and expense that will be required 

when Jacobs decides to again add VML, as he would be free to do unless 

the dismissal is with prejudice.   

IV.  CONCLUSION 

VML respectfully requests the Court to consider and grant its 

writ petition.   
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At minimum, in the alternative, VML asks that if Jacobs is 

permitted to voluntarily dismiss, such dismissal should be with prejudice.     

    Respectfully submitted, 

CARBAJAL & MCNUTT 

 
/s/ DAN MCNUTT             
Daniel R. McNutt, Bar No. 7815 
Matthew C. Wolf, Bar No. 10801 

 625 South Eighth Street 
Las Vegas, NV  89101 

Attorneys for Petitioner  
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